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ABSTRACT 

In order to test hypotheses of the selective advantage of sex, I have investigated 

three subjects: the riming of a sexual process, natural genetic transformation, in the 

bacterium Bacillus subtilis, the relationships between sex, dispersal and dormancy in a 

variety of organisms, and the evolutionary history of natural genetic transformation, in 

all living things. 

My investigation of B. subtilis concerns the relationship between the spore state 

and competence, the ability to undergo genetic transformation. I show that competence 

and spore-formation are alternative processes. This is unusual, since in most 

microorganisms, sex and sporulation are associated. 

The tradeoff between sex and the spore state found in B. subtilis contradicts 

ecological hypotheses for sex. These hypotheses predict that, when sex is facultative, it 

should be associated with the spore state, because that state is more dormant and more 

dispersible. I discovered that other microorganisms also violate these predictions: sex is 

either unassociated with dormancy, or unassociated with dispersal, or both. However, 

in most facultatively sexual organisms, sex, dormancy and dispersal are still associated. 

Two popular hypotheses for the selective advantage of sex make the wrong 

prediction for the usual dormancy-dispersal-sex relationship. Here I deduce that the red 

queen hypothesis and the sib-competition hypothesis incorrectiy predict that sex should 

usually not be associated with dormancy and dispersal. Other hypotheses that I analyze 

make the correct prediction. 

Some of these hypotheses of sex make predictions about the history of 

(bacterial) sex, such as that competence should be ubiquitous. To test these predictions, 

I have reconstructed the evolutionary history of natural competence. 
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My results show that competence is taxonomicaily widespread, phylogenetically 

primitive, easy-to-lose, evolutionarilly variable, and negatively correlated with certain 

habitats. These results confirm that competence is ubiquitous. However, the most 

notable result is that competence is primitive; the most parsimonious evolutionary 

hypothesis is that the universal ancestor of life was competent 
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CHAPTER 1: GRAND INTRODUCTION 

The selective advantage of sex remains an unsolved problem in evolutionary 

biology. I address this problem in three ways: 

by investigating the life history of sex in a facultatively sexual species, by comparing 

sexual and asexual reproduction in a number of facultatively sexual species, and by 

determining the phylogenetic distribution of sexual and asexual species. 

THE LIFE HISTORY OF SEX IN BACILLUS SUBTIUS 

Information on the life history of sex in some species has already been used to 

interpret the selective advantage of sex (Williams, 1975; Maynard Smith, 1978). Take 

strawberry plants, for example. They reproduce asexually over short distances by 

runners and sexually over long distances by seeds. This life history has been 

interpreted to support a certain hypothesis of sex, the hypothesis that the function of sex 

is to create variants that are more likely to be successful in new habitats (Williams, 

1975). Based on studies of plants and animals, this life history pattern is believed to be 

typical for facultatively sexual organisms. However, the life history of facultatively 

sexual microorganisms have not yet received consideration. 

Here I report on the life history of a particular facultatively sexual 

microorganism, the bacterium Bacillus subtilis. In this organism, sex occurs not via 

meiosis and syngamy but instead via a different process: natural genetic transformation. 

I chose this organism for several reasons. First, it does not require sex to reproduce; 

therefore the phenomena associated with sex can be distinguished from those associated 

with reproduction. Second, since it is a microorganism, it is experimentally tractable. 

i 
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Third, it is relatively well-studied. And finally, experiments have already been 

conducted concerning why it has sex (Michod et. al., 1988; Redfield, 1993). 

Generic studies indicate that B. subtilis might have an unusual life history (I. 

Smith, 1994. Dubnau, 1991a, Enington, 1993). In other spore-forming 

microorganisms, sex is associated with the spore state. In B. subtilis, having sex and 

forming a spore may not to be associated- Instead, being sexual and forming a spore 

may be alternatives. My experiments test for such a life history. 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEX, DISPERSAL 

AND DORMANCY 

If it is true that B. subtilis breaks the rule that sex and dispersal are associated, it 

may not be the only one. There are many organisms that reproduce both sexually and 

asexually; some of the best studied are plant pathogenic fungi. Therefore I searched the 

literature on plant pathogens for other exceptions to this rule. 

If exceptions exist to this rule, then the hypotheses based on this rule must be 

reconsidered. Therefore I analyzed the most important hypotheses for sex to determine 

how well they predict the patterns I deduced from the literature. 

THE PHYLOGENETIC DISTRIBUTION OF COMPETENT AND 

NONCOMPETENT PROCARYOTES 

The above rule describes sexual and asexual reproduction within species. 

Similarly sex-studiers have sought pattems among the differences between sexual and 

asexual species. Such comparative studies serve two purposes. First, the differences 
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between asexual and sexual life cycles, habitats, etc. can be used to deduce what selects 

for sexuality and/or asexuality. Second, data on sexual and asexual species can be used 

to deduce the evolutionary history of sex, which in turn can be used to address other 

problems of the selective advantage sex. 

Such comparative studies have already been performed for sex in higher 

eucaryotes ((Williams, 1975; Maynard Smith, 1978; Bell, 1982). However, 

procaryotes remain relatively uninvestigated. This is partly because procaryotes have 

sex in different ways than eucaryotes. Naturally competent procaryotes have sex in one 

of these ways, via the process of natural generic transformation. Here I conduct a 

comparative phylogenetic study of natural competence. 

Different hypotheses of sex make some testable predictions about the 

evolutionary history of natiual competence. First, the hypothesis that asexuality is 

detrimental in the long term predicts that noncompetent lineages, should they be asexual, 

should be of recent origin. Second, hypotheses contending that sex is virtually 

indispensable predict that competence should be ubiquitous in the past and present. 

Third, if natural transformation is less successful in DNA-hostile environments, then the 

loss of competence should be associated with lineages found in such environments. 

To test these hypotheses, these three predictions were compared with my best 

guesses for the actual history as deduced from the comparative data. These guesses 

were made by determining the most parsimonious evolutionary histories of competence 

for my competence database, given a certain evolutionary tree and different models of 

evolution. 

A serendipitous consequence of making this database was that a prediction about 

when competence should occur could be tested. This prediction is that competence 

should usually occur in the stationary phase. Two hypotheses about the benefits of 
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competence, the repair hypothesis and the DNA-as-food hypothesis, make this 

prediction, and so do some hypotheses about the costs of con:^tence. 

ORGANIZATION OF THIS DISSERTATION 

I report on the results of my life history investigations, both the experiments 

performed on B. subtilis, and the literature survey on other facultatively sexual 

organisms, in Chapter 2. The results of my comparative study of the evolutionary 

history of natural competence are reported in Chapter 3. The results of all of these 

investigations are discussed in detail in their respective chapters, then summarized in 

brief in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2: DORMANCY, DISPERSAL AND SEX IN 

B. SUBTILIS AND OTHER ORGANISMS 

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

Little is known about the life history of sex in B. subtilis. Yet such information 

should be useful. The life history of sex in other organisms has been used to interpret 

the selective advantage of sex in other organisms (Williams, 1975; Maynard Smith, 

1978). In particular, the relationships of sex with dormancy and dispersal have been 

used for such interpretations. B. subtilis has both a sexual state, natural competence, 

and a life-history stage that is dormant and presumably dispersed, the spore state. But 

how competence and the spore state relate is unknown. 

Two generalizations about the relationships between sex, dispersal and 

dormancy predict a relationship between the spore state and competence in Bacillus 

subtilis. In 1975 G. C. Williams claimed that, in organisms that reproduce both 

sexually and asexually, sexually produced offspring are more widely dispersed through 

space than asexually produced offspring and sexually produced offspring are more 

likely to be dormant than asexually produced offspring. Williams stated these 

generalizations emphatically; "I know of no observations clearly counter to those 

summarized above (, that there are).... consistent contrasts in the natural history of 

the two modes of reproduction." (1975; p. 7 and p. 4). These generalizations were 

important because Williams's used them to support his view of the selective advantage 

of sex. Williams explained that these (and other) correlates of sex exist because sexual 

offspring are more likely to thrive in novel environments than asexual offspring, and 

offspring that disperse or remain dormant are more likely to encounter novel 

environments than offspring that do not disperse or remain dormant. Thus Williams 
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used the existence of these correlates to support his view that the sex exists because it 

creates advantageous variation in a variable world. 

Williams's generalizations can be used to predict whether competent B. subtilis 

cells or noncompetent cells should be more likely to become spores. Since spores are 

more dormant than non-spores, and since spores are more likely to disperse farther 

distances than non-spores, spores should be produced sexually rather than asexually. 

Thus Williams's generalizations predict that competent B. subtilis cells should be more 

likely to become spores than noncompetent cells. 

For these reasons, I set out to test whether competent or noncompetent B. 

subtilis cells are more likely to become spores. To do so, I conducted experiments 

starting with mixtures of competent and noncompetent cells. The mixed cells were 

incubated in a medium that promoted spore formation, and the spores that formed were 

scored as arising from competent or noncompetent ancestors. The data from these 

experiments (Section 3, Parts I and II) were used to calculate the probability that a 

competent cell would become a spore by a certain time and the same probability for 

noncompetent cells. By comparing these probabilities, it could be determined which 

type of was more likely to become a spore. 

Williams's ideas spawned other hypotheses about sex, hypotheses that make 

different predictions about how sex, dispersal and dormancy relate. Williams's ideas, 

like other early ideas, were originally stated in verbal arguments open to ambiguity; later 

he and other biologists refined these ideas into rigorous, mathematical models. These 

models showed how variation in the environment could select for sex. Bell (1984) 

classified these models as the best man model, tangled bank model, red queen model, 

and others, including models based on sibling competition These four variation-based 

models do not necessarily make the same prediction about the relationship between sex. 
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dormancy and dispersal as Williams originally did. For example, Maynard-Smith's 

version of the sibling competition model (1978) predicts that well-dispersed propagules 

should be produced asexually rather than sexually (see Section 6, Part LC.2). The 

results of my experiments should serve to test predictions of these other hypotheses as 

well as of Williams's hypotheses. 

This line of inquiry prompted me to search for other microorganism life cycles 

for which the relationship between sex, dispersal and dormancy could be ascertained 

(Section 5). The patterns of microbial life cycles implied by my experiments and my 

review of the literature have lead me to revise Williams's generalizations. In Section 6, 

I use these revised generalizations to differentiate between the various variation-based 

theories for the selective advantage of sex. 

In addition to augmenting the understanding of ecological correlates of sex, the 

results of my experiments address issues of the physiology and life history of B. 

subtilis. One issue is whether the ability to have sex (i.e. competence) and the process 

of forming a spore (known as sporulation) are alternative life history pathways or 

sequential events (Section 4, Parts II and HI). Most investigations of B. subtilis 

genetics and physiology suggest that competence and sporulation arc mumally exclusive 

stationary phase pathways, responding to different density conditions. However a few 

results have been interpreted to suggest that competence is a property of cells that arc on 

their way to becoming spores, that is that competence precedes spore formation. In 

Section 3,1 report on results that distinguish between these scenarios. 

To address the question of whether or not competence is a property of prespores 

(cells that are on their way to becoming spores), I created cultures of prespores and 

tested them at various times to see if any of them were competent (Section 3, Part V.C). 
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I assayed for competent cells by adding DNA to samples of prespoies and selectively 

plating for genetic transformants. 

The question of whether competence precludes spore formation was addressed 

by the experiments where I determine the fate of sexual cells in sporulation media 

(Section 3, Part EI). If competence precluded spore formation, then all spores should 

be descended from non-competent ancestors. 

Another physiological issue concerns the metabolic dormancy of B. subtilis 

spores (Section 4, Part IV). Heat-resistant B. subtilis spores are considered to be 

relatively inert structures; they do not feed, and they should not take up DNA and 

engage in genetic transforaaation. The conventional wisdom is that B. subtilis spores 

could not engage in natural genetic transformation. I have tested this prediction with 

experiments investigating whether or not heat-resistant 5. subtilis cells can undergo 

genetic transformation (Section 3, Part IV). I assayed for competent spores by adding 

DNA to cultures containing spores and selectively plating for transformed spores. The 

results of these experiments have important implications for our ideas about the 

metabolism of heat-resistant cells. 

Following my experimental results, this chapter is divided into four sections. In 

the first of these sections (Section 4) I interpret the results of my experiments. In 

sections 5 and 61 use my experimental results as a starting point for investigating the 

patterns of correlates of sex in nature and the interpretation of these patterns. In section 

7 I return to my experimental results in order to paint a more detailed picture of the B. 

subtilis life cycle. I also consider the implications of these details for the major theories 

of the selective advantage of sex in B. subtilis. I finish section 7 by summarizing my 

evaluations of the major theories of sex; arguing that many of the details I have 
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described are relevant for distinguishing between these theories, and that for each theory 

there exist both supportive and problematic details. 
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SECTION 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS 

I. Bacterial Strains and DNA Preparation 

The baaerial cultures used consisted of cells of the auxotrophic Bacillus subtilis 

strain YB886 {trpC2 metBS rec^ SPfi~). This strain is descended from the naturally 

competent strain B. subtilis 168. The source of the chromosomal DNA used was the 

prototrophic B. subtilis strain YBlOl 1 iPV^ met^ rec"^ SPfi'). This strain is a 

derivative of strain YB886. The DNA was isolated using a modification of the method 

of Silhay, Berman and Enquist (1984). 

II. Media 

The bacterial strains were stored on slants of Luria Bertani (LB) media, a 

complex media (Miller, 1972). Innoculums were prepared from bacteria grown on LB 

plates. 

Cultures of competent B. subtilis cells were prepared using the glucose-rich, 

competence-inducing liquid media Growth Media 1 (GMl) and Growth Media 2 

(GM2). These media were prepared as described by Yasbin, Wilson and Young 

(1975). When these media were used for growing auxotrophic strains, the media were 

supplemented with 50 mg/ml of each amino acid required for growth by the auxotroph. 

B. subtilis cells were induced to form spores using the protein-rich media known as 

Difco Sporularion Media (DSM). This media was prepared according to the recipe for a 

complex media of Schaffer et. al. (1965). 
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Prototrophs were selected for on plates of the nainimal glucose (MG) plating 

media, which did not support the growth of auxotrophs. The recipe for this media is 

described by Yasbin, WUson and Young (1975). 

The isotonic Spizizen minimal salts solution (SS; Spizizen, 1958) was used for 

diluting samples and re-suspending spores before plating. 

in. Transformation Procedure 

My standard protocol for the preparation of cultures of competent YB886 cells is 

a modification of the protocol of Boylan et al. (1972). A sterile wire loop was used to 

obtain a chunk of YB886 cells from an LB media plate containing streaked out YB886 

cells. The cells were re-suspended into 2 mis of GM2 and heated in a 20 tube 1(X) Watt 

VWR heat block at SO^C for 10 minutes. This heat-shock treatment was included to 

reduce the initial frequency of spores in the innoculum to make it easier to detect the 

appearance of spores at later times. The heat-shock treatment reduced the frequency of 

spores in the initial culture by 60 fold (Table 1). 

The heated innoculum was added to a flask containing sterile GMl media. 

Enough innoculum was added to give an initial cell density of 10 to 15 Klett units (as 

measured by a Klett-Summerson colorimeter with a No. 66 filter). Klett units are 

analogous to units of absorbance. The culture was then incubated in a rotating water 

bath at 37°C until 90 minutes following the end of exponential growth. The end of 

exponential growth was determined by graphing optical density in Klett units versus 

time on semi-logarithmic graph paper. The curve representing logistic growth on a 

semi-logarithmic graph can be approximated with two lines—a steep line representing the 

period of approximate exponential growth, and a less steep line representing the slower 
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growth rate as the population approaches carrying capacity. The time cOTtesponding to 

the intersection of these two lines was defined as the end of exponential growth. 

Next, one volume of the cultured cells was diluted with nine volumes of warm 

GM2 to induce competence. The flask containing the diluted cells was incubated at 

370c with vigorous shaking for 60 nainutes. 

An aliquot of the culture was then removed to another flask to serve as a no-

DNA control. YB1011 DNA was added to the remaining culture to give a final 

concentration of 0.5 mg DNA/ml. After 30 minutes of incubation, DNase I (Sigma, St. 

Louis MO) was added to both cultures at a concentration of 100 mg/ml and the cultures 

were incubated for 10 more minutes at 37°C. 

IV. Determining the Fates of Transformed and Nontransforaied Cells 

These experiments were done to determine whether transformed cells (sexual 

cells) or non-transformed cells (asexual cells) were more likely to form spores. Two 

competent cultures were produced as described above. One culture was incubated with 

DNA to form transformed cells, the other culture did not receive DNA and formed no 

transformed cells. 

These two cultures were re-suspended in Difco Sporulation Media as follows: 

Aliquots of no more than 15 mis were added to 15 ml polystyrene centrifuge tubes and 

centrifiiged for 6 minutes at 60% power of an ancient Serval angle SPX centrifuge. 

This power setting roughly corresponds to 13(X) rotations per minute and the cells were 

pelleted at a radius of 11 to 13 cms. The resulting supernatant was then decanted, and 

each pellet was re-suspended in a volume of Difco Sporulation Media equal to the initial 

volume of the aliquot. Next the aliquots of DNA-treated cells were combined into one 
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glass flask and die aliquots of the no-DNA cells into another flask. The appropriate 

sized-flask was chosen so that the culture would have a large surface area for adequate 

aeradon but so that the culture would not be so thin that it would evaporate quickly. 

In each experiment a sample was taken immediately before the cells were re-

suspended in Difco Sporulation Media. This sample was designated the 0 hour sample. 

All subsequent samples were taken fix)m the re-suspended cell culture and labeled with 

the time elapsed from the 0 hour. 

For each sample, the concentrations of four different classes of cells within the 

sample were determined using four different plating procedures. The first class was 

total spores. Second were the met+ transformed (and reverted) spores; these were 

spores that had transformed (or reverted) to methionine prototrophy. Third were the 

total cells, which includes spores and non-spores. Fourth were the met+ transformed 

(and reverted) cells; these were all of the cells, both spores and non-spores, that had 

transformed (or reverted) to methionine prototrophy. 

The concentrations of all classes of cells were estimated by counting colonies 

formed on agar plates. Each plate was spread with a small volume from a tube of a 

serial dilution series of a sample. Samples were treated in two different ways and then 

plated on two different types of plates to produce the four different platiiig procedures. 

The samples were either heated, which selected for spores, or unhealed, which allowed 

both spores and non-spores to survive. The plates were MG plates either lacking 

methionine, which selected for colonies, or containing methionine, which allowed 

both met+ and met- cells to form colonies. Total spores were estimated from platings of 

heated samples on MG plates containing methionine; and met-^ spores from platings of 

these samples on MG plates lacking methionine. Total cells were estimated from 

platings of unheated samples on MG plates containing methionine; and met+ cells from 
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platings of these samples on MG plates lacking methionine. Since (unless otherwise 

noted) I was not concerned about whether or not the cells were transformed at the trp 

locus, all plates were supplemented with tryptophan so that trp- colonies could grow. 

Heat-treated samples were prepared by transferring 1-2 ml aliquots of the culture 

to small test tubes which were incubated in an 80®C heat block for 10 minutes. The cell 

suspensions were then allowed to cool to room temperature for 20 minutes before 

dilution. This cooling period was necessary to maximize the final heat-resistant cell 

counts. 

V. Detecting Very Low Densities of Met+ Heat-Resistant Cells. 

In order to determine when transformed met-\- spores were first formed, 

I needed to detect very low concentrations of met+ heat resistant cells. Initially I tried to 

estimate these low concentrations by counting colonies on plates spread with the 

undiluted heat-shocked samples. But there were problems with this method. First, it 

could not detect low cell densities, and the densities of mef+ spores were very, very 

low. Second, estimates from undiluted heat shocked samples were not consistent with 

estimates from diluted heat shocked samples. I expected that plates spread with a 1/10 

dilution of samples should have 1/10 of the colonies of the plates spread with undiluted 

samples, but instead they averaged about 1/20 of the colonies. This can be deduced 

from the ratios of estimated cell densities derived from undiluted samples (US) to those 

from diluted samples (DS); these US/DS ratios are usually around two rather than one 

(see the US/DS row of Table 2). 

Both of these problems were solved by modifying the sampling protocol to 

include additional steps. After the heated suspensions had cooled for 20 minutes, they 
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were transferred to 15 ml centrifuge tubes. No more than 5 mis was added to each 

centrifuge tube. Next the resuspensions were centrifiiged for 6 minutes at 60% power 

of the Serval centrifuge. Then the pellets were re-suspended in Spizizen salts. 

Sometimes the cells were concentrated by making the re-suspension volume 1/10 of the 

original volume. This naade it easier to detect low densities of cells. Other times the 

cells were re-suspended in the same volume as the initial volume. The re-suspended 

cells were then serially diluted (if necessary) and plated. 

Occasionally another step was used to aid in detecting low cell concentrations. 

Large petri dishes were used so that a larger volume of the sample could be poured on 

the plate; volumes five times larger than usual could then be used. When I combined 

this large-plate method with the concentration-re-suspension method, I was able to 

detect concentrations of cells 100 fold lower than usual. 

Table 2 shows that the diluted resuspended (DR) and undiluted resuspended 

(UR) samples produce equivalent estimates for the cell density. The UR/DR ratios are 

all around one. Thus the problem of the disagreement between estimates from diluted 

and undiluted samples has been solved. The resuspended sample estimates GJR and 

DR) all agree with the nonresuspended DS estimates rather than the US estimates; in 

other words, they agree with the low estimate. 

The reason that the US estimates were higher than the rest was probably been 

due to the presence of methionine in that undiluted, nonresuspended sample, which 

would have been effectively removed by dilution or resuspension in the other samples. 

This methionine came from the culture media. Therefore a small number of met- heat-

resistant cells could have formed colonies on the on the undiluted non-resuspended met-

plates because they were aided by this methionine. When the met- cells survive for a 
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longer time on the plate, their opportunities to mutate to met-^ increase, so more met-^ 

colonies could have been formed. 

The resuspension method would not help detect low cell densities if a significant 

percentage of the cells died during the resuspension. This possibility was investigated. 

The results were that most met- and met-^ heat-resistant cells did not die during 

resuspension, with certain exceptions. 

First, the results shows the recovery of heat resistant cells after resuspension in 

an equal volume of Spizizen Salts; the median recovery of total spores is 82% and of 

transformed spores is 70% (Table 3a). Table 3b shows the recovery of heat resistant 

cells after resuspension in a concentrating volume of Spizizen Salts; the median recovery 

of total spores is 85% and of transformed spores is 72%. The recovery of transformed 

spores is usually lower than the recovery of non-transformed spores, but this difference 

is not statistically significant (p = 0.07). 

Second, the recovery of spores in the later samples (samples 10-55) is higher 

than the recovery of spores in the earlier samples (samples 0-6; Tables 3a and 3b). In 

particular, the recovery of spores in earlier samples using the concentration 

resuspension method is low, with a median recovery of 8.6% (Table 3b). This 

recovery is significantly lower at the p<.01 level than the median recovery of total 

spores in the later concentration-rcsuspension samples (Table 4). There is no significant 

difference between the recovery of spores in early and late samples among equal-volume 

resuspensions (Table 4). 

The reason for the low recovery of early spores by the concentration 

resuspension method may have something to do with when the spores formed. The 

early samples were all taken before any new spores were formed in the media, and the 
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later samples were all taken after new spores had formed- Therefore the early spores 

consisted mosdy of pre-existing spores, and the later spores were mosdy new spores. 

Except for these cases, the recoveries of spores after resuspension are high. For 

the early concentrated-resuspended samples, the low recoveries would lead to estimates 

of heat-resistant cells that were too low. Therefore, unless otherwise noted, estimates 

based on early concentration-resuspension samples are not included. 

Also important is that transformed spores and non-transformed spores were 

recovered at the same rate (Table 3; the difference in recoveries is not statistically 

significant). Therefore estimates of spore transformation rates based on resuspended 

spores should be unbiased. 

VI. Calculating the Initial Frequency of Competent Cells 

In interpreting my results, I assume that a large majority of the cells in the initial 

cultures were non-competent cells. For this and other reasons, I repeatedly assessed the 

initial frequencies of noncompetent and competent cells. 

In 1954 Hotchkiss and Marmur published a deductive niethod to estimate the 

firequency of competent cells. Their method requires the determination of the 

transformation rate at two different loci and the double transformation rate. This raw 

data is then used to calculate the frequency of competent cells. 

To use this method one must make three assumptions: 1) that the two markers of 

interest are unlinked, 2) that the probability of a competent cell being transformed at one 

marker is not affected by whether or not it is transformed at another marker, and 3) that 

competent cells are mononucleate. The first assumption is tme for my experiments 

because the rrp and met loci are too far apan to be contained by the same DNA fragment 
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(Anagnostopoulos et al., 1993). There is no evidence to suggest that the second 

assumption is wrong. The evidence relating to the third assumption suggests that many 

competent cells are binucleate (Vermeulen and Venema 1974a), and perhaps diploid. 

These authors contradicted an earlier report than most competent cells were 

mononucleate (Singh and Pitale, 1968). Even if competent cells are really binucleate, 

the error introduced by assuming they are mononucleate is small: If all competent cells 

were binucleate, and if none of these binucleate cells divided before plating, then the 

true number of competent cells would be underestimated by a factor of 2. 

This double-transformation method has been confirmed as valid by the 

independent verification of the frequency of competent cells. Competent B. subtilis 

ceils have a different buoyant density than noncompetent cells, and can be separated 

from other cells on a density gradient (Hadden and Nester, 1967). When both the 

gradient and double transformation methods were used to estimate frequency of 

competent cells, the estimates were similar (Cahn and Fox, 1968; Hadden and Nester, 

1967). 

The formula for estimating the frequency of competent cells is as follows. Let 

T = the number of trp + competent cells 

M = the number of met + competent cells 

D = the number of trp + met+ double transformants 

C = the number of competent cells, and 

To = the number of total cells 

Then C = M*T/D. The frequency of competent cells is CTTo; dividing both sides of the 

previous equation gives 

Cyro= M*T/(D*To). 
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These equations were derived using the following logic. The frequency of trp+ 

competent cells that are transformed to D/T should equal the finequency of trp -

competent cells that are transformed to M/C. This equation, D/T = M/C, can be 

rearranged to give the above formulas. 
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SECTION 3: RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ON COMPETENCE 

AND SPORULATION 

I. Overview 

Were sexual competent cells more or less likely than the asexual noncompetent 

cells to become spores? My first experiments addressed this question. The propensity 

of competent cells to become spores was measured by determining the frequency of 

initially competent cells that became spores. Likewise the propensity of noncompetent 

cells to become spores was measured by determining the frequency of cells that were 

(for the most part) initially noncompetent that became spores. 

The initial cultures consisted of some competent cells and many noncompetent 

cells. Each culture was divided into two fractions, one which was exposed to 

transforming DNA, and the other which did not receive DNA and served as a control. 

In the DNA-treated fractions, some of the competent cells were transformed by the DNA 

genetic marker so that they became genetically labeled. The genetically-labeled 

transformed cells were presumably a random sample of the competent cells; therefore 

the fate of the genetically-labeled cells represented the fate of the competent cells. The 

cultures were incubated in conditions promoting spore formation, and at regular 

intervals the percentages of genetically-labeled cells that had become heat resistant were 

determined. The appearance and increase in the percentage of heat resistant cells among 

the genetically-labeled cells indicated the conversion of heat-sensitive nonspore 

competent cells to heat-resistant spores. In other words when genetically-labeled cells 

become spores they change from being heat-sensitive, which is a property of 
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nonspores, to being heat-resistant, which is a property of spores, but they remain 

genetically-labeled. 

Most of the cells in the initial cultures did not become genetically labeled. Most 

of these non-labeled cells were noncompetent cells; however some of the non-labeled 

cells were competent cells that were not transformed at the marker. Since a substantial 

majority of the non-labeled cells were noncompetent cells, the fate of the non-labeled 

cells reflected the fate of the noncompetent cells. Just as with genetically-labeled cells, 

the appearance and increase in the percentage of heat resistant cells among the non-

labeled cells indicated the conversion of heat-sensitive nonspore noncompetent cells to 

heat-resistant spores. 

In the following subsection (Pan II) I describe the composition of the competent 

cultures used to initiate these experiments. I then present the dynamics of spore 

formation among the genetically labeled and non-labeled populations. 

The remainder of this results section is devoted to investigating the surprising 

possibility that spores or prespores may be competent I found that some of the 

genetically labeled cells in the initial competent cultures were heat resistant, suggesting 

this possibility. Further experiments are presented that rule out alternatives to the 

explanation that prespores or spores are being transformed. Finally I discuss 

experiments indicating properties of these transformable heat resistant cells, and results 

suggesting transformable heat-resistant cells are rare. 
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n. The Composition of the Initial Culture: Many Noncompetent Cells, 

Some Competent Cells and a Few Heat-Resistant CeUs. 

Since my experiments required both high numbers of competent and 

noncompetent cells, I used competent cultures. Other culture conditions would not have 

produced enough competent cells; even in cultures maximally induced for competence, 

competent cells comprise a minority. 

In competent cultures like those used to start my experiments, the average 

fi^uency of competent cells was 11% (Table 5). This value is within the usual range 

(Dubnau 1982). 

A comparison of the last two columns of Table 5 shows that the frequencies of 

mef+ transformants are correlated with the ftequencies of competent cells, as one would 

expect; therefore transformed cells are a good indicator of the frequency of competent 

cells. 

Most of the nontransformed cells (i.e. met- cells) in this culture are 

noncompetent cells (Table 5). This is true even though most competent cells are not 

transformed at the met marker, because competent cells are a minority of all met- cells. 

On average, 90% of the met- cells are noncompetent cells. 

There should be no met+ transformants in the control subcultures since these 

cultures received no met+ DNA. Nevertheless met+ colonies did appear upon platings 

of aliquots from these subcultures. They appeared at a density of less than 10 cells per 

ml, or a frequency of less than 1 cell in lO''. These few mer+ cells represented the 

background number of met+ cells arising from processes other than genetic 

transformation; contamination and reversion mutation arc most likely responsible. 
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Platings of sterile solutions indicated that contamination during the plating process was 

very rare; therefore the no-DNA met+ colonies were probably revertants. 

in. The Development of Heat-Resistance by Transformed and 

Nontransformed Cells. 

The appearance and spread of heat resistance among the total cells in the three 

sporulation media experiments followed the same pattern in all of the experiments. 

Figure 1 shows the changes in total population and the development of heat resistance. 

In the typical subculture (Fig. la) and on average (Hg. lb) the total cell density stayed 

at a constant level. The other curves plotted in Figures la and lb represent spores 

counted using two different sampling techniques: spores sampled with resuspension 

after heating and spores sampled without resuspension. As described Section 3, the 

measurements are in good agreement from 6 hours onward, but the concentration 

resuspension method underestimates the spore concentration for earlier samples. 

Nevertheless both spore curves show that the cultures started with a relatively low level 

of heat-resistant cells, which remained relatively low up to 6 hours. A rapid increase in 

the frequency of heat resistant cells occurred between 6 and 18 hours, with most of the 

increase (fiom around 10% to around 90%) having occurred between 10 and 15 hours 

(Fig. lb). By 24 hours almost all of the cells had become heat resistant. 

These curves describe the fate of the noncompetent cells of these "competent" 

cultures: the total number of cells stayed the same, but most of these (noncompetent) 

cells converted from heat-sensitivity to heat resistance between 6 and 18 hours. 

Next consider what happened to the competent cells transformed to met+. The 

fate of the transformed cells in this sporulation media consistently differed from the fate 
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of the typical cells (i.e. noncompetent cells) in three ways. Hrst the number of 

transformed cells decreased substantially while the total number remained unchanged. 

Second, most of the transformed cells that remained after the decrease did not develop 

heat resistance, whereas most of the total ceils did become heat resistant Third, the 

transformed cells that became heat resistant developed their heat resistance later than the 

rest of the cells. 

The first way transformed cells differed from total cells is that their numbers 

decreased substantially. Though the total number of cells increased slightiy, the number 

of the transformed cells decreased by approximately 20 fold in all of the DNA-treated 

subcultures (Fig. 2, Table 6a). This decrease started after 3 hours in the sporulation 

media; before that the levels of transformed cells remained relatively constant The 

transformants declined to around 5% of their initial level by the tenth hour. This 

decrease was statistically significant (Table 6b). Subsequentiy the densities of 

transformed cells remained relatively constant At all points sampled the background 

met+ cell densities as determined from the no-DNA subcultures were negligible at 

frequencies of less than 5 x 10"^ (Compare the revertants in Fig. 2b with the 

transformed cells). 

The dynamics of heat resistant met-  ̂ cells were as follows: Heat resistant met+ 

cells were detected in the DNA-treated subcultures and also in the no-DNA subcultures, 

by using the methods for detecting low frequencies of m^f+ spores. Initially the density 

of transformed heat-resistant cells was 100 times higher than the level of revertant 

spores (Fig. 3b, Table 7a). This 100-fold difference was statistically significant 

(p<0.05. Table 7b). This level remained relatively constant until after 3 hours, when a 

precipitous decrease occurred up to 8 hours (Fig. 3). This decrease paralleled the 

decrease in total transformed cells. At 10 hours, the concentrations of heat-resistant 
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met-\- cells in DNA-trcated and no-DNA subcultures were similar on average the DNA-

treated cultures had 8.74 met+ heat resistant spores, vs. 5.75 in the no-DNA cultures 

(Table 8). This less-than-two-fold difference was not statistically significant (p>0.05, t-

statistic = 1.064 with 6 degrees of freedom). Subsequentiy the level of met+ heat-

resistant cells increased in the DNA treated subcultures but not in the no-DNA 

subcultures. This increase began sometime after 10 hours, and stopped after 15 hours. 

From 18 hours to 36 hours (the last time point sampled in replicate), there was little 

change in the density of heat resistant transformed cells. 

While most total cells became spores, most transformed cells did not become 

spores (Fig. 4; Table 8). At any point, the amount of nonspores (or nonspore 

transformed cells) is indicated by the difference between the total (or total transformed 

cell) curve and the spore (or transformed spore) curve. A big gap between these curves 

indicates that there were relatively many nonspores, and a small gap indicates that there 

were relatively few nonspores. The convergence of the spore curve and the total curve 

at 18 hours and beyond (Fig. 4) graphically shows that few of the total cells were 

nonspores. For transformed cells, a larger gap remains even after 18 hours. From 15 

hours onward, the gap between the transformed and transforaied spore curves is larger 

than the gap between the equivalent total cell curves. This indicates that the percentage 

of transformed cells that remain as nonspores is larger than the percentage of total cells 

that remain as nonspores. In fact, in eveiy late-time sample tested, the percentage of 

nonspores among the transformed cells was greater than the percentage of nonspores 

among the total cells (Table 8). This difference was statistically significant In these 

late samples over 90% of the transformed cells on average remained heat sensitive 

whereas, a majority of the total cells became heat-resistant 

i 

i 
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The third major point concerns the appearance of heat-resistance among 

transformed cells. Whereas many nontransfonned cells developed heat resistance 

between 6 and 10 hours, transformed cells did not become heat resistant until after 10 

hours. Therefore the transformed cells that did become spores were delayed in doing so 

relative to the nontransfonned cells. 

rv. Transformation of Heat-Resistant Cells 

At times 0 and 1 there was a 100 fold higher level of met+ heat-resistant cells in 

the DNA-treated subcultures (52 cells/ml) than in the no-DNA subcultures Qess than 0.5 

cells/ml) (Table 7a). The difference between the no-DNA and DNA-treated heat-

resistant cell counts is statistically significant for the time 0 data (p < 0.05) and the times 

0 and 1 data pooled (p=0.01) (Table 7b). These samples were taken before the newly 

transformed cells had time to form new spores. This means that the heat-resistant cells 

that were transformed must have already existed at the time of transformation. One way 

these heat-resistant cells could have become met+ is that met- cells that were already heat 

resistant were being transformed by the mer+ DNA. In other words, this result 

suggests that otherwise dormant, heat-resistant Bacillus subtilis spores have the ability 

to take up and integrate homologous DNA from the environment 

This idea is problematic for two reasons. First, spores are unlikely to engage in 

an active, energy-requiring process such as the uptake of DNA because they arc 

metabolically inert (see Section 4, Part IIJD). Second, it would be difficult for spores to 

internalize extracellular DNA because spores have thick, impenetrable walls (EUar, 

1978). Thus I investigated alternative hypotheses that might explain why mer+ cells 

would have formed in these samples. 
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One alternative hypothesis is that transformation of cells may have taken place 

after the cells were heat treated, rather than before the cells were heat treated. To 

understand this hypothesis it is helpfiil to review the procedure for estimating the 

number of met->f heat resistant cells. After the competent cultures of met- cells were 

exposed to met+ DNA and then DNase, the 0-time samples were removed. These 

samples were next heated at SO^C for 20 minutes to kill all of the heat-sensitive cells, 

then cooled for 10 minutes. Next the samples were centrifiiged then resuspended in 

Spizizen salt solution. Finally aliquots of the resuspended cells were spread on the 

appropriate plates. If some met-\- DNA survived the DNase and the heat treatments, then 

it could have transformed the surviving met- cells. 

The strength of this hypothesis is that it does not require that the met- cells were 

transformed when they were spores. Instead the met- cells that survived the heat 

treatment could have been transformed after they had germinated and ceased to be 

spores. In other words, they could have been transformed on the plate. 

The weakness of this hypothesis is that it requires that some of the met+ DNA 

retained its ability to transform cells after two harsh treatments that should have acted to 

degrade the DNA. Both the 10 minute DNase treatment, and the 20 minute, SO^C heat 

treatment should have degraded the DNA. This degradation should have been such that 

no biologically active DNA would have remained. (Biologically active DNA molecules 

are those that are long enough to transform 5. subtilis cells; short molecules caimot 

transform B. subtilis cells.) 

The following experiment was performed to determine if DNA exposed to 

DNase still retained any biological activity. DNased DNA and control solutions were 

added to samples of a competent culture to test for their biological activity. The 

solution-competent culture mixtures were incubated for 30 minutes, concentrated by 
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resuspension in a smaller volume, then poured onto plates selecting for colonies. 

There were three controls. The positive control solution contained untreated met+ B. 

subtilis DNA. The negative controls were a solution of E. coli DNA, and a no-DNA 

buffer solution. 

These results show that this DNase was effective at degrading free DNA, thus 

refuting this alternative hypothesis. The DNase treatment eliminated all of the biological 

activity of the niet+ DNA (Table 10). The densities of niet+ cells in the mixtures 

receiving DNase treated B. subtilis DNA (on average 2.9 cells/ml) were effectively the 

same as the met+ cell densities in the two negative controls (on average 2.8 cells/ml), 

and much different from the met+ cell density of the positive control (2,050,(XX) 

cells/ml). The met+ cells in the negative controls and the experimental treatments were 

probably revertants. 

However there is another way that B. subtilis cells could have been transformed 

after the cells were heat-treated that does not require that free DNA survives the DNase 

treatment. The met+ltrp+ DNA might have escaped degradation by being sequestered 

inside cells that subsequentiy died. Though firee met+/trp+ DNA would have been 

degraded by the DNase, met+ltrp+ DNA inside of heat-sensitive competent cells should 

have been protected These heat-sensitive competent cells would have been killed by the 

subsequent heat treatment, but perhaps the met+ltrp+ DNA inside these cells would 

have been protected well enough so that they would have retained some of their 

biological activity. This DNA could have subsequentiy transformed the met-hrp- spores 

after they had germinated on the plate (and ceased being spores). 

This second alternative hypothesis assumes that transformation of the surviving 

ta&i-ltrp- cells occurred sometime after the heating ended. This could have occurred 

either during the cooling step, or after the cells had been poured onto the selective 
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plates. If such transfonnations occurred, then it should have been possible to block the 

transformation process at these times by adding DNase. I tested this possibility. In my 

experiment, I used trp+ DNA instead of met+ DNA to transform the cells. A culture of 

trp- B. subtilis cells was grown to competence. Trp-¥ DNA was added to a half of this 

culture, and non-transforming trp- DNA was added to the other half. (The addition of 

trp- B. subtilis DNA was a new type of negative control) Both subcultures were treated 

with DNase for 10 minutes, and then samples were taken. The samples were heat 

treated and cooled as before to select for spores. Then some samples underwent further 

DNase treatments. These samples, called the DNase-treated samples, were treated with 

DNase before cooling, then cooled, resuspended in Spizizen salts, and spread onto 

plates containing DNase. The other samples, called the No-DNase samples, were 

cooled without DNase, resuspended in Spizizen salts, then plated on plates without 

DNase. The DNase-containing-plates were made by spreading a DNase solution over 

the surface of the plate immediately before the cell suspensions were added. 

The controls were as follows; Unhealed samples from both subcultures were 

plated for totals and trp+ cells to check if the transformation worked. Heated, 

resuspended samples were diluted and plated for total heat-resistant cells to see if the 

heat-resistant cell levels in this experiment were at normal levels. To determine the 

densities of revertant trp+ heat-resistant cells, heated, resuspended samples from the trp-

DNA-treated subculture were plated on plates lacking tryptophan. 

The main result was that the post-heating DNase treatments did not interfere with 

the formation of trp+ colonies (Table 11). The level of trp+ heat-resistant cells remained 

high even when the cooling solution and the plates were treated with DNase (47 

cells/ml). The density of trp+ colonies on DNase-treated plates (on average 59 cells/ml) 

was over 100-fold higher than the densities of trp+ cells on the negative control plates 
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(on average 0.3 cells/ml). These results suggest that the trp+ colonies that formed fiiom 

heat resistant cells must have been the result of transformation before the heat treatment 

rather than transformation after it. 

The culture was a normal one: the usual levels of transformants and of heat-

resistant cells were produced (Table 11). As expected, the level of trp-\- revertants in the 

subailture lacking trp+ DNA were barely detectable. 

And the density of trp+ heat-resistant cells in the transforming DNA-treated 

culture (70 cells/ml) was over 100-fold higher than the density of trp+ revertant heat-

resistant cells (0.4 cells/ml), confirming the result found using the met+ marker. 

These experiments refute the alternatives to the hypothesis that heat resistant 

cells can undergo transformation. My next step was to investigate the properties of 

these heat-resistant cells. 

V. C!haracteristics of the Heat-Resistant Cells 

that Undergo Transformation. 

A. Introduction 

The evidence presented above suggests that some type of heat-resistant cell can 

take up and integrate homologous DNA. These cells may be heat-resistant spores, or 

they may be nonspores that are heat-resistant. As mentioned before, the idea that heat-

resistant spores take up DNA is problematic. However, the idea that heat-resistant 

nonspores take up DNA is also problematic, because there are no know types of 

nonspores that are heat resistant (Warren, 1968; Powell, 1967). Here I present 

arguments and experiments for the idea that certain nonspores are heat-resistant and 

transformable. 
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Heat-resistant cells are those that can survive high-temperature heat treatments 

for 10 minutes or more. Heat-sensitive cells, on the other hand, generally die after even 

short periods of high-temperature heating. Heat resistance in B. subtilis is not just a 

property of spores. It is known that one type of nonspores, late-stage prespores, is heat 

resistant (Warren, 1968). However, germinating spores, early-stage prespores and 

vegetative cells are all heat-sensitive (Warren, 1968; Powell, 1967). Nevertheless the 

culture conditions I used may have produced some unusual transformable heat-resistant 

nonspore that was neither a spore nor a prespore. 

Two types of preliminary experiments produced tentative evidence for the 

existence of heat-resistant nonspores in my cultures (Appendix 1). The data in these 

experiments suggests that the heat-resistant cells in the zero-time cultures were not 

typical spores, but were some other type of heat-resistant cell. The next experiment 

shows how these competent heat-resistant cells differ from typical competent cells. 

B. The Frequency of Competence among Heat-Resistant Cells vs. 

Heat-Sensitive Cells 

I have argued that the niet+ ltrp+ heat-resistant cells detected in platings of the 

DNA-treated subcultures represent heat-resistant cells that were competent when they 

were still heat resistant Therefore the same method used to calculate the frequency of 

competence among total cells could be modified to calculate the frequency of 

competence among the pre-existing heat-resistant cells. This calculation is set up on the 

next page: 
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CH/ToH = MH*TH/(DH*ToH), where 

CH/ToH = frequency of competence among heat-resistant cells, 

CH = heat-resistant competent cells, 

ToH = Total heat-resistant cells, 

TH = trp competent heat-resistant cells, 

DH = trp +, met+ competent heat-resistant cells, and 

MH = met-^ competent heat-resistant cells. 

The result of the calculation (Table 5) show that competent cells are less likely to 

be heat-resistant than noncompetent cells, and heat-resistant cells are less likely to be 

competent than heat-sensitive cells. First, the frequency of competence was 20-fold 

lower in the heat-resistant population (1.5%) than in the total cell population (29.7 %) 

(See expt. 3, Table 5). Another way of looking at this data is that the frequency of heat-

resistant cells among the competent cells (4.91 x 10-^) was 20-fold lower than the 

frequency of heat-resistant cells among the total cells (9.47 x IQ-^). 

C. Competence in a Sporulating Culture 

The heat-resistant cells that undergo transformation are different both from 

typical heat-resistant cells (i.e. spores) and from typical competent cells. These results 

could be explained if these heat-resistant cells were neither spores nor typical (i.e. heat-

sensitive) competent cells. A class of cells that could fulfill these requirements is the 

prespores. Prespores are more metabolically active than spores and thus more likely to 

process DNA, and they are probably less heat-resistant than spores. This could explain 

the preliminary results that these cells have a different level of heat-resistance and that 

they are harder to recover after a small-volume resuspension. 
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Since these competent heat-resistant cells may be prespores, I conducted an 

experiment to assess the level of competence in a culture of piespore cells. I performed 

this experiment as follows: First I diluted one part of cells grown in Growth Media 1 

into nine parts of Difco Sporulation Media. Next the cells were grown in Growth Media 

1 until 90 minutes past the beginning of log phase. Samples were taken periodically 

from the sporulating culture and treated with 1 mg of met+ DNA for 30 minutes 

followed by 10 minutes of DNase to transform any competent cells. The level of 

competence was determined by pladng unheated serial dilutions to measure the densities 

of total and transformed cells. The progress in the spore-formation process (i.e. 

sporulation) was determined by plating dilutions of heat treated samples to measure the 

densities of heat-resistant cells. 

The results confirmed that sporulation occurred and supported the idea that the 

level of competence among prespores was low. Samples were removed at 1.25, 5, 7, 

9.75 and 13.25 hours of incubation time in sporulation media. As expected, the cells 

did not develop heat resistance until after 7 hours, and by 13.25 hours many cells had 

become heat resistant (Fig. 7); thus sporulation occuned. Since many of the cells at 

time 13.25 were spores, their ancestors in the cultures at times 5,7 and 9.75 were 

prespores. If these prespores were competent, then many of the cells at the times where 

prespores are common (times 5,7 and 9.75) should have been transformed when 

exposed to transforming DNA. However the density of met+ transformants in samples 

from these times was low (the bars in Figure 7), indicating that the levels of competence 

at these times were low. The level of transformants was more than 50 times higher at 

time 1.25 (transformation frequency = 1.32 x 10-^) than at times 5, 7, and 9.75, the 

times when prespores were common (Fig. 7). Though some of these prespores may 

have been competent, the level of competence in these prespores was at best very low. 
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D. Summary of Parts IV and V: The Characteristics of the 

Heat-Resistant Cells that Undergo Transformation 

The results described in Part IV establish that heat-resistant cells can undergo 

transformation. The higher levels of met+ cells in DNA-treated cultures suggest that 

some class of heat-resistant cells can undergo transformation; however this phenomenon 

could also be explained by the transformation after the heat-treatment step of cells that 

had ceased to be heat-resistant The DNase experiments imply that the transformation of 

these cells occurs before the heat treatment rather than after ±e heat treatment; thus 

supporting the idea that heat-resistant cells can undergo transformation. 

The results of this subsection (Part V) show that the heat-resistant cells that 

undergo n^sformation may be different from both typical heat-resistant cells and from 

typical competent cells. The heat-survivor curves (Appendix 1) suggest that three heat-

sensitivity classes of cells exist, and that the moderately heat-resistant cells that undergo 

transformation are not the same type of cells as very-heat-resistant spores. The data on 

the low recovery of resuspended cells from early samples of the cultures (Appendix 1) 

also suggest that these cells are a unique type of heat-resistant cell. The double 

transformation experiments and the last sporulation media experiment show that the 

level of competence among these unique heat-resistant cells is low, and the level of 

competence among prespores is low, respectively. Thus I suggest that these unique 

heat-resistant cells are late-stage prespores. 

I 

Jl 
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SECTION 4: DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

I. Background: The Ecology of B. subtilis 

A. The Niche of B. subtilis 

B. subtilis is an aerobic, arid-soil, spore-forming, heterotrophic bacteria. It is 

found in three places: first, in the upper layers of soil found in warm and hot deserts, 

steppes and other warm and dry regions (Johnson and Cameron, 1973), second, on the 

surfaces of plants, such as grass leaves, within these regions (Glaus and Berkeley, 

1984), and third, in the air above these regions as well as above places where it does not 

reside (Slepeckey, 1972; Conrad Istock, personal communication). It is especially 

successful in nonrhizosphere (non-plant-root) regions of the soil (Skujins, 1984). 

B. The Spore Cycle 

B. subtilis has at least two life cycles, the spore cycle and the competence cycle 

(Figure 8). The spore cycle consists of the vegetative state, the spore state, and the 

transitions between these states. The seven-stage process in which a vegetative cell 

becomes a spore is called sporulation or spore formation (Doi, 1989). It starts in a cell 

with two nuclei; this is stage 0. Stage I is no longer believed to be a separate stage. 

Stage n involves the formation of a septum dividing the cell into big and small 

compartments. In stage HI, the small compartment turns into a small cell within the 

bigger sporulating cell; the small cell is called the prespore or forespore, and the big cell 

is called the mother cell. In stages IV, V and VI, the prespore becomes shrouded by an 

two coverings, the spore cortex and the spore coat. In stage Vn, the mother cell lyses, 

killing itself and releasing the prespore, which now becomes a spore. 
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Spores are durable, membolically inert, cells that cannot grow or divide (see 

Parts nj) and n.E). However spores can transform themselves back into growing, 

dividing vegetative cells via the processes of germination and outgrowth. Germination 

refers to "...the change from a heat-resistant, refiractile spore to a heat-labile 

nonrc&actile cell" that is metabolically active (Strange and Hunter, 1969). Outgrowth 

refers to " that part of the growth cycle following germination and terminating in the 

formation of the first mature vegetative cell" (Strange and Hunter, 1969). During 

outgrowth, the germinated spore first swells, then emerges from the spore coat, and 

then elongates (Strange and Hunter, 1969). After outgrowth, the vegetative cell may 

divide, form flagella or initiate some other developmental process, perhaps even 

reinitiating sporulation (Umeda and Amako, 1980). 

C. The Competence Cycle 

The competence cycle consists of the vegetative state, the transition to 

competence, competence, and the transition back to the vegetative state (Dooley et. al., 

1971). The transition to competence is called precompetence; the transition from 

competence to the vegetative state is called outgrowth from competence. Both 

transitions take less time than the analogous processes in the spore cycle. 

n. The Tradeoffs between Sex, Dispersal and Dormancy: 

An Interpretation of my Experimental Results 

In sporulation media, transformed cells and total cells have destinies that differ 

in three important ways: (1) The number of transformed cells drastically decreases 

while the number of total cells do not. (2) Of the transformed cells that remain after this 

i 

t 

I 
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decrease, most continued to be heat sensitive while most total cells become heat 

resistant (3) Of the transformed cells that become heat resistant, none became heat 

resistant until after the total cells do so. These phenomena bear upon the question of 

whether sexual or asexual cells are more likely to disperse and be dormant. 

The last two phenomena imply two tradeoffs between sex and dormancy-

dispersal in B. subtilis. Over the short temi, having sex delays becoming a dormant, 

dispersible cell. Over the long term, cells that have sex are less likely than asexual cells 

to ever become dormant and dispersible. 

These interpretations are based on seven premises. The first five are simple: that 

(A) transformed cells represent sexual cells, (B) total cells represent asexual cells, (C) 

cells become spores when they develop heat resistance, (D) spores are more dormant 

than nonspores and (E) spores disperse farther than nonspores. The sixth premises is 

that my interpretation is more plausible than an alternative explanation. Seventh, I 

assume that my results represent what happens in nature. 

In the following paragraphs, I support these seven premises. 

A. Transformed Cells Represent Sexual Cells 

The mer+ transformed cells represent sexual cells because they were a random 

sample of competent (i.e. sexual) cells with respect to their spore-forming properties. 

We can rule out the two main alternatives: (1) that cells transformed to met+ are a 

nonrandom sample of competent cells, and (2) that m^r+ cells arc a nonrandom sample 

of cells that become spores. 

Met+ transformed cells are not different because they are transformed and other 

competent cells are not transformed- Practically all competent cells become transformed; 

those not transformed at the mer+ locus were transformed at other loci. This can be 
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deduced from the following. Competent cells take up many fragments of DNA (around 

50); they take these fragments up randomly; they integrate most of these fragments 

(Dubnau, 1991a); and the large majority of these fragments Since most fragments of 

donor DNA do not contain the met+ gene. 

Met+ cells should not become spores more frequendy than met- cells. This is 

because met- cells could grow and sporulate just as well as the met+ cells because there 

was methionine in the media. 

B Total Cells Represent Asexual Cells 

Total cells represent asexual cells for two reasons. First, most of the cells 

(89%) were asexual cells; therefore what total cells did was mosdy due to what asexual 

cells did. There are not enough sexual cells to account for many of the changes that total 

cells undergo. Second, when there were differences between what total cells did and 

what transformed cells did, the differences must have been due to differences between 

asexual cells and sexual cells. 

C Heat-Resistant Cells Represent Spores 

There arc actually two types of B. subtilis cells that are known to resist high-

temperature heat treatment: spores and late-stage prespores. B. subtilis prespores 

become heat resistant around stage V (Wairen, 1968), thus the development of heat 

resistance precedes the maturation of a prespore into a spore. B. subtilis spores lose 

their heat resistance when they initiate germination (Powell, 1957). 
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D. Spores Are More Dormant Than Nonspores 

Dormant cells have two properties; they can survive for a long time and can do 

so without food- Bacilli spores have been shown to survive longer without food than 

nonspores and to have low metabolic rates. First, Bacilli cells, presumed spores, were 

isolated from soil samples that were stored in a dried state for hundreds of years; no 

non-spore bacteria were found (Sneath, 1962). Second, spores of Bacillus species 

have negligible metabolic rates (Desser and Broda, 1969). Third, B. subtilis spores 

must be metabolically inactive; they contain little ATP, though they do contain other 

energy reserves (Setiow, 1983), but their enzymes do not catalyze reactions even 

though substrates are present (Gould, 1983). 

E. Spores Are More Dispersible Than Nonspores 

B. subtilis cells may disperse both actively—by swimming with their flagella, 

and passively—by being blown by the wind, splashed by a raindrop, swept along by 

flowing water, or carried by a dusty animal. Only nonspores can swim, but both 

nonspores and spores may be dispersed passively. Passive dispersal is probably more 

important than dispersal by swimming. The oomycete Phytophthora iirfestans, for 

example, disperses moderate distances via passive processes and very short distances 

via swimming. Passive dispersal from plant to plant occurs via splashed or wind-blown 

spores; swimming cells serve to move from one place to another on a plant (Roberts and 

Boothroyd, 1984, pp. 317-322). 

Wind-aided transport of spores is probably the most important type of dispersal 

for the desert-dwelling B. subtilis. Water dispersal is less important because water is 

scarce; wind dispersal is probably more important because the soil is easy to pick up. 

Spores are probably more successful at airborne dispersal than nonspores, because they 
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weigh less than nonspores and resist adverse conditions better. Because they weigh 

less, spores are oaore likely to be launched into the air than nonspores, and more likely 

to remain suspended in the air for longer times and farther distances than nonspores 

(Ingold, 1971, pp. 184-188). Because they are naore resistant to u.v. damage, 

oxidative damage and desiccation, and require neither food nor water (Roberts and 

Hitchins, 1969; Gould, 1983), spores are more likely to survive when suspended in the 

air (Ingold, 1971, p. 192) and also when they land on a temporarily inhospitable (e.g. 

dry) place. 

That spores survive better than nonspores in the air has been shown by an 

experiment on small particles in hospital air. Noble and his colleagues (1963) showed 

that though both spore-forming bacteria and non-spore-forming bacteria could survive 

in the air as cells associated with debris, only spore-forming bacteria could survive in 

the air as cells not associated with debris. 

F. Ruling Out an Alternative Hypothesis for 

Why Few Transformed Cells Become Spores 

There are two possible causes for why fewer transformed cells become heat 

resistant spores than nontransformed cells. First, competent cells may be less likely to 

become spores. Second, delayed cells may be less likely to become spores than 

nondelayed cells. Delayed cells are cells that do not initiate sporulation for the first three 

or so hours, alternatively, they are cells that have not become spores by time 10. All 

transformed cells that become spores and some nontransformed cells that become spores 

are delayed cells. 

The data can be analyzed to show that transformed cells avoid becoming spores 

because they arc competent If fewer transformed cells sporulate because all delayed 
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cells have a low sporulation rate, then nontransfonned delayed cells and transformed 

delayed cells should have the same low sporulation rate. However if fewer transformed 

cells sporulate because all competent cells have a low sporulation rate, then 

nontransfonned delayed cells should have a higher sporuladon rate than the transformed 

delayed cells. The results are that nontransfonned delayed cells have higher sporulation 

rates than transformed delayed cells (Table 12). 

G. B. subtilis Cells in Sporulating Media Represent 

B. subtilis Cells in Nature 

There are many reasons to believe that what happened in sporulation media also 

happens in nature. Sporulation and competence must occur in nature, because spore 

cells, competent strains, and extracellular (donor) DNA have been isolated from nature 

(Slepecky and Leadbetter, 1983; Cohan et al., 1991, Lorenz and Wackemagel, 1994). 

In addition competence, sporulation, and competence followed by sporulation, occur in 

laboratory soil cultures that resemble natural habitats (Graham and Istock, 1978; Duncan 

et. al., 1989). 

Thus I have supported my seven premises upon which my interpretations that 

there are tradeoffs between sex, dispersal and dormancy are based. Next I discuss other 

evidence that these tradeoffs exist. 
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m. Other Evidence for the Tradeoffs between 

Sex, Dispersal and Dormancy 

A. Evidence that Competence and Sporulation are Alternatives 

Experiments in genetics and in physiology suggest that sporulation and the 

development of competence are alternative pathways. The genetics evidence comes 

from studies of mutations that affect sporulation and/or competence (I. Smith, 1994; 

Dubnau, 1991a; Errington, 1993). Pleiotropic mutations that prevent both sporulation 

and competence all act to interrupt the sporulation process during its earliest stages 

(stage 0 and U). On the other hand mutations that affect sporulation but not competence 

intermpt sporulation during later stages. Thus early stage sporulating cells can become 

competent, but later stage cells cannot 

The physiological evidence comes from studies of nutritional cues that affect 

sporulation and the development of competence (Sonenshein, 1989; Bott and Wilson, 

1968). Though spomlation and competence development are both promoted by 

starvation, certain nutritional conditions (e.g. moderate levels of glucose; 

Anagnastopoulos and Spizizen, 1961; Schaefferet. al., 1965) favor competence and 

other conditions (e.g. iron ions; Bott and Wilson, 1968; Schaefferet. al., 1965) favor 

sporulation. The meaning of these different cues will be explored later. 

B. Evidence that Transformation Delays Spore-Formation 

An experiment by Lencastre and Piggot (1978) has produced evidence that 

transformation delays spore-formation. In sporulation media transformed cells began to 

form spores later than nontransformed cells did. The transformed and nontransformed 

cells started with different genotypes. In the transfomied cell experiment, the cells 
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started as spo-, which meant that they initially lacked the ability to form spores, and in 

the nontransformed cell experiment, the cells started as spo+. In the transformed cell 

experiment, the spo- cells were incubated with DNA from spo+ cells; the cells that were 

transformed by the spo+ DNA gained the ability to form spores. In both experiments 

the cells were incubated in a sporulation media so that spores would form. 

The drug HPUra was used to determine when the cells started to form spores. 

This dmg prevents the start of spore formation, but does not interfere with 

transformation. Nor does it prevent the continuation of the spore-forming process, once 

spore formation is initiated. In the culture of nontransformed spo-^ cells, HPUra 

prevented most spore formation when added at 1 hour, but it did not prevent most spore 

formation when added at 2 hours. In the culture of cells transformed to spo+, where the 

cells had to undergo transformation before they could sporulate, HPUra prevented most 

spore formation even when added as late as 5 hours, though it did not prevent most 

spore formation when added at 6 hours. Thus most nontransformed cells destined to 

form spores had initiated the process by the second hour, but most transformed cells 

destined to form spores had not initiated the process until the sixth hour. Therefore 

transformation delayed the beginning of spore formation by approximately 4 hours. 

Both this work and my work show that transformed cells take longer to form 

spores than nontransformed cells. However Lencastre and Piggot's experiments and 

mine demonstrate different aspects of this delay. Lencastre and Piggot's experiments 

show that transformed cells are delayed four hours in initiating spore formation, 

whereas my experiments show that transformed cells are delayed two to four hours in 

completing spore formation. 
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C. Why Transformed Cells Take So Long Before They Can Become 

Spores. 

Transfom^ cells take longer to sponilate because they must pass into and out 

of the competence state. Evidence for this is that the duration of competence is about the 

same as the duration of the delay in sponilation. The duration of competence has been 

inferred from the duration of a property of competent cells, temporary resistance to 

penicillin. Competent cells remain penicillin resistant for three hours (Nester 1964), 

other experiments (Nester and Stocker, 1963; Stocker, 1963; McCarthy and Nester, 

1967) confirm that competence lasts three hours. This can account for the two to four 

hour delay in sporulation by transformed cells. 

It could also be that transformants experience a further delay in becoming a 

spore because transformed cells must express the newly acquired gene before becoming 

a spore. This is true of Lencastre and Piggot's experiments; transformed cells could not 

start to become spores unless they expressed the newly acquired spo+ gene. However 

it is not true of my experiment; my transformed cells could have initiated sporulation 

without expressing the newly acquired trp+ gene, which was not required for 

sporulation. However the delay in sporulation in Lencastre and Piggot's experiment 

and in my experiment was similar, thus the expression of the newly acquired gene did 

not add much time to the delay. 

The process of transformation does not extend the duration of competence. 

Competent cells that did not integrate donor DNA spent just as much time in the 

competence state as competent cells that integrated DNA (Nester, 1964). Furthermore 

the process of transformation is extremely rapid, competent cells can bind, take up and 

synapse donor DNA with recipient DNA in as little as four minutes (Davidoff-Abelson 

and Dubnau, 1973). 
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Thus the reason transfoimed cells are delayed in becoming spores is because of 

the time they take changing fix)m a competent cell to a noncompetent celL That the delay 

is caused by transformation or gene expression has been ruled out Furthermore, the 

delay cannot be due to the time it takes to form a competent cell, because these cells are 

competent at the start of the experiment. 

IV. Competence among Heat-Resistant Cells 

A. My Evidence that Heat-Resistant Cells Can Be Transformed 

The results of my experiments on the initial sporulating cultures suggest that 

some heat-resistant cells are competent The excess of met+ heat-resistant cells in the 

time 0 sample suggested that some heat-resistant cells were transformable, but an 

alternative explanation was available: if transforming DNA could have survived the 

DNase and heat treatments, then the transformation event could have occurred after the 

sample had cooled and the spores had germinated. This alternative explanation was 

attractive because it is difficult to believe that spores can be transformed, being 

essentially inert cells. However two experiments ruled out this explanation. First, I 

showed that the DNase was quite effective at degrading DNA, so no free DNA should 

have survived the DNase treatment. Second, I showed that the transformation 

frequency was not reduced when the cooled samples and the plates were treated with 

DNase, so the transformation was not taking place in the cooled samples or on the 

plates. 

However, the initial hypothesis, that spores are being transformed, remains 

difficult to accept. Fortunately another alternative hypothesis is available; late-stage 

prespores may be taking up and integrating the DNA. Late-stage prespores, like spores. 
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are heat resistant In addition, it is not really required that the prespore takes up and 

integrates the DNA; all that is really necessary is that it takes up the DNA. Integration 

could occur later in the life-cycle, after the cell passes through the spore stage and then 

genninates. 

It is easier to accept that late-stage prespores can undergo transformation, for 

they retain some metabolic activity, and they have thinner walls than spores. 

Sporulation genes that arc only expressed within late-stage prespores arc not expressed 

until as much as 6 hours after sporulation has started (Errington, 1993), indicating that 

stage VI prespores undergo some metabolic activity. 

Furthermore, I have preliminary evidence supporting that the heat-resistant cells 

undergoing transformation are prespores rather than spores. Heat-survivor curves and 

resuspension data suggested that there were two types of heat-resistant cells in these 

cultures, and that the transforaiable heat-resistant cells were predominately the 

moderately heat-resistant cells, not the very heat-resistant cells. 

B. Other Evidence that Sporulating Cells Can Be Transformed 

If prespores are transformable, then transforming DNA must traverse two cell 

boundaries: first it must enter the mother cell from the extracellular environment, then it 

must enter the prespore cell from the mother cell cytoplasm. Another experiment of 

Lencastre and Hggot's (1978) shows that transforming DNA can enter mother cells. In 

these experiments, spo- mutants were transformed with DNA from spo+ cells and then 

incubated in a spomlation media. After 16 hours spores were detected, suggesting that 

some spo- cells were transformed. The colonies descended from these spores were 

tested to see if they could give rise to more spores; remarkably some of these colonies 

could not. In other words, some of the spores formed by the transformed cell culture 
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were spo- cells. What must have happened was that mother cells were transformed but 

their prespores within were not. Since the mutation was in a spo gene usually 

expressed in the mother cells, the newly spo+ mother cells were now able to turn their 

spo- prespores into spores. Since the prespores in these spo+ mother cells were not 

transformed, they remained spo-, and when they became spores they still were spo-

cells. 

The cells that were transformed must have been in sporulation stage 0, II, HI or 

IV. The recipient cells could not have been in a later stage because the spo- mutations 

used in these experiments blocked the progress of sporulation beyond stage IV. Other 

research also suggests that early-stage sporularing cells are competent (Young, 1967; 

Section 7, Part IV.C.l). These results do not show the absence of competence in later 

stages of sporulation; they only indicate that early-stage sporulating cells can take up 

DNA. Thus they support the hypothesis that late-stage sporulating cells may also take 

up DNA. 

C. The Level of Competence among the Heat-Resistant Cells Is Low 

There arc two pieces of evidence showing that the level of competence among 

heat-resistant cells is lower than the level of competence among heat-sensitive cells. 

First, the transformation rate of the heat-resistant cells is twofold lower than the 

transformation rate of heat-sensitive cells. Second, the double-transformation estimate 

of the frequency of competent cells among the heat-resistant cells is sevenfold lower 

than that of heat-sensitive cells. 

Thus, though some prespores (or spores) arc sexual, they are less likely to be 

sexual than nonspores. This is another tradeoff between sex and dormancy-

dispersabUity: dormant, dispersible cells are less likely to be sexual than nondonnant. 

> 

SL 
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nondispersable cells. This interpretation relies on the same premises as before, with the 

additional assumption that presporcs become spores. 

V. Are Germinating Spores Transformable? 

A. Introduction 

So far I have documented three tradeoffs between sex, dispersal and dormancy 

in B. subtilis. I have shown that competence delays sporularion, that competent cells 

are unlikely to become spores, and that prespores and spores are unlikely to be 

competent. However, C. Istock (personal communicadon) has argued against the idea 

that there is an overall sex-dormancy-dispersal tradeoff by asserting that B. subtilis. 

cells become competent during outgrowth. 1 address his argument here by surveying 

the data on the relationship between the postspore stages—germination and outgrowth— 

and competence. 

Germination, the metabolic activation of a dormant spore, can take place in 

minutes. In a culture of resuspended B. subtilis spores incubated at 35°C in a defined 

medium, over half of the cells had germinated by 30 minutes (Strange and Hunter, 

1969). Outgrowth, the transition to a vegetative cell, begins around the 30 minute mark 

and ends some time before the 180 minute mark. In the resuspended spore culture, 

over half of the germinated cells had began to divide by 180 minutes (Strange and 

Hunter, 1969). 

The term "germinating spores" used to have a broader meaning, encompassing 

both germinating spores and outgrowing spores. Here, I will make the contemporary 

distinction between germinating and outgrowing spores, and call cells that have 

progressed beyond these stages "outgrown spores". Outgrown spores may be 
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vegetative cells, but it they also may immediately become sporulating cells or perhaps 

competent cells without passing through a vegetative cell stage. 

B. Are Germinating or Outgrowing Spores Competent? 

Experiments Suggesting that the Answer is No 

Some bacteriologist have written that germinating or outgrowing spores are 

competent, but their citation does not support their contention (e.g. Orrego et. al., 

1978). In the seminal work describing the discovery of competence, John Spizizen 

(1958) showed that cultures of cells he labeled "germinating spores" developed into 

competent cells. He started these cultures by suspending spores in media and 

incubating the cultures overnight (Spizizen, personal communication), so these cells had 

probably progressed beyond the germinating and outgrowth stages to become outgrown 

spores. Thus what he had shown was that outgrown spores, not germinating spores, 

were competent. 

A more detailed investigation of the competence of postspore stages leads to the 

conclusion that germinating spores and outgrowing spores are not competent (Tanooka, 

1973). This experiment showed that postspores could not be transformed for hours 

after their germination. Trp-B. subtilis spores were first germinated by suspending 

them in liquid minimal media, then trp + DNA was added. This mixture was spread on 

minimal media plates. Later DNase was added at different times to prevent any 

subsequent transformation. Thus the cells on each plate were exposed to free DNA 

from when the DNA was added to when the DNase was added. Finally the plates were 

incubated and colonies counted; on the minimal media plates trp- nontransformed cells 

gave rise to small colonies and trp-^- transformed cells gave rise to large colonies. 

ji 
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The result of this experiment was that the cells could not be transformed for the 

first 8 hours following the suspension. The cells that were exposed to DNA for 8 hours 

or less were not transformed; the cells that were exposed to DNA for 10 hours or more 

were transformed. Since germination and outgrowth can take place in three hours 

following spore suspension, this result suggests that cells did not become competent 

while they were germinating spores and outgrowing spores. 

There is nothing unusual about solid minimal media that inhibits the 

development of competence. In a similar experiment on minimal media plates, late log 

cells developed competence 1 hour after they were spread onto the plates (Takahashi, 

1962). 

It is possible that germination and outgrowth take much longer on minimal 

media, and that the cells that became competent at the tenth hour were still in the 

outgrowth stage. However this would require a very substantial delay. Tanooka 

believed that these tenth hour cells had already reached a point where they had started to 

divide. 

C. Are Germinating or Outgrowing Spores Competent? 

Experiments Suggesting that the Answer is Yes 

In another culture condition, resuspended spores seemed to become comp)etent 

in less time than in Tanooka's experiment Duncan and her colleagues (1989) detected 

interspecific recombinants in artificial soil cultures inoculated with resuspended spores 

from two different Bacilli species. These recombinants were formed early after 

resuspension, suggesting that the resuspended spores developed competence quickly. 

Suspensions of B. subtilis spores treated with heat to induce germination were 

added along with heat-treated spores of Bacillus licheniformis to pots containing wet 
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potting soil. Samples were periodically removed from the soil, resuspended in 

Spizizen's salts, diluted in series, and plated on nonselective media. Some of the 

colonies that grew on the plates were tested for 5. subtilis and B. licheniformis 

characteristics to detemaine whether they were B. subtilis colonies, B. licheniformis 

colonies, or colonies with both B. subtilis and B. licheniformis characteristics. 

The results suggests that transformation occurred within three and a half hours 

of inoculation. Colonies with characteristics of both species were formed from early 

samples. Most of these colonies could pass on their combined characteristics to fiiture 

generations, indicating that the mixture of characteristics was heritable. Thus these 

colonies were recombinant colonies rather than mixed colonies. Recombinant colonies 

were detected as early as 4 hours after inoculation of the soil; these colonies had 

phenotypes suggesting that the B. subtilis parent acted as the recipient and the B. 

licheniformis parent acted as the donor. In other experiments, recombinants produced 

by B. subtilis acting as the recipient were detected 3.5 hours after inoculation (C. 

Istock, personal communication). No recombinants formed by competent B. subtilis 

were detected at 2 hours, but the assay was not sensitive enough to detect low 

frequencies of recombinants. 

In addition, recombinant colonies were detected at 2 hours where competent 5. 

licheniformis cells were the recipients. Unfortunately this data is less useful because 

the kinetics of germination and outgrowth in B. licheniformis are not as well known. 

The simplest interpretation of this data is that B. subtilis cells can be transformed 

sometime between 2 and 3.5 hours following the initiation of germination. Since 

outgrowth (in liquid culture) ends around 3 hours, the results suggest that outgrowing 

spores may be competent However it may also be that the cells do not become 
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competent until they reach the outgrown spore stage, which forms at 3 hours in liquid 

culture. 

Even if recombinant B. subtilis colonies could be found in earlier soil samples, 

control experiments would be needed to prove that outgrowing spores are competent. 

Transformation may have happened after the sampling, i.e. after cells become outgrown 

spores, rather than before. To show that competence developed in the soil, this 

alternative would need to be ruled out 

Another phenomenon implies that outgrowing spores should undergo 

transformation: Outgrowing spores donate DNA (Borenstein and Ephrari-Elizur, 1969, 

Onego et. al., 1978). 50 to 90 minutes after germination was initiated, outgrowing 

spores donated genetically marked DNA that transformed competent cell recipients in the 

same culture. It would make no sense to extrude DNA if there were no competent 

recipients around to take up the DNA; thus recipient cells should also be formed during 

this stage. It is true that DNA donation and competence occur during the same time in 

another part of the life cycle: DNA donor activity has been detected in competent phase 

cultures (Sinha and Iyer, 1971). 

D. Are Germinating or Outgrowing Spores Competent? 

Analyzing the Conflicting Data 

Though it has been argued that there is no tradeoff between sex, dispersal and 

dormancy in B. subtilis because outgrowing spores become competent, this is not 

supported by the available data. Rather, these data on whether or not germinating and 

outgrowing spores are competent arc inconclusive. In fact, none of these data are 

inconsistent with the absence of competence during these stages. The minimal media 

results suggest that germinating and outgrowing spores are not competent, and the 
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recombinant colonies firom the soil cultures could have resulted from outgrown spores 

becoming competent, or cells becoming competent after the sampling took place. 

If neither germinating spores nor outgrowing spores are competent, or if their 

level of competence is low, then a fourth tradeoff between sex and doimancy-

dispersability exists; spores are less likely to become sexual than nonspores, so dormant 

cells that disperse are less likely to become sexual than nondormant, nondispersing 

cells. 
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SECTION 5: HOW SEX IS RELATED TO 

DORMANCY AND DISPERSAL 

I. Introduction 

Biologists that have studied the selective advantage of sex have been particularly 

interested in heterogonic organisms (Williams, 1975; Bell, 1982). Heterogonts are 

organisms that reproduce both sexually and asexually (though this term is zoological, it 

is convenient to apply it here to all organisms). The ecological correlates of asexual and 

sexual reproduction in heterogonts have been used to infer the selective advantage of 

sex. The conventional wisdom concerning these ecological correlates is that 1) dispersal 

is correlated with sex, and 2) dormancy is correlated with sex (G. C. Williams, 1975). 

However my experimental results (Section 3) show that B. subtilis is probably 

an exception to both of Williams's rules. In B. subtilis, sex is rarely associated with the 

formation of dormant, dispersable propagules; instead sex is an alternative to the 

formation of these propagules. These result inspired me to search for other exceptions 

to Williams's rules. 

The remainder of this chapter addresses both the observations and the theories 

on the relationships between sex, dispersal and dormancy in heterogonic organisms. In 

this section I survey the literature on life cycles of heterogonic organisms; I pay 

particular attention to possible exceptions to Williams's patterns. Based on this survey, 

I provide more accurate descriptions of the pattem of sex, dormancy and dispersal in 

these organisms. In the next section (Section 6) I describe different hypotheses for the 

selective advantage of sex, and extract from these hypotheses predictions for the 

relationships between sex, dispersal and dormancy. In the final section (Section 7) I 
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evaluate these hypotheses based on the concordance of their predictions with the 

patterns observed. 

II. Observations on Sex, Dormancy and Dispersal 

in Heterogonic Organisms 

A. Sex, Dormancy and Dispersal in Heterogonic Animals 

One of the first to critically investigate Williams's rules was Graham Bell 

(1982). Bell surveyed the asexual and sexual modes of reproduction in heterogonic 

animals to determine what ecological correlates of sex exist. His investigation of sex 

and dispersal supports Williams's observation that these are correlated. Among animals 

that could reproduce sexually and asexually by eggs. Bell found that the sexual 

propagules always dispersed farther (pp. 371-376). Among sessile aquatic animals. 

Bell found that sexual offspring almost always dispersed farther (pp. 371-376). There 

were three cases, though, where the asexual propagules were as capable as the sexual 

propagules at dispersing fan in certain marine sponges, in jellyfishes of the genus 

Chrysaora, and in the worm species Loxosemmela kerferstenii. The sponges produce 

amictic parenchymella larvae (pp. 163-8,373) and sexual parenchymella larvae, the 

hermaphroditic coelenterate jellyfishes produce asexual propagules that resemble planula 

(pp. 183, 373) and sexual planula, and the marine pseudocoelomate worm produces 

swimming asexual buds (pp. 217,373) as well as sexual buds. 

Bell also investigated whether a correlation exists between sexual reproduction 

and dormancy. He surveyed heterogonic animals in which one type of progeny was 

dormant and the other not. Though he came up with many examples where the sexual 

propagule was dormant and the asexual propagule not, he came up with "at least as 
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many exceptions" where the asexual propagule is domsant and the sexual propagule is 

not (p. 375). He cites species of Deospongiae, Scyphozoa, Monogenea, 

Phylactoaemata, Gyninolaemata, Endoproct, Pterobranchia and Tunicata as organisms 

that produce dormant asexual propagules and nondormant sexual propagules (p. 375). 

Bell notes that there does seem to be a pattern—sessile heterogonic animals tend to 

produce their dormant propagules asexually, while motile heterogonic animals tend to 

produce their dormant propagules sexually (p. 376). 

B, Sex, Dormancy and Dispersal in Heterogonic Plant-Pathogenic Fungi 

Biologists (like Bell) seeking ecological correlates of sex pay most attention to 

animals and plants, and less to other groups. But there are very many fungi that 

produce propagules both sexually and asexually. Here I report patterns deduced fix)m 

the well-smdied life cycles of heterogonic fungi that arc pathogens of plants. 

Fungi that cause plant diseases often form dormant sexual spores on decaying 

plant parts lying on the ground and less-dormant, more-dispersible asexual spores on 

diseased tissue that is still attached to the plant. This pattern is conomon in both of the 

major classes of plant-pathogenic fungi: the oomycetes and the ascomycetes. Oomycete 

that follow this pattern are Phytophthora infestans, Peronospora tabocina, and 

Pseudoperonospora cubensis; ascomycetes that do so are Sclerotinia fructicola, 

Diplocarpon rosae, Venturia inaequalis, Erysiphe gramnis, Spaerotheca fulginea, 

Ceratocysms ulmi, and Podosphaera leucotricha (Roberts and Boothroyd, 1984, pp. 

221-355). These are famous, common and typical plant pathogens; for example the 

oomycete Phytophthora iirfestans causes the infamous late blight of potatoes and the 

ascomycete Erysiphe graminis causes the powdery mildew of cereals. In many cases, a 

less dormant asexual stage can fulfill the role of the dormant sexual stage: for example 
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masses of asexual mycelia of Phytophthora iirfestans and of Erysiphe graminis may 

persist overwinter instead of or in addition to the sexual dormant stage. 

Two variations on this theme exist In some cases the asexual dormant stage 

may be just as dormant as the sexual dormant stage, such as with the seedling-blight 

oomycete Phytium debaryanum (Roberts and Boothroyd, 1984, pp. 230-234). This 

species forms asexual chlamydaspores that are just as dormant as its sexual oospores. 

In other cases, the sexual stage may be just as dispersible as the asexual dispersal stage, 

such as with the club-root causing slime mold, Plasmodiophora brassicae (Roberts and 

Boothroyd, 1984, pp. 253-256). This species disperses by flagellated swarm cells, 

which can be produced sexually or asexually. 

Though more-dormant sexual propagules and more-dispersible asexual 

propagules seem to be the rule among plant-pathogenic heterogonic fimgi, some plant-

pathogens follow other patterns. For example the sexual basidiospores of Thielavia 

basicola arc less-dormant and more-dispersible than their asexual propagules, which are 

hard-covered masses of hyphae called scleroda (Roberts and Boothroyd, 1984, pp. 

242-244). Sex is not required for this species to disperse, though, short-range dispersal 

can take places by asexual "marching" hyphae—growing strands of fungi. Thus 

populations where the sexual stage cannot be found exist 

Another exceptional pattern is found in the basidiomycete of the genus 

Armillariella (Roberts and Boothroyd, 1984, pp. 245-248). This species causes 

mushroom root rot of trees. The sexual propagules, basidiospores, are more dormant 

than the asexual propagules, the rhizomorph hyphae, and disperse farther than these 

asexual propagules. Thus this species follows the classical pattern described by 

Williams rather than the pattern typical of most plant pathogens. However, it may be 

argued that these species lack an asexual reproductive mode, and thus cannot be 
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considered true heterogonic organisms: the function of the rhizomorph hyphae may be 

growth rather than reproduction. This issue is hard to resolve for many fiingi because 

structures such as these rhizomorphs really perform both a growth and a reproduction 

function. 

C Sex, Dormancy and Dispersal in B. subtilis 

and Similar Microorganisms 

The relationship of the sexual state and the spore state in B. subtilis is unusual: 

B. subtilis cells can have sex without becoming spores. If the explanation for this 

unusual life history relies on the environment of B. subtilis, then organisms in the same 

niche G>roadly defined) should also have this unusual life history. Thus I survey below 

the life histories of organisms living in the same niche. The niche of B. subtilis, is as an 

aerobic, arid-soil heterotroph (Section 4, Part LA). Organisms that share this niche are 

arid-soil bacteria and arid soil fungi. 

The survey data, discussed below, presents three pattems: 

1) like B. subtilis, other arid soil heterotrophs often forms spores asexually, 

2) unlike B. subtilis, other arid-soil heterotrophs always form a spore when they have 

sex. 

3) like many plant-pathogenic fungi, the arid soil fungi often form dormant propagules 

asexually and dispersal propagules sexually. 

First, the arid soil bacteria: not much is known about sex, dormancy and 

dispersal in these bacteria. Among arid-soil bacteria, there are many naturally competent 

species, and some of these competent species form spores or other resting stages (Table 

13). However little is known about the circumstances in which these bacteria develop 

competence, let alone the relationship between competence and the dormant stages. 
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Next, the arid soil fungi: these eukaryote analogs to B. subtilis resemble B. 

subtilis, not only because they live in arid soil and they digest dead organic matter 

extracellularly, but also because most of them form spores, and many produce 

antibiotics. And like B. subtilis, the most common of these fungi make most of their 

spores asexually. 

The most common arid soil fungi in warm and hot deserts arc species of the 

genera Aspergillus, Alternaria, Cladosporium, Curvularia, Fusarium, 

Helminthosporium, Mucor, Penicillium, Phoma, Rhizopus and Stemphylium and of 

Mycelia sterilia genera. These genera were common at more than one of some arid sites 

(of the Saharan desert, the Negev desert, and North American deserts) that have been 

sampled for fungi (confer Skujins, 1984; latric Bioproducts, 1972). 

Most of these desert fungi are asexual. All except two of the genera listed above 

belong in the class Dueteromycota, which are higher fungi with no known sexual stage 

(Bessey, 1950). Some of the deuteromycete organisms sampled nnay have been in truth 

sexual species that did not manifest their sexual stages. (When this happens, the species 

are named as if they are asexual organisms.) However most of these deuteromycetes 

were likely to be fully asexual (Kendrick, 1981). Regardless of this, the fact that all of 

these species were initially identified as asexual organisms indicates that their sexual 

stages occur rarely, if at all. 

The fungi of the remaining two genera, Mucor and Rhizopus, also make asexual 

spores, but in addition they often make sexual spores (Carlile and Watkinson, 1994, pp. 

34-37). 

None of the common desert fungi fall into a third possible group, which are 

those that only form sexual spores. 
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Among the arid-soil fungi that have a sexual stage, three important life history 

patterns are manifest: 

1) their sexual spores tend to be less dispersible but mote dormant than asexual spores, 

2) their sexual spores tend to be less common than asexual spores, and 3) sex is always 

associated with spore formation. 

First, like the plant pathogenic fiingi, the heterogonic arid soil fungi tend to form 

sexual "survival" spores and asexual "dispersal" spores. Thus the soil zygomycetes 

Mucor ?iiid.Rhizopus, like all zygomycetes, forms their dormant survivial spores, their 

zygospores, sexually; in addition they form asexual dispersal spores called 

sporangiospores (Carlile and Waddnson, 1994, pp. 34-37). Representing the soil 

deuteromycetes with sexual forms, Aspergillus nidulans forms sexual survival spores 

(ascospores) and asexual dispersal spores (conidia; Carlile and Watkinson, 1994, p. 

155). However in many cases the forcibly dispersed ascospores may disperse as well 

as or better than the conidia. In addition, asexual resting stages may form that perform 

as well as the ascospores, such as sclerotia in some Aspergillus species (Samson, 

1992). 

Second, these heterogonic arid-soil fungi form asexual spores more often then 

sexual spores. Thus their sexual spores, ascospores, are rarely found (Lacey, 1981). 

(Recall that if their asexual spores are found, they are not identified as coming from a 

sexual species). 

Third, among all heterogonic fungi, sex is always associated with spore 

formation. Actually, it is meiosis that is always associated with spore formation, when 

association is defined as the absence of an prolonged intervening growth stage between 

these two stages. There is never any prolonged growth stage between meiosis and 

spore formation. There may be an intervening mitotic divisions after meiosis and before 
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spore formation, as in ascomycetes (Bessey, 1950, p. 200), or the fusion of two 

products of meiosis may occur before spore formation, as in oomycetes (Carlile and 

Watkinson, 1994, p. 21), but prolonged growth does not occur between these stages. 

It is important to note that this association is not commutative: sex is always 

associated with spoie-formadon, but spore-formation is not always associated with sex. 

B. subtilis resembles these arid-soil fungi in one life-history characteristic and 

differs in two others. Like the arid soil fiingi, B. subtilis forms more asexual spores; 

spore formation preceded by sex is rarer than asexual spore formation. Unlike the arid 

soil fungi, B. subtilis rarely forms sexual dormant structures: in B. subtilis the 

formation of the dormant structure, the spore, usually occurs asexually, whereas in 

many arid soil fungi, such as Mucor, dormant structures are produced sexually. And, 

unlike arid soil fungi and all other fungi, B. subtilis can have sex unassociated with 

spore-formation; in fungi sex and spore formation are always associated. 

Thus B. subtilis differs from its eukaryotic analogs. Its life history is unique, 

both among its "peers", and among all organisms. Almost all of the organisms 

surveyed by Williams, Bell and me form sexual propagules that are either at least as 

dormant as the corresponding asexual propagules, or they disperse at least as far as their 

asexual counterparts. None of these organism has sex without producing a displaceable 

structure. B. subtilis does; thus B. subtilis is a unique exception to the rule that sex is 

always associated with either a dormant or a dispersing stage. 

D. Summary: Sex, Dormancy and Dispersal in Heterogenic Organisms 

Given that exceptions exist to Williams's rules on sex, dormancy and dispersal, 

it remains to be seen how much revision the mies require. Are there enough exceptions 

that the rules have been overturned, or do the rules still describe the general pattern? 
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There are many exceptions to the rule that sexual offspring are mote widely 

dispersed than asexual offspring. Bell provided three examples of apparent exceptions 

in animals, I added many examples from fungi and B. subtilis constitutes an exception. 

Though these exceptions exist, it appears that among most heterogonic organisms, 

sexual offspring disperse farther. This is the case for all of the heterogonic organisms 

surveyed by Williams, most of the heterogonic aninaals discussed by Bell, probably 

most heterogonic plants, and even many fungi, such as mushrooms. 

There are even more exceptions to the mle that sexual offspring are equally or 

more dormant than asexual offspring. 

The pattern among sessile aquatic heterogonic animals is to make asexual dormant 

propagules and sexual dispersal propagules. In B. subtilis, sexual offspring are less 

likely to become dormant than asexual offspring, which makes it another exception. 

However in plant-pathogenic fungi more heterogonic organisms seem to follow 

Williams's mle than not. Also, the heterogonic seed plants seem to follow Williams's 

rule, because sexual seeds tend to be more dormant than vegetative propagules. 

Overall, though, many exceptions to the correlation of sex and dormancy exist; I agree 

with Bell that this association of sex and dormancy is at best weakly supported by the 

evidence. 

Rather than considering the phenomena of dormancy and dispersal separately, 

they can be considered simultaneously. Then nine life history patterns are possible. The 

sexual propagule may be more, equally or less likely to be dispersed than the asexual 

propagule, and may be more, equally or less likely to be dormant than the asexual 

propagule. The nine patterns result from the product of the three dispersal-sex 

relationships and the three dormancy-sex relationships. 
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If Williams's rules are followed, then all organisms would fall into three of these 

nine categories. In these three categories, the sexual propagules are 1) more dcxmant 

and dispersible 2) equally dormant but more dispersible, or 3) nx)re dormant and 

equally dispersible than the asexual propagules of the same organism. Motile aquatic 

animals, flowering plants, and basidiomycetes tend to fall into these three categories. 

Some of the exceptions to Williams's rules violate one rule but follow the other. 

This would be the result expected when a propagvile faces a tradeoff where by becoming 

more dormant it becomes less dispersible or visa-versa. These exceptions could be 

interpreted as following the spirit of Williams's rules: when faced with a tradeoff, the 

organism will make the propagule that is most likely to encounter different environments 

be the sexual propagule. The plant-pathogenic fungi tend to violate Williams's dispersal 

rule but follow his dormancy rule. The sessile aquatic animals tend to violate the 

dormancy mle and follow the dispersal rule. 

Finally B. subtilis (and possibly some sessile aquatic animals) violates both of 

Williams's rules simultaneously. 
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SECTION 6; DISCUSSION OF LITERATURE SURVEY RESULTS 

L How Ecological Hypotheses for the Advantage of Sex Explain 

the Observations on Sex, Dormancy and Dispersal 

A. Overview 

I have shown that many exceptions exist to both of Williams's descriptive rules. 

The patterns of sex, dispersal and dormancy among heterogenic organisms is complex, 

so the task of explaining these patterns is complicated. However some of the 

hypotheses for sex may be interpreted to explain how sex relates to dormancy and 

dispersal. In this section I review these hypotheses, starting with those ideas that 

inspired Williams to investigate these patterns, and ending with the hypotheses that have 

the most to say about B. subtilis. This ending leads into the next and final section: a 

discussion of the life history of B. subtilis. 

B. Williams's Models 

Representing the conventional wisdom, Williams (1975, pp. 15-43) asserts that 

sexual reproduction occurs when the environment the offspring encounters is more 

likely to differ fix)m the parental environment (the Strawberry-Coral model), and/or 

when competition is intense (the Aphid-Rotifer and Elm-Oyster models). In these 

models offspring dispersed in space and/or time are likely to encounter new 

environments, and therefore should be produced sexually. 

Implicit in Williams's arguments is that dispersal and dormancy are 

fundamentally similar processes. Dispersal is a process where offspring move away 

from their origin in space, and dormancy is a process where offspring move away from 
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their origin in time. Thus dispersal and dormancy could be considered different 

manifestations of the same general phenomenon; spatiotemporal dispersal. 

However, there are also important differences between dormancy and dispersal. 

Dormancy results firom metabolic quiescence and dispersal results from motility. But 

there arc other potentially advantageous consequences of quiescence and motility 

besides dispersal in time or space. Thus the main advantage of quiescence could be the 

development of resistances to physical and chemical damage, as may be the case for B. 

subtilis, whose dormant spores resist u.v. damage and desiccation. And the main 

advantage of motility may be something aside from dispersal (for example, the 

generation of body heat). 

Though quiescence/dormancy and motility/dispersal encompass phenomena 

such as resistance and heat-generation, most of the hypotheses for sex are not concerned 

with these phenomena. These hypotheses are mainly concerned with quiescence 

because it causes temporal dispersal and motility because it causes spatial dispersal. In 

the rest of this section I will address these other aspects of quiescence/dormancy and 

motility/dispersal only when they affect predictions. Also, since much theory applies to 

dispersal in both space and time, I will use the word "dispersal" to refer to both of these 

types of dispersal, and distinguish the specific type of dispersal only when needed. 

Though some hypotheses for sex just assume that dispersal occurs, it is helpftil 

to make it explicit why this should be so. Dispersal should occur when a dispersed 

offspring has a higher probability of survival then a nondispersed offspring (Johnson 

and Gaines, 1990). This situation arises for dispersal (in space) when competition for 

limited resources among the nondispersed offspring is intense, i.e. when the dispersed 

offspring have a good chance of experiencing less competition than the nondispersed 

offspring (Johnson and Gaines, 1990). This situation arises for dispersal (in time) 
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when resources in the future are likely to be more abundant than resources in the present 

(Cohen, 1966; Venable and Brown, 1988). 

Should nondispersed offspring should be produced sexually or asexually? The 

environment of offspring not being dispersed is likely to be similar to the environment 

of their mother. If the mother was well adapted to her environment (and since she 

survived, she was doing O.K.), it would be good for the offspring to have a genotype 

identical to hers. Thus nondispersed offspring should be produced asexually. 

Should dispersed offspring should be produced sexually or asexually? Williams 

suggests that dispersed offspring would encounter environments that differ from the 

mother's environment. Since sex is advantageous when the offspring's environment is 

different from the mother's environment, dispersed offspring should be produced 

sexually. 

Thus this is the conventional explanation: offspring arc dispersed so that they 

can find resources better, and these dispersed offspring find themselves in new 

environments, so it is better for them if they had been produced sexually. Therefore the 

occurrence of dispersal sets up the conditions where sex is advantageous, and this is 

why, according to Williams, sex is correlated with dispersal (in space) and dormancy. 

C. Four Ecological Hypotheses for the Advantage of Sex 

Evolutionary biologists spurred on by Williams's explanations for sex sought to 

translate these ideas into mathematical terms. These mathematical models of sex, 

reviewed by Felsenstein (1988), Maynard-Smith (1978), and Kondrashov (1993), 

provide an important insight: the differences between the parental and offspring 

environments cannot alone account for the advantage of sex. Clertain types of variation 
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between parental and offspring environments can even favor asexual reproduction, 

though other types of variation favor sexual reproduction. 

There are many possible renditions of the general idea that sex is advantageous 

because it generates variation. I will consider just four renditions, (or hypotheses, as I 

consider them), for three reasons. First, these four hypotheses presentiy seem to be the 

most popular among ecologists. Second, these hypotheses can be interpreted to make 

predictions about how sex relates to dispersal; many of the other renditions cannot be so 

interpreted. Third, my analysis of these four hypothesis leads to conclusions that can be 

generalized to other variation-based hypotheses. 

These four ecological hypotheses suggest that sex should be advantageous in 

four different conditions (See appendix 2 for explanations of how these conditions were 

derived). (1) The best-man hypothesis requires that genetic drift is strong and the 

environment fluctuates. (2) The sib-competition "hypothesis" requires competition 

among sibling dispersers. (3) The tangled-bank hypothesis requires that genetic drift or 

flucmating selection creates vacant or under-occupied niches in heterogeneous 

environments. (4) Finally, the red-queen hypothesis requires that the offspring 

environments favor certain combinations of alleles that were not advantageous during 

the parents' generation. 

The different conditions postulated to favor sexual reproduction lead to different 

predictions about how sex and dispersal should relate. Next I describe the conditions 

for sex and the predictions for the sex-dispersal relationship for each hypothesis. In 

particular, I describe two types of predictions for each hypothesis: first, in heterogonic 

organisms, should sex usually be correlated with dispersal or nondispersal, and second, 

under what conditions should there be exceptions to the usual mle. 
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1. The best-man hypothesis 

What Bell calls the best-man hypothesis (1982) postulates sex exists because 

genetic drift is strong and selection is fluctuating (Appendix 2). Fluctuating selection 

means that the selection regime of each patch changes over time; characteristics that aie 

advantageous in some generations are disadvantageous in other generations. Only the 

assumption that selection fluctuates is relevant for determining whether sex should be 

correlated with dispersal or not. 

The prediction and explanation for the general relationship of sex and dispersal 

remains the same as Williams's: dispersed offspring should be produced sexually, since 

dispersed offspring are (usually) more likely to encounter different (i.e. fluctuating) 

environments, and visa-versa for nondispersed offspring. Furthermore, this logic 

suggests why there could be exceptions to this general correlation: dispersed offspring 

should be produced asexualty if after dispersal these offspring encounters environments 

that are very similar to the parental environment, and nondispersed offspring should be 

produced sexually if they encounter environments different from their parents' 

environments. 

2. The sibling-competition hypothesis 

In the next class of models, sex is advantageous when there is competition 

among dispersed siblings for the same habitat, and the new habitat differs from the 

parent's habitat (Ghiselin, 1988). Williams (1975) provides an illuminating metaphor 

for this process: each new habitat, or patch, is a lottery with a different wiiming 

number, and the parents (the players) may enter offspring (tickets) with the same 

number every time (asexual reproduction), or with a different number every time (sexual 

reproduction). If a parent buys one ticket for each lottery, then it makes no difference 
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whether it plays the asexual or sexual strategy, but if the parent buys two tickets to a 

given lottery, its odds of winning are higher if the ticket numbers are different (i.e. the 

siblings are sexual). 

Though Bell considers these models a subset of the best-man hypothesis, they 

differ in two important ways. First, the sib-competition models involve two forces that 

generate negative linkage disequilibrium, in the best-man model, only one force is 

involved. Second, the sib-competition models make predictions about how sex and 

displacement relate that differs from the best-man predictions. Thus I will group these 

models under a separate heading as the sib-competition hypothesis. 

The sib-competition hypothesis, like the best-man and other ecological 

hypotheses, predicts that reproduction should be asexual when parental and offspring 

environments are similar. Reproduction should be sexual when the offspring 

environments differ from the parental environments, and there is competition among 

siblings for these environments. However, there are cases where reproduction should 

be asexual, even when offspring and parental environments differ. The advantage of 

sex only is manifest when competition occurs between siblings, thus sexually produced 

offspring should have no advantage if there is no sib-competition. Thus, it does not 

matter how much unrelated offspring compete with one another, what matters is how 

much siblings compete with one another, and if there is no sib competition for new 

environments, the offspring should be produced asexually. 

This reasoning can be extended to predict the relationship between sex, 

dormancy and dispersal. Siblings are less likely to compete with one another when they 

have dispersed far in time or space. Thus offspring that disperse more in time or space 

should have less of a need for sex. Therefore sex should be negatively correlated with 

dormancy and dispersal. 
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3. The tangled-bank hypothesis 

A third ecological hypothesis, described in detail by Ghiselin (1974) is called the 

tangled-bank hypothesis by Bell (1982). According to the tangled-bank hypothesis, sex 

is advantageous because sexually produced offspring are better at escaping competition 

(Ghiselin, 1988). Sexually produced offspring escape competition because they have 

new genotypes that may succeed in unoccupied or underoccupied niches, whereas 

asexual offspring cannot take advantage of these niches because they have the same old 

genotypes. 

Like the sib-competition hypothesis, the tangled bank hypothesis predicts that 

sex is an adaptation to competition; however Sib-Competition predicts that sex is caused 

by competition between siblings at new locations, whereas Tangled Bank predicts that 

sex is caused by intense competition between all offspring, sibling and nonsibling, at 

the original location. According to Tangled Bank, intense competition favors sex 

because sexual offspring are more likely to enter other contests (niches) where the 

competition is less intense and the odds of winning are higher, if the original 

competition is not intense, then there is no advantage of entering the other contests. 

It is difficult to interpret the tangled bank scenario to predict whether or not the 

nondispersed offspring of heterogenic organisms should be sexual. On the one hand 

nondispersed propagules should be produced sexually because they usually encounter 

intense competition. On the other hand, these nondispersed propagules have a very low 

probability of encountering a new niche, and therefore it might be a waste of energy to 

undergo sex; thus they might be produced asexually even in the face of competition. 

However there is one circumstance where nondispersed offspring should always be 
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produced asexually: when there is very little local competition, there is no need to escj^ 

competition via sex. 

It is also difficult to interpret Tangled Bank to predict the reproductive mode of 

heterogonic organisms' dispersed offspring. I feel that Tangled Bank is so amorphous 

that it can be used to explain anything, but for the sake of fairness, I will supply the 

arguments of one of its chief advocates. Bell supplies four predictions for whether or 

not dispersed offspring should be sexual (1982, pp. 376-7) (and I supply a fifth). 

First, he predicts that offspring locally dispersed (through space) from sessile 

parents should be sexual. They should be sexual because unoccupied and 

underoccupied niches can be found within the same general area as where the parents 

live. They need to be locally dispersible because these niches are close to the parental 

niche but not in the exact same place as the parental niche. 

Second, Bell predicts that the offspring dispersed long distances (through space) 

from sessile parents should be produced asexually. Long-distance dispersing offspring 

should be asexual because they are unlikely to encounter competition; these new habitats 

are so far away that there should be little competition for them. 

Third, Bell predicts that dormant propagules of sessile animals should be 

asexually produced. This is because dormancy is correlated with long distance spatial 

dispersal: propagules of sessile animals are likely to have passive structures that aid in 

long-distance dispersal. In addition these propagules are more capable of surviving 

long-distance dispersal than nondormant propagules. In other words the main function 

of dormancy in these orgarusms is to aid in long distance dispersal through space, not 

time, and by doing so they escape competition and therefore do not need sex. 

Fourth, Bell predicts that motile animals should produce dormant propagules 

sexually. First, motile animals do not need to produce special dispersing (through 
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space) structures for the offspring because the parents themselves can move. However 

motile animals still may benefit by producing dormant offspring. These dormant 

offspring are produced sexually because they arc likely to encounter competition before 

they reproduce. 

Finally, if dormant propagules face little competition after emerging from 

dormancy they should be produced asexually. 

4. The red-queen hypothesis 

The fourth ecological hypothesis for sex was first described and named by Van 

Valen (1973). This idea is a subset of the idea that sex is advantageous when the 

offspring environments consistentiy differ from the parental environment in a 

nonrandom manner (Bell, 1982, pp. 105-110, 158). There are two ways that offspring 

environments can nonrandomly differ from parental environments; one is called 

"capricious", the other, "mutable". Capricious environments are those in which 

associations of characteristics switch from one generation to the next. Thus 

environments would be capricious if during one generation environments tended to be 

wet and hot or dry and cold and in the next generation they tended to be wet and cold or 

dry and hot. Mutable environments are those in which the preponderance of a 

characteristic changes from one generation to the next; thus if in one generation aridity is 

rare, in the next generation aridity would be common. 

It seems implausible that physical environmental factors would be either 

capricious or mutable; they tend to preserve correlations rather than be capricious and 

follow long-term trends rather than be mutable. Therefore advocates of this idea have 

turned to nonphysical, biotic factors to supply the required capriciousness and 

mutability (Bell, 1982, p. 143). 
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Interactions between species, such as predator-prey relationships, parasite-host 

relationships, competitions, and mutualisms, may vary in capricious and mutable ways. 

For example fast-evolving parasites may adapt to the local host population each 

generation causing the following cycle: Following reproduction, a certain host genotype 

(genotype X), becomes the most common genotype, and the parasite genotype x 

adapted to that host genotype should be rare. However the parasites evolve quickly, so 

soon genotype x is the most common type of parasite. The ubiquity of parasite x lowers 

the fimess of host X; thus some other host genotype (Y) becomes most common in the 

next generation, and the cycle repeats. From the hosts' perspective, the parasitic 

environment is mutable: initially parasite x is rare, but subsequentiy it is common. 

Thus sex can be simply explained as a consequence of biotic interactions. 

Species should reproduce sexually when their biotic environment is mutable or 

capricious, such as if it changes cyclically from one generation to the next. However 

species should reproduce asexually when the biotic environment of offspring and 

parents are similar, or when environments change with noncapricious, nonmutable 

randomness. 

Bell (1982, p. 385) claims that the red queen hypothesis makes no obvious 

prediction about the relationship between sex and displacement. However this 

hypothesis does seem to predict that nondispersed offspring should be more likely to be 

sexual. 

A recent red-queen model predicts that offspring not dispersing in space should 

be produced sexually and offspring dispersed in space should be produced asexually 

(Ladle et al, 1993). The model investigates the reproductive mode of hosts that are 

subject to parasitism; the parasites arc adapted to the previous generation at a particular 

location, and the hosts can migrate, which allows them to escape local parasitism. 

JU 
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Offspring that do not disperse (in space) are more likely to encounter parasites that can 

attack them because these parasites are adapted to their parents. Therefore it is very 

important to these offspring to have genotypes different from their parents (i.e. 

recombinant genotypes), that way they are less likely to be susceptible to their parents' 

parasites. The offspring that disperse (in space), however, are less likely to encounter 

their parents' parasites, and therefore have less of a need for new, recombinant 

genotypes; asexual genotypes should be adequate. 

The reasoning used in this model should apply to other types of species 

interactions. In general, nondispersed offspring should be more likely to encounter 

biota adapted to taking advantage of their parents, and so these nondispersed offspring 

have a greater need for sex than dispersed offspring. In short, in heterogonic 

organisms, the red queen hypothesis predicts that nondispersed offspring should be 

sexual and dispersed offspring should be asexual. 

D. Summary: How Well Do These Hypotheses Predict the Relationship 

Between Sex and Displacement? 

Two of these hypotheses. Best Man and Tangled Bank, predict that sex and 

dispersal should be correlated, as predicted by the original, less detailed variation 

hypothesis. However two other ecological hypotheses, Sib-Competition and Red 

Queen predict that sex and nondispersal should be correlated. Since some ecological 

hypotheses predict sex should be correlated with dispersal, and others predict the 

opposite pattern, any life history can be explained by selecting the particular ecological 

hypothesis which fits that life history the best. If such a mix and match approach is 

taken, it is very important that the reasons for favoring one ecological hypothesis over 

the other are based on more than just their ability to explain the particular life history; 

A 
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there should be consistent non-life-history criteria for choosing between the ecological 

hypotheses. 

Each of these ecological hypotheses predicts that some circumstances select for 

sex to be correlated with dispersal, and others select for sex to be correlated with 

nondispersal. Thus each ecological hypothesis can be evaluated as explanations for the 

life histories of all heterogonic organisms. These hypotheses will be evaluated by two 

criteria: first, do they explain the usual life history of heterogonic organisms, and 

second, do they explain why particular organisms have unusual life histories. 

The usual life history appears to be that sex is correlated with dispersal (Section 

5, Part nX)): in these organisms, propagules that are dispersed farther in time and in 

space are produced sexually and the less dispersed propagules are produced asexuaUy. 

Two of the four ecological hypotheses make the wrong prediction for the usual 

heterogonic life history. Both the sib-competition hypothesis and the red-queen 

hypothesis predict that nondispersed heterogonic offspring should usually be sexual, 

and dispersed offspring should be asexual. 

Both the best man hypothesis and the tangled bank hypothesis correctiy predict 

the usual sex-dispersal-dormancy life history pattern. However Best Man makes 

implausible predictions for the circumstances that produce the unusual life histories of 

certain sessile aquatic animals, many fungi, and B. subnlis. For these cases, Best Man 

predicts that the less-dispersed propagules are more likely to encounter a different 

environment than the more-dispersed propagules, which causes the less-dispersed 

propagules to be sexual. 

First, consider the sessile aquatic animals with unusual life histories. They 

produce dormant, far-dispersing propagules asexuaUy and locally dispersing propagules 

sexually. Best Man predicts that this is so because the far-dispersing propagules are 
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less likely to encounter different environments than the locally-dispersing propagules. 

In other words, the environments encountered after long distance dispersal should 

resemble the parents' environments more so than closer environments, which is 

doubtful. 

Second, consider the fiingi that produce dispersing spores asexually and 

dormant spores sexually. That the less-dormant, dispersing spores are asexual means 

that they should be less likely to encounter different conditions than the sexual spores, 

according to Best Man. This explanation is valid only if the hosts encountered upon 

spatial dispersal are more similar than the hosts encountered upon temporal dispersal. 

Third consider B. subtilis. My results suggest that sex and spore formation are 

alternative pathways in B. subtilis, and that most spores are probably formed asexually 

(Section 4, Parts H and HI). B. subtilis can be considered a heterogenic organism that 

typically produces asexual dormant, dispersible propagules and sexual nondormant, 

nondispersible cells. Best Man predicts that postcompetent B. subtilis cells were 

formed sexually because they are more likely than other cells to encounter environmental 

conditions different from those of its parents. But it seems unlikely that postcompetent 

cells would be more likely than spores to encounter different environnaental conditions. 

Unlike the best-man hypothesis, the tangled-bank hypothesis offers plausible 

explanations for the exceptions to Williams's rules. This hypothesis predicts that 

exceptions to the correlation of displacement and sex should occur when dispersed 

offspring lack competition and thus do not need sex. It also makes a less useful 

prediction that dispersed offspring should be asexual when they are unlikely to 

encounter underoccupied niches. 

Thus Tangled Band predicts that certain sessile aquatic animals make far-

dispersing dormant propagules asexually because these propagules are unlikely to face 
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competition after dispersal (in space) (Bell, 1982, pp. 375-377). The propagules locally 

dispersing (in space) should be sexual because they are more likely to encounter 

competition. 

Second, Tangled Bank predicts that the lightweight (nondormant) dispersal 

spores of certain plant pathogenic fungi are made asexually because they face litde 

competition upon germination. The main challenge to these spores is not competition, 

but succeeding at landing on a nonresistant host. The dormant survival spores of these 

fungi should be sexual because they face competition upon germination. 

Third, Tangled Bank predicts that B. subtilis usually makes its spores asexually 

because the spores usually face little competition upon germination, and that postsexual 

B. subtilis cells are more likely to encounter competition. 

Taken one at a time, all of these Tangled Bank explanations for exceptional life 

histories are plausible. However the explanations for the sexuality of dormant spores of 

soil fungi and the asexuality of the spores of B. subtilis may conflict with one another. 

Here Tangled Bank simultaneously predicts that the dormant fungal spores must face 

lots of competition upon germination whereas B. subtilis spores should not face much 

competition upon germination. The difference could be that the dormant fungal spores 

are predominately survival spores, whereas B. subtilis spores may be predominately 

dispersal spores. 

In conclusion, all heterogonic life histories can be explained by resorting to more 

than one ecological hypothesis, but only one ecological hypothesis, the tangled bank 

hypothesis, plausibly explains all heterogonic life histories by itself. 
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n. Nonecological Hypotheses for Sex and Their Predictions 

Not all hypotheses of the selective advantage of sex require variation between 

the parent and offspring environments. Below I describe two of the most important 

nonecological hypotheses, then explore their predicdons about sex, dormancy and 

dispersal in general, and their predictions about sex in B. subtilis. 

A. Mutational Hypotheses 

Mutational hypotheses share the feature that the force of mutation sets up the 

circumstances where sex is advantageous (Kondrashov, 1993). The continual action of 

mutation builds up the number of deleterious mutations contained in the population, 

known as the mutation load. Natural selection acts to weed out these mutations; when 

sex is involved, mutations can be removed from the population more efficientiy. This is 

so because evolutionary forces other than mutation arc involved at creating the 

conditions for sex to be efficient (Appendix 2); however these forces are not relevant for 

predicting the sex-dispersal relationship. 

The mutational hypotheses can be interpreted to predict life history patterns, but 

to understand these prediction, one must first understand when sex should occur. 

These hypotheses predict that offspring should be sexual when two conditions are 

fulfilled; first, that alternatives to sex for reducing the mutation load should be 

insufficient, and second, that sex should occur only after mutations have accumulated. 

The second condition combined with a subsidiary ecological hypothesis offers 

an insight into how sex and dispersal should relate: they should be correlated. This 

prediction comes about from two separate predictions about heterogonic organisms that 

produce early and late propagules. First, the mutational hypotheses (as I interpret them) 
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predict that propagules produced later should be made sexually. This is because the cell 

lineages that form the late propagules will have accumulated more mutations than those 

lineages forming early propagules. Second, an ecological hypothesis predicts that 

propagules produced later should be dispersed more often (Hamilton and May, 1977). 

This is because they face more local competition than early offspring and thus have a 

greater need to escape competition via dispersal. 

However sometimes a heterogonic organism's life history may be the opposite 

fix)m that predicted by this ecological hypothesis. Perhaps sometimes, for some reason, 

early propagules are dispersed and late propagules are not dispersed. The prediction of 

the mutational hypotheses remains unaffected: the late propagules still should be sexual. 

Therefore when late propagules are less-dispersed than early propagules, sex should be 

correlated with the less-dispersed propagules. 

In short, the coupled mutational-ecological hypotheses make three predictions: 

1) that sex and dispersal should usually be correlated, 2) that when sex and dispersal are 

correlated, they both should be correlated with late reproduction, and 3) that when sex 

and dispersal are not correlated, dispersal should be associated with early reproduction 

and sex should be associated with late reproduction. 

The first prediction is correct: in most heterogonic organisms, sex and dispersal 

are correlated. 

The second prediction is not tested by the data I have presented. At first glance, 

though, it seems plausible: in heterogonic aphids, many heterogonic ascomycetes, and 

many heterogonic plants, asexual reproduction occurs early and sexual reproduction 

occurs later. 

The third prediction concerns the unusual heterogonic life histories of some 

animals, certain fungi and B. subtilis reviewed in Section 7. In agreement with this 

J 
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prediction, the sexual propagules of the heterogonic plant pathogenic fiingi of interest 

are usually pnxiuced later than the asexual propagtiles. (Recall that the life history of 

many of these fungi is unusual because the sexual propagules are less dispersible than 

the asexual propagules, though they are also more dormant) In these fungi, a sexual 

generation is typically produced either at the end of the host's growing season or at the 

beginning of the next one, whereas many asexual generations are produced within the 

growing season. I cannot tell whether the other organisms with unusual life histories 

agree with the prediction or not: regarding B. subtilis, the data are not available, 

regarding other organisms, the data is not in my sources. 

Though the mutational hypotheses remain mute about how the spore state and 

competence should relate in B. subtilis, they do make another prediction about its life 

history. They predict that a cell should become competent if it has been a long time 

since its lineage last had sex, because this is when mutations would have accumulated. 

B. DNA Repair Hypothesis 

The DNA repair hypothesis offers different explanations for the two main 

components of sex (Bernstein et. al., 1985). The purpose of the first component, 

recombination, is to repair DNA damage, with one DNA molecule acting as a template 

to replace the damage excised from the other DNA molecule. Recombination should be 

particularly important for repairing double-stranded DNA damages, because most other 

repair processes cannot correct these damages. The purpose of the second component, 

outcrossing, differs in haploids and diploids. Haploids undergo outcrossing to obtain 

the needed DNA template. Diploids, which already have a DNA template, undergo 

outcrossing to prevent the expression of accumulated deleterious mutations. 

J 
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1. Conditions for sex 

According to this hypothesis, sex in haploids should occur when two conditions 

are fulfilled (Bernstein et. al. 1985). First, DNA damages, and particularly double-

stranded damages, should present a significant problem. Second, other ways to deal 

with the DNA damage problem should be insufficient. 

For diploids, there is a third requirement to select for outcrossing-sex over non-

outcrossing reproductive systems (Bernstein et. al. 1985). The mutation "load" caused 

by the accumulation of deleterious mutations must reach a certain level before the 

benefits of outcrossing sex outweigh its costs. 

a. Damages are a problem 

Unrepaired DNA damages interfere with transcription and DNA replication, thus 

causing cells to die more often (Bernstein and Bernstein, 1991, pp. 27-36). Mutants 

defective in DNA repair are killed by an average of less than two DNA damages 

(Bernstein and Bernstein, 1991, p. 33).. Yet human cells, and presumably cells in 

other organisms, experience tens of thousands of DNA damages per day (Bernstein and 

Bernstein, 1991, p. 24). 

Double stranded DNA damages are particularly troublesome for two reasons. 

First, though less common then single-stranded damages, they are common enough: it 

has been estimated that mammalian cells average around 16 double stranded damages 

per day (Bernstein and Bernstein, 1991, p. 22). Second, they may be particularly 

lethal. Ward et al. (1985) deduced fhim experiments on oxidatively damaged 

mammalian cells that double stranded damages are more likely to cause cell death than 

single stranded damages, even though they are much less frequent Krasin and 
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Hutchins (1977,1981) found that single unrepaired double-stranded breaks were 

apparently lethal in E. coli. 

b. Other solutions are insifficient 

In theory, single-stranded damages could all be repaired without res<nting to any 

recombinational repair. However recombinational repair of single-stranded damages 

may be usefiil for two reasons. First, recombinational repair could be useful in 

repairing almost any type of DNA damage (confer Figure 12 in Bernstein and Bernstein, 

1991, p. 189). Second, because DNA damages are so common, it may be useful for a 

cell to have redundant repair systems, to increase its chances of repairing all damages. 

Cells do have other redundant systems: for example there are multiple systems designed 

to detect and correct polymerase errors. 

However the case that sex is needed as a DNA repair system hinges on its ability 

to repair double-stranded damages. The problem of double-stranded DNA damages 

may be dealt with in two ways without resorting to sex: nonrecombinational processes, 

and nonsexual recombinational repair. After describing these processes, I will explain 

why they may be more costly and less beneficial than sex. 

In haploids and diploids, two nonrecombinational processes, error prone repair 

and cellular selection, can circumvent double-stranded damages. Error-prone DNA 

"repair" works in some organisms to bypass regions of DNA damage by synthesizing 

short random DNA sequences that connect the flanking undamaged regions (Bernstein 

and Bernstein, 1991, pp. 185-187; Bainbridge, 1987, pp. 168-174). In theory, this 

system could bypass double-stranded damages as well as single-stranded damages. 

Cellular selection worics in some multicellular organisms to bypass damaged cells, such 

as those with double-stranded damages, by sacrificing them, and replicating undamaged 
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cells to replace them (Bernstein and Bernstein, 1991, pp. 68, 83). Though the evidence 

for cellular selection came fix)m somatic-cell studies, cellular selection should also work 

for gametic cells. 

In organisms with diploid stages, rccombinational repair can occur nonsexually, 

that is independendy of outcrossing, because diploid cells contain two copies of each 

chromosome (Bernstein and Bernstein, 1991, pp. 209-234). This can happen in three 

different ways in diploid eukaryotes. First, a nonsister homologous chromosome can 

act as the template to replace damages in its homologue. Second, sister chromatids can 

act as the template for repair. Third, one strand at a replication fork can act as the 

template for repair of the other in a process known as postreplication recombinational 

repair (PRRR). 

Organisms that arc predominately haploid experience temporary phases of 

diploidy. For example, haploid plants and protists often have short diploid generations 

that intervene between haploid generations. Though bacteria have no diploid 

generations, they do experience a transient state of diploidy after their chromosomes 

have been replicated and before their cells have divided. Thus haploids can engage in 

some or all of the nonsexual recombinational repair processes described above. In 

particular, B. subtilis can repair double-stranded damages via PRRR. 

In summary, all organisms have alternatives to compensate for DNA damages 

aside from sex. All organisms can do so via error-prone "repair" and PRRR. Single-

celled haploids have no other alternatives, but single-celled diploids may undergo the 

additional recombinational repair processes. Multicellular haploids may engage in 

cellular selection in addition to the universal strategies. And Multicellular diploids can 

avail themselves of any of these strategies. 
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There are reasons to believe that these nonsexual solutions have either high costs 

or limited benefits. The cost of error-prone DNA "repair" is the finequent formation of 

mutations that may be deleterious and even lethal (Bernstein and Bernstein, 1991, pp. 

209-234). The other universal solution, PRRR, is not excessively costly, but it can 

only deal widi a subset of double-stranded damages: those that occur in the replicated 

section of the chromosome in the wake of the replication fork. 

The nonsexual rccombinational repair processes available to diploids, other then 

those that occur during asexual meiosis, are less efficient than corresponding sexual 

recombinational repair (Bemstein and Bernstein, 1991, pp. 241-271). In addition, 

these nonsexual recombinational repair processes convert heterozygous loci into 

homozygous loci, which results in the unmasking of deleterious recessive mutations 

(Bemstein et. al., 1985). 

The cost of the multicellular solution, cellular selection, is the sacrifice of 

damaged cells. Since damage rates are so high, the amount of cells that would need to 

be sacrificed would be very high (Bemstein and Bemstein, 1991, pp. 67-68). In 

theory, this cost could be ameliorated if the nutrients fiom the damaged cells were 

absorbed for use by undamaged cells. Even if this is the case, each sacrificed cell 

would represent a delay in forming the required number of healthy cells. 

However, the cost of sexual recombinational repair can also be very high 

(Ghiselin, 1988): males are costiy, especially if they contribute littie to the next 

generation, and mating takes time and energy, especially when mates arc rare. 

c Deleterious mutations would be expressed if the organism were asexual 

The third condition, applying only to diploids, is the key for when outcrossing 

(as well as recombination) is needed: when mutations become a problem. If a diploid 
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organisms contains only a few deleterious recessive mutations, the cost to an organisms 

that changes from being sexual to being asexual is lowered, and the benefit of changing 

from asexuality to sexuality is diminished (Bernstein et al., 1985). Thus the relative 

advantage of being sexual decreases in comparison to the advantage of being asexual. 

The expression of deleterious mutations after asexual reproduction becomes a 

significant problem when mutations accumulate. The accumulation of mutations 

depends on the rates of the formation of mutations and damages, the number of 

generations that have occurred, and the passage of chronological time. As argued 

before, deleterious recessive mutations should accumulate more in cell lineages forming 

late propagules; thus, in heterogonic organisms, outcrossing should usually be 

associated with late reproduction. This could apply to unicellular as well as multicellular 

diploids: old ciliate lineages should be (and arc) more likely to 

reproduce sexually than young ciliate lineages, for example (Bell, 1988b). 

2. How sex and dispersal should relate 

The repair hypothesis (in concen with the subsidiary ecological hypothesis of 

Hamilton and May described above) makes the same life-history predictions for 

heterogonic organisms as the mutational hypotheses: 1) sex should always be associated 

with late reproduction, 2) sex and dispersal should usually be associated with one 

another (and with late reproduction), and 3) occasionally sex and dispersal should not 

be associated, when dispersal is associated with early reproduction and sex with late 

reproduction. 

Sex and late reproduction should be associated for different reasons in haploid 

and diploid heterogonic organisms. In haploids, propagules formed later derive a 

greater benefit from sex because more damages (not mutations) should accumulate in 
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propagules formed later than those produced earlier. This is because damages 

accimiulate over time. However, what really matters is the age of individual cells, not 

as with mutations, the age of the cell lineage. This is because new cells start out with 

newly repUcated, undamaged chromosomes. Thus, if there is no difference between the 

average ages of the individual cells that give rise to the early and late propagules, then 

this prediction does not apply. In other words, this repair hypothesis prediction is not a 

strong prediction for haploid heterogonic organisms. 

In diploids, propagules formed later need sex because they accumulate more 

mutations. Since mutations are passed on from one generation to the next, the relevant 

age is the age of the cell lineage, not the age of the individual cell. 

The life history predictions for the repair hypo±esis are identical to the ones for 

the mutational hypotheses, except that the basis for the predictions for haploid 

orgarusms is weaker. Thus, as with the mutational hypotheses, the relevant data 

support the repair hypothesis. 

3. When should competence occur 

For 5. subtilis, the repair hypothesis offers no persuasive reasons for why 

competent cells should be less likely to become spores. However it does predict when 

competence should occur in the stationary phase. This is because of the high costs and 

low benefits of the alternative "repair" processes during this phase. One of these 

processes, bypass synthesis, always has a high cost, whether it is stationary phase or 

not The second alternative repair process, postreplication recombinational repair, 

produces fewer benefits in stationary phase. 

Error prone "repair" by bypass synthesis is a costly solution to damages. In 

addition to creating mutations, error prone repair (in E. coli^ and probably in B. subtilis) 
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is less efficient and slower than recombinational repair (Raymond Devoret, personal 

communication). B. subtilis is actually atypical of competent bacteria in even having 

this system; most competent bacteria species lack it (Yasbin, 1985). Thus, this system 

is probably the last resort of B. subtilis's repair systems. 

Postreplicanon recombinational repair does not work well in stationary phase 

cells because of a lack of template. It works well in exponential phase cells, because 

much of the chromosome in a typical exponential phase cell is replicated, but much less 

of the chromosome in a typical stationary phase cell is replicated (Eberle and Lark, 

1967). 

in. Conclusion: How Well These Hypotheses Predict 

the Life Histories of Heterogonic Organisms 

We have now obtained predictions from four ecological hypotheses and two 

nonecological hypothesis for how sex and dispersal relate in heterogonic organisms. 

The most common life history: that sex and dispersal arc correlated, is correctly 

predicted by only two of the ecological hypotheses and the nonecological hypotheses. 

Exceptional life histories, where sex and dispersal are not correlated, are plausibly 

explained only by one of the two remaining ecological hypotheses, the tangled bank 

hypothesis. The mutational and the repair hypotheses also correcdy predict a common 

exceptional case, that of the typical plant pathogenic fungi. 

The three successful hypotheses all have weaknesses in explaining some 

exceptions. The tangled bank hypothesis has trouble explaining why the dispersed 

spores from soil fiingi arc asexual but dispersed B. subtilis spores are sexual. The 

mutational and the repair hypotheses offer no explanation for why sex and sporulation 
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are alternatives in B. subtilis. Despite these weaknesses, these three hypotheses still 

outperform the best-man, the sibling-competition, and the red-queen hypotheses. 
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SECTION 7: EVALUATING HYPOTHESES FOR THE B. SUBTIUS 

LIFE HISTORY 

I. Overview 

The theme of this chapter is that the life history of an organism can provide 

insights into the evolution of sex. Regarding B. subtilis, I have so far focused on a few 

details concerning how sporulation and competence relate. Next I will present other 

details of this bacteria's life history that should help in evaluating the various hypotheses 

for competence. 

In this section I first describe another hypothesis for competence. Next I 

discuss some other relevant hypotheses, though these hypotheses do not explain the 

benefit of competence, they do explain the timing of competence. Only then do I 

present the important B. subtilis life history details. I finish by summarizing the 

strengths and weaknesses of each competence hypothesis, and explain why the evidence 

supports the repair hypothesis the most and other hypotheses less. 

n. The DNA-As-Food Hypothesis for Competence 

B. subtilis and other competent bacteria may take up DNA primarily to use it as 

food rather than to use it for sex (Stewart and Carlson, 1986). There are at least three 

different ways that DNA could serve as bacteria food. First, it could serve as a source 

for nucleotides. Nucleotide synthesis requires both energy and material, and DNA 

uptake should help the cell save resources on both accounts. Second, the breakdown of 

internalized DNA could supply the cell with energy. Third, the products of the 

i 
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breakdown of DNA could serve as sources of nitrogen, carbohydrate and phosphate. In 

particular, DNA is a relatively rich source of organic nitrogen; the average nucleotide 

has a higher N:C ratio than the average amino acid. 

A. The Conditions that Should Induce Competence 

B. subnlis can satisfy its needs for nucleotides, energy, nitrogen, carbohydrates 

and phosphate in two other ways. First, it can feed on nutrients other than DNA. 

Second, it can feed on DNA via a different process. Since competence is costly, it 

should usually be less costly for B. subtilis to meet its needs by these other processes. 

However, there are two circumstances where competence should be the least cosdy 

solution: first, when the other nutrient sources are exhausted, and second, when the 

alternative DNA-feeding process is more costiy than competence. 

1. Alternative food sources are exhausted 

There are many alternative sources for the nutrients provided by DNA (confer 

Sonenshein et. al., 1993). First, phosphorous can be taken up in the form of phosphate 

(Hulett, 1993). Second, nucleotides can be obtained in three ways aside from DNA 

uptake (Nygaard, 1993): 1) via the uptake of ribonucleosides, 2) via the extracellular 

degradation of RNA followed by the uptake of ribonucleosides, and 3) via the uptake of 

deoxyribonucleosides.- Third, B. subtilis can obtain Nitrogen via these nucleotide 

uptake processes, by the uptake of amino acids, or by the extracellular degradation of 

protein followed by amino acid uptake (Ambrosio, et. al., 1973; Fisher, 1993). Fourth, 

energy, in the form of metabolic fuels, is supplied by all of these processes, and by the 

uptake of more common compounds, such as sugars (Fisher and Sonenshein, 1991). 
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Other substrates should be preferred as food sources over DNA for two reasons. 

First, most of these other substrates should be more plentiful in the natural environment 

than DNA. Second, the induction of these feeding systems is probably much quicker 

than the developnaent of competence. For example sucrase levels increase over five-fold 

by 40 minutes after sucrose was added (Prestidge and Spizizen, 1969; [the increase in 

sucrase levels probably started even sooner, but 40 minutes was the earliest sample 

time]); precompetent cells take hours to become competent (Dooley et al. 1971). Thus 

competence for the sake of feeding should only be needed when cells lack these other 

food sources. 

2. An alternative DNA feeding system is more costly 

Competence involves importing the DNA first, then degrading it. Alternatively, 

B. subtilis could degrade the DNA first and then import the constituents. B. subtilis 

contains all the components necessary to feed on DNA in this way. Most importantly, 

B. subtilis makes extracellular DNases (Akrigg and Mandelstam, 1978; Nakai et al. 

1965), which degrade DNA to monophosphate nucleotides and phosphate ions. These 

extracellular DNases are secreted into the media only at certain times when the cell is 

starving (Parts IV.D and FVJ^). B. subtilis also makes an extracellular nucleotidase 

(Hulett, 1993), that breaks down monophosphate nucleotides to phosphate ions and 

nucleosides. B. subtilis possesses specific systems that transport nucleosides 

(Nygaard, 1993) into the cell, and presumably also for phosphate {B. subtilis can grow 

when to only phosphorus source is phosphate, and a specific uptake system for 

phosphate has already been identified in E. coli; Hulett, 1993). B. subtilis also 

possesses systems for taking up other DNA breakdown products, i.e. purine and 

pyrimidine bases (Nygaard, 1993). 

IL 
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If the secretion of DNase is a system for feeding on DNA, one wonders why B. 

subtilis should need competence for feeding on DNA. In B. subtilis competence and 

secretion of DNases tend to be mutually exclusive, i.e. they occur at different times 

(Part rVJO. Why would a bacterium need both systems for feeding on DNA? Perhaps 

sometimes extracellular DNA degradation is the more costly alternative, and at other 

times it is less cosdy. However such scenarios are difficult to produce. 

3. A comparison with RNA 

If a heterotroph takes up DNA for food, there is no reason that it should ignore 

RNA. RNA is chemically (and nutritionally) almost identical to DNA, and probably 

more abundant in living organisms and in the soil. Thus I would predict that, if 

transformation is for feeding, transformable bacteria should also take up RNA. I do not 

know whether or not this occurs in B. subtilis, RNA uptake (and transformation!) has 

been reported in another species (Shen et. al., 1962). 

B. When Should Competence Occur, If it is for Feeding ? 

If competence is a feeding response (albeit a complex one), it should only occur 

when the cell is starving. However, since competence is a slow and costiy response, 

one would predict that competence should only occur after other feeding strategies have 

failed. The DNA-as-food hypothesis makes no obvious prediction about the 

temporal relationship between competence and spomlation. I am tempted to interpret the 

hypothesis to predict that sporulation should be the response to forms of starvation that 

do not induce competence; however one could also argue that sporulation should follow 

competence, as the starvation response of last resort 
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m. The Costs of Sex and the Timing of Competence 

All of the predictions up to here derive from hypotheses of the benefits of 

competence. There are also hypotheses regarding the costs of competence. These 

hypotheses also can be shown to make predictions about when competence should 

occur. 

One of the costs of competence is the cost of mating: finding a source of DNA 

(the mate) takes time and energy (Ghiselin, 1988). DNA, in the form of living donor 

cells, is easier to find when the population density is higher. Since the population 

density is probably higher in stationary phase, this cost of competence should be lower 

in stationary phase. 

Second, the activity of competence takes time, time that could have been devoted 

to other activities such as replication. Thus there is a cost to competence (and other 

types of sex) in the form of lost oppormnities. For 5. subtilis, there should be less of a 

penalty for foregoing replication, growth and other activities in stationary phase than in 

exponential phase, because replication and growth are slower in stationary phase. Since 

the opportunity cost is lower is stationary phase, this is when competence should occur. 

IV. The Life History of B. subtilis: Important Details 

A. Overview 

This section begins with an introduction to the different stationary-phase 

developmental pathways of B. subtilis. I next describe facets of these pathways that are 

relevant for evaluating the various hypotheses for competence. In Part IV.F I 

summarize the different ways B. subtilis interacts with DNA for the sake of determining 
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whether B. subtilis takes up DNA for food or sex. In Part IV.G I summarize B. subtilis 

repair processes to shed light on the repair hypothesis. The various phenomena and 

their effect on the hypotheses are summarized in the following table, Table 14, and the 

last pan. Part IV JI. 

B. Stationary Phase Pathways 

A stationary phase B. subtilis cell may engage in many different responses to 

starvation. An incomplete list of responses follows: 

1) competence 

2) sporulation 

3) the secretion of DNA (Ephrati-Elizur, 1968; Lorenz et. al., 1991). 

4) the synthesis of flagella and the development of chemotactic sensing that enables the 

cell to swim towards attractants and away from repellents (Smith, et al. 1990; Ordal et. 

al. 1985). 

5) the induction of the TCA cycle, which provides energy and catabolic intermediates 

(Sonenshein, 1989). 

6) the production of antibiotics (Schaeffer, 1969; Katz and Demain, 1977). 

7) the secretion of various inducible extracellular enzymes , such as enzymes that 

degrade proteins, polyphosphate, RNA, cyclic nucleotides, DNA, starch, sucrose and 

other alternative carbohydrates (Schaeffer, 1969; Table II in Doi, 1989). 

Many of these responses can be placed in sequences to produce a map of 

stationary phase responses (Fig. 8). This map shows four pathways. A stationary 

phase cell starts along a "pluripotent" path where it maintains its options to engage in 

many different responses. Ultimately, the cell must commit to one of three (or more) 

different pathways; the sporulation pathway, the competence pathway, and the motile-
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cell pathway. The sporulation path diverges from the pluripotent path earlier than the 

other two pathways. 

These three pathways seem to be exclusive. The tradeoff between competence 

and sporulation has been described. Neither competent cells nor sporulating cells 

develop flagella, which confirms that the motile cell pathway must also be a separate 

pathway (electron micrographs of Ephrati-Elizur (1968) and others show competent 

cells without flagella). 

In the earlier stages along each path, the cell may revert to the vegetative state, 

however along each path there is a point of no return, where the cell becomes 

irreversibly committed to completing its path (for sporulation, consult Dawes and 

Mandelstam, 1970; for competence, consult Dooley et. al., 1971). 

C. The Pluripotent Stationary Phase Cell 

1. The divergence of the competence and motile-cell pathways 

from the sporulation pathway 

For historical reasons, cells on the pluripotent path were not identified, as such; 

instead they were described as early sporulating cells. However these "early 

sporulating" cells also have the ability to become competent and become motile. 

The following evidence suggest that early sporulating cells of sporulation stage 0 

are pluripotent, but that by the end of sporulation stage n, cells can no longer initiate 

competence or motility development. Mutations that prevent the progress of sporulating 

cells from stage 0 to stage II also prevent the development of competence (Schaeffer, 

1969; Dubnau, 1989); therefore cells destined to become competent pass through 

sporulation stage 0. Microscopic evidence that competent cells resemble stage HI 

i 
i 
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sporulating cells suggest that cells destined to become competent may also pass through 

stage n before becoming competent (Young, 1967). Unlike early stage competence 

mutations, late-acting competence mutations do not prevent the formation of spores nor 

other stationary phase phenotypes (Dubnau, 1989), suggesting that during late stages of 

competence other stationary phase phenotypes are not possible. Likewise, late acting 

sporulation mutations do not block the development of competence (Schaeffer, 1969; 

Errington, 1993). The sum of this evidence suggests that cells that choose the 

competence pathway split off from the main pathway sometime around sporulation stage 

n (Fig. 8). 

Some of the early sporulation mutations also prevent chemotaxis, suggesting 

that the early pluripotent cells also have the ability to become chemotactic (Ordal et. al., 

1985; Dubnau, 1991b). 

2. The choice between initiating competence and initiating sporulation 

Both sporulation and competence seem to be starvation responses, though they 

respond to different starvation cues. Only two hypotheses predicts when cells should 

become competent rather than spores. If competence is for feeding on DNA, 

competence should be initiated when cells start starving. If competence is for repairing 

damaged DNA, competence should be initiated when cells become DNA damaged and 

their ploidy is low. 

Both sporulation and competence are initiated when cultures get crowded, a 

phenomena usually associated with starvation. The evidence is that many spKDres and 

many competent cells can be produced in high density cultures, but no more than a few 

of these cells are formed in low density cultures (Dawes and Mandelstam, 1970; 

Dubnau, 1991a). However, though the process of sporulation stans in stationary 
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phase, the development of competence seems to be initiated before stationary phase, 

when it is only moderately crowded (Dooley et al. 1971). 

Both sporuladon and competence are responses to nutrient deprivation : 

Competence and sporuladon are both inhibited by too much glycerol, glutamine, or 

hydrolyzed protein (Anagnastopoulos and Spizizen, 1961; Schaeffer et al., 1965; 

Wilson and Bott, 1968; Bott and Wilson, 1968; Dawes and Mandelstam, 1970; Fisher 

and Sonenshein, 1991). (They also require many of the same compounds, such as 

magnesium ions and hisridine.) 

Sporuladon seems to occur more often than competence when starvation is more 

severe. The evidence for this is that sporuladon is more easily inhibited than 

competence: glucose, B. subtilis' preferred carbon source, and antimonia, B. subtilis' 

second favorite nitrogen source, both inhibit sporulation, but are needed for competence 

(Fisher and Sonenshein, 1991; Anagnastopoulos and Spizizen, 1961; Schaeffer et. al., 

1965). 

Competence may be the preferred response to nitrogen starvation, as indicated 

by the following phenomena. First, moderate amounts of B. sub tills's preferred 

nitrogen source, glutamate, inhibits competence, but is required for sporulation (Bott 

and Wilson, 1968; Schaeffer et. al., 1965). Second, nitrogen-starved cells are less 

committed to sporulation than the carbon-starved cells (Dawes and Mandelstam, 1970). 

Perhaps these cells are also more likely to become competent. On the other hand, the 

development of competence does require some nitrogen, in the form of ammonia 

(Anagnastopoulos and Spizizen, 1961; Bott and Wilson, 1968). 

Research shows that competence is also preferred over sporulation when 

substances necessary to make a spore are absent Sporulation requires ions (iron and 

manganese) that inhibit competence (Bott and Wilson, 1968). Sporulation is promoted 
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by the presence of the cell-wall amino acid alanine, which inhibits competence 

(Schaeffer et. al., 1965; Wilson and Bott, 1968). Aspartate, a non-cell-wall amino acid, 

has the opposite effects (Schaeffer et. al., 1965; Wilson and Bott, 1968). 

The cell cycle consists of "the stages through which a cell passes between one 

division and the next" (Pxjrves et. al., 1992). The repair hypothesis predicts that 

competence is only needed when a cell's ploidy is low; i.e. during the early stages of the 

cell cycle. Stationary phase cells can experience an arrest of chromosomal replication at 

an early stage of their cell cycle (Yoshikawa and Wake, 1993). However it is unclear 

whether this is related to the initiation of competence. Vermeulen and Venema (1974a, 

p. 334) claim that competence can be initiated during any stage of the cycle. But Singh 

and Pitale's (1968) result suggests cell-cycle regulation: they found that competent cells 

were more likely to be uninuclear than noncompetent cells. The case for sporulation is 

clearer. Sporulation is initiated only by cells in a certain stage of their cell cycle 

(Errington, 1993, p. 10). 

Neither sporulation nor competence are promoted by things one might 

superficially expect Sporulation does not seem to be induced by high water activity, an 

indicator of the dryness of soil (Knaysi, 1945). Competence is not induced by DNA 

damage (Redfield, 1993). However, these phenomena do not necessarily mean that 

sporulation is not an adaptation for resisting desiccation, or that competence is not for 

damage repair, for two reasons. First, if there are reliable correlates to desiccation and 

damage (e.g. low nutrient concentrations), these could function as inducers of the 

appropriate phenotypes. Second, the repair hypothesis predicts that competence is a 

response to low ploidy as well as damage; damage by itself may not be enough. 

In summary, competence is initiated when spore building blocks are missing, 

and when the need for nitrogen is great, but not when starvation is severe, nor when 
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DNA damage levels increase. These conditions are somewhat consistent with the idea 

that competence is a response to nitrogen starvation and somewhat inconsistent with the 

idea that competence is a response to DNA damage. However the case for DNA-As-

Food is not strong: though starvation for some nitrogen-containing compounds induces 

competence; starvation for other important nitrogen containing compounds favors 

sporulation. Neither is the case against DNA Repair strong. First, though DNA 

damage does not induce competence in noncompetent cells, the repair hypothesis does 

not require that this should be so. Second, the cells that failed to become competent in 

Redfield's experiment probably did not need competence for repair. This is because 

they were probably high ploidy cells: the cells that were damaged were either 

exponential phase cells, or later-phase cells from a rich media culture. 

D. The Sporulation Pathway 

The details of the sporulation pathway sequence suggest that cells on the 

sporulation pathway go through a stage where they are specialized for feeding on DNA. 

To see this, one must understand the events that occur before and after this stage. 

Sporulating cells may actually be trying to avoid sporulation unless it is 

absolutely necessary. When stage 0, or stage U "sporulating cells", are resuspended in 

rich media, the cells can revert to the vegetative state without completing the sporulation 

sequence (Dawes and Mandelstam, 1970). This means that a spomlating cell does not 

become irreversibly committed to forming a spore until the end of stage n. 

Stage n sporulating cells can also secrete extracellular enzymes (Doi, 1989). 

These enzymes may serve as means for two different ends. First, the nutrients obtained 

from the extracellular degradation may be needed to build the spore. Second, the cell 

may be secreting enzymes to obtain nutrients so it can avoid becoming a spore. The 
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first explanation does not make sense: Sporulation continues in the absence of the 

substrates of these enzymes (and in the absence of the degradation products of these 

substrates; see Dawes and Mandelstam, 1970). Thus it appears that these nutrients are 

not required to build a spore. 

The sporulation pathway diverges from the competence pathway in early 

stationary phase. When this happens, extracellular enzyme production remains 

associated with sporulation pathway rather than the competence pathway. There are 

four pieces of evidence for this interpretation. First, extracellular enzyme production 

continues in spomlation stage II (Doi, 1989), which is probably after the cells lose their 

ability to become competent. Second, mutations exist that block degradative enzyme 

production and sporulation but do not block competence (Schaeffer, 1969,1. Smith, 

1994). Third, some mutants that produce excessive amounts of degradative enzymes 

cannot become competent (Msadek et. al., 1993). Fourth, no mutations have been 

found that block degradative enzymes and competence but not sporulation (Msadek et. 

al., 1993). 

The extracellular enzymes secreted during this period degrade a wide variety of 

compounds: protein (degraded by the serine protease subtilisin and a neutral protease), 

alternative carbohydrates (alpha amylase and sucrase), cell wall constituents Gysozyme), 

nucleic acids or their subunits (ribonuclease, deoxyribonuclease, phosphodiesterase 

and alkaline phosphatase) and other compounds (esterase, other hydrolytic enzymes) 

(Schaeffer, 1969; Doi, 1989, Table II). The enzyme activities appear in a certain order 

protease activity and RNase activity precede alkaline phosphatase activity, which 

precedes DNase activity (Akrigg and Mandelstam, 1977; Waites et al., 1970). Thus B. 

subtilis releases enzymes attacking more common substrates first, consistent with the 

J 
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idea that these enzymes are produced to search for food, starting with the most common 

foods. 

The last enzymes secreted before this period ends (alkaline phosphatase and 

DNase) degrade DNA. These cells probably secrete these enzymes to feed on DNA, 

which means that B. subtilis does not need to become competent to feed on DNA. This 

interpretation not only explains the secretion of the DNA degrading enzymes, but it also 

explains that the secretion of these enzymes fits into a larger context where the cell is 

secreting many extracellular enzymes. In addition it explains why the DNA-degrading 

enzymes are secreted last in the sequence: because DNA is a less common food. 

Thus it appears that what is thought of as a sporulation sequence is a more 

complicated amalgamation of starvation responses. The sporulation sequence can be 

divided up into three phases (Fig. 8). The first phase is the pluripotent cell pathway, 

including sporulation stages 0 and II, when the cell chooses between at least four 

pathways: the motile cell pathway, the competence pathway, reversion to the vegetative 

state, and continuing sporulation. I call the second phase the early sporulation phase. It 

occurs within sporulation stage n, when the cell secretes extracellular enzymes and 

continues with sporulation. If an early- sporulation-phase cell succeeds in obtaining 

nutrients via extracellular enzyme production (or by chance), it abandons sporulation for 

vegetative growth; otherwise it commits to sporulation. The third period, the late 

sporulation phase, is when the cell is committed to forming a spore, its only other 

option being death. 
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E. The Competence Pathway 

1. Precompetence 

Like the spore state, the state of competence is preceded by a developmental 

sequence, called precompetence (Dooley et al. 1971). I will break down 

precompetence into three phases analogous to my scheme for sporulating cells (Fig. 8). 

The first phase of "precompetence", like "sporulation" stage 0, is probably another 

aspect of the pluripotent pathway. After precompetent cells differentiate &x)m 

sporulating cells, they still retain the ability to revert to the vegetative state. This is the 

second phase of precompetence, early precompetence. This phase ends with the 

irreversible commitment to competence (Dooley et. al. Figure 8), which precedes 

competence by approximately 1 hour. This final hour of precompetence is the late 

precompetence phase. 

2. The state of competence 

Competence in B. subtilis lasts much longer than it needs to. Competence in B. 

subtilis lasts for hours, yet competence in Streptococcus pneumoniae lasts an average of 

15 minutes (Kammen et. al., 1966). In addition, B. subtilis cells can transform in as 

littie as four minutes (Davidoff-Abelson and Dubnau, 1973). The purpose of this long 

duration is unknown; perhaps it is to increase the competent cell's chances of mating, or 

perhaps it is to allow the competent cell to undergo a thorough repair job. 

Competent cells differ from noncompetent, vegetative cells in many 

characteristics, many of which arc relevant for interpreting the function of competence. 
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First, the S.O.S. system of repair enzymes is induced to high levels in 

competent cells, even in the absence of damage (Yasbin, et. al., 1992). This is 

consistent with the repair hypothesis. 

Second, experiments have shown that competent cultures release DNA as well 

as take it up. First, cells in the same stage as competent cells release DNA into media in 

a process that was not correlated with autolysis (Ephrati-Elizur, 1968 Lorcnz et al, 

1991). Second, competent cells grown on solid agar released DNA 30 to 60 minutes 

after competence develops (Takahasi, 1962). These results are inconsistent with DNA-

As-Food; if these conditions were such that some cells needed DNA for food, then why 

would other cells (or perhaps even the same cells) secrete DNA? 

Third, competent cells may be more vulnerable to cell death than noncompetent 

cells. This is one possible interpretation of the steep decline in the number of 

transformed cells that occurred in my experiments (Section 3, Part HI; Fig. 2; another 

possible interpretation is discussed in the following subsection [Part IV.E.3]). In these 

experiments, the number of competent cells declined twentyfold from the 3 hour mark to 

the tenth hour in sporulation media, a media rich in nitrogen in the form of protein. 

This interpretation, that competent cells are on the verge of death, is consistent with the 

DNA-repair hypothesis. However a higher death rate in nitrogenous media is not 

consistent with the DNA-as-food hypothesis; this hypothesis predicts that competent 

cells should die at a lower rate when in the presence of the nutrient, organic nitrogen, 

which they are starved for. 
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3. The pnx:ess of transformation in competent cells 

There are a number of details of the process of transformation that provide clues 

for why it exists. They are discussed in the order that they occur. 

First, transfonnation appears to be induced to higher levels by DNA damage. 

Experiments show that transformation rates are higher when competent cultures are 

exposed to higher levels of a DNA-damaging agent (Michod et al., 1988; my 

unpublished results). Higher overall transformation rates may be due to an increase in 

the number of competent cells, or an increase in the average transformation rate of 

competent cells. If, as Redfield (1993) suggests, damage does not increase the number 

of competent cells, then the increased overall rates must be due to an increased average 

transformation rate. The experiments of Michod et al. (1988) showed that the 

increased overall rate was at least partly due to an increase in the average transformation 

rate. Thus, transformation is induced in a manner consistent with the repair hypothesis. 

Second, B. subtilis cells are not choosy about the DNA molecules they take up; 

they prefer B. subtilis DNA, but will take up E. coli DNA or even less related DNA 

(Kammen et al., 1966). This lack of choosiness is consistent with the DNA-as-food 

hypothesis. But the fact that B. subtilis regulates when it has competence may mean 

that it only becomes competent when most of the DNA present is from other B. subtilis 

cells. 

Third, transformation is a reversible process. Many competent cells aborted the 

integration of DNA they had taken up when they were exposed to new DNA three hours 

later (Kammen et al. 1966). The reversal of transformation could account for part or all 

of the steep decline in the number of transformed cells in sporulation media. According 

to this interpretation, the competent cells sampled early completed the transformation 

process, but the competent cells that remained in the spomlation media abandoned 
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transformation. If this interpretation is correct, it supports DNA-As-Food and is 

contrary to Repair. Abandoning transformation in nitrogen rich media makes sense if 

transformation is only needed when cells need nitrogen, but does not make sense if 

transformation is initiated to repair damages—why would damaged cells abandon a 

repair process? 

Fourth, some of the bound DNA is not taken up. While donor DNA molecules 

are bound at the cell surface, one of their two strands is degraded. The degraded DNA 

constituents have been detected in the media (Dubnau and Cirigiliano, 1972), suggesting 

that the competent cells are not taking them up. This is inconsistent with DNA-As-

Food. 

Fifth, donor DNA appears to be protected from degradation before integration. 

During transformation, the donor DNA must travel from the surface of the recipient ceU 

to the recipient's chromosomes. Autoradiographs of transforming cells suggest that 

certain strucmres called transformosomes may sequester the donor DNA molecules 

during this trip (Wolstenhohne, et. al., 1966; Vermeulen and Venema, 1974a and 

1974b). This fact also undermines DNA-As-Food; why should cells expend energy on 

protecting DNA they obtained to eat? 

Sixth, transformation involves genetic recombination. Though DNA-As-Food 

explains why DNA uptake exists, it does not explain why genetic recombination occurs. 

Advocates of DNA-as-food do not dispute this; they merely assert that the uptake, rather 

than the integration of DNA may be the main benefit of competence (Redfield, 1993). 

Seventh, most integration involves the replacement of a single-stranded region 

rather than a double-stranded region. Thus the predominate product of the integration 

reaction is heteroduplex DNA, as indicated by the isolation of heteroduplex DNA after 

transformation G^ubnau, 1982). If donor DNA is used for recombinational repair of 

I 
JL 
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double-stranded damages, the damage should be replaced by a double-stranded region 

of donor information, Le. a homoduplex. Thus this phenomenon is inconsistent with 

Repair. However, it is possible that small regions of donor homoduplex DNA exist, 

but that the protocols used were not sensitive enough to detect these honxxluplexes. 

Eighth, much donor genetic information is destroyed by mismatch repair 

operating after integration. The donor-recipient heteroduplexes formed by the 

integration reaction contain areas where the donor DNA base and the recipient DNA 

base are mismatched. These mismatches arc often "repaired" before the chromosome is 

replicated (Dubnau, 1982). The repair of mismatches results in the destruction of donor 

information at least half of the time, and possibly more often. In Streptococcus 

pneumoniae, where mismatch repair has been more thoroughly studied, there is at least 

one mismatch repair system biased toward deleting and replacing the donor base 

(Sicard, 1989). The bottom line is that the operation of mismatch repair makes 

transformation a less efficient process at gsnerating variation because it destroys donor 

information, and it may even preferentially destroy donor information. 

Finally, little donor DNA is actually integrated by each recipient cell. When a 

competent cell is transformed the percentage of the recombinant genome derived from 

the "male" parent is 1% rather than 50% (Fomili and Fox, 1977). This phenomena 

weakens the cases for the ecological hypotheses and the repair hypothesis. Regarding 

the former, since little donor DNA is involved, transformation does not generate much 

variation. Regarding the latter, since the DNA taken up is homologous with only a 

small fraction of the chromosome, the odds are that the donor DNA will not be 

homologous with the areas that suffer double-stranded damages. However, the ceU 

may preferentially binds donor DNA homologous to damaged regions: regions of the 
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recipient chromosome are associated with the area of DNA binding (Heine and Venema, 

1984), suggesting that they may control which donor molecules are bound. 

4. The ecology of mating 

Whether or not transformation produces variation depends on who is mating. A 

given competent cell probably selects its "mate" from its neighbors. The donor for that 

ceU is probably a nearby living cell (Part IVJ) or a recently deceased neighbor. Thus 

variation should only be produced if neighbors differ. 

Neighboring B. subtilis cells may be very different from one another. Duncan 

et. al. (1994). found that 25 of 31 B. subtilis isolates from the same gram (or so) of soil 

had unique multilocus electrophoretic phenotypes. The other 6 formed 3 pairs that had 

identical phenotypes. The authors argue that the amount of electrophoretic variation 

they found was high compared to other organisms. This data suggests that most 

matings produce variation. Using the data from 1989,1 calculated that the probability 

that a given donor gene is electrophoretically identical to the recipients gene is 54%. 

The B. subtilis chromosome contains at least 500 genes (Anagnostopolous, et. al., 

1993), and the average recipient initially replaces 1% of its chromosome (Fomili and 

Fox, 1977), thus it replaces at least 5 genes. The probability that all 5 genes will be 

electrophoretically identical is 4.5%. Thus around 95% of the pairings should have the 

potential to produce variation. 

There are reasons this 95% estimate is flawed. It does not consider 

postintegration destruction of variation (see the eighth point of the previous subsection, 

Part IV.E.3). The calculation was based on the assumption that all bacteria in the 1 

gram sample mate randomly. If neighbors actually favor mating with very close 

neighbors, then this assumption leads to an overestimation of the variation produced. 
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However, the calculation ignores nonelectrophoretic variation, and in that sense 

underestimates the total amount of variation produced. 

Finally, just because most mates produce some variation, it does not follow that 

a lot of variation is produced. Compared with meiotic sex, the amount of variation 

produced by these matings is small. 

F. Cell-DNA Interactions: DNA Uptake, Release and Degradation 

1. Introduction 

B. subtilis processes extracellular DNA in four important ways: it integrates it, it 

creates and releases it, and it degrades it. The various theories of competence not only 

predict when DNA uptake and integration should occur, but also when DNA release and 

DNA degradation should occur. 

If DNA is released for genetic exchange, DNA release and DNA uptake should 

occur in the same circumstances. Thus the ecological hypotheses, the mutational 

hypotheses, and the repair hypothesis predict that DNA release should occur at the same 

time as DNA uptake. However, if competence develops in circumstances where DNA 

is needed for food, cells in these circumstances should not secrete this valuable 

resource. Thus the DNA-as-food hypothesis predicts that competence and DNA release 

should not occur in the same conditions. 

As already discussed, DNA degradation may serve as a way to feed on DNA 

(Part II.A.2). In this capacity, DNA degradation is an alternative to competence. In 

addition, DNA degradation may serve two other purposes. First, it may protect the cell 

by preventing infection of noncompetent cells by DNA of viruses and plasmids. 

Second, it may benefit the cell by destroying noninfectious pre-existing DNA. Male 
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cells would benefit from destroying pre-existing DNA because it rids the environment of 

competition to their DNA. Female cells might benefit because they would be less likely 

to take up pre-existing DNA (which may have come from a different species) and more 

likely to take up DNA from contemporaneous neighboring cells (which probably are the 

same species). 

2. The occurrence of DNA release and DNA degradation 

a. Exponential phase 

Exponential phase cells do not take up DNA (Lorenz et. al., 1991). However 

both DNA release and DNase release have been detected. Early exponential phase 

cultures growing in a rich broth release DNA in a process that seems to be correlated 

with autolysis (Ephrati-Elizur, 1968). The source of this DNA is probably the dying, 

autolysing cells. These cultures did not exhibit DNase activity. However cultures 

growing exponentially in a minimal media and a different rich media did release DNase 

(Lorenz et. al., 1991, Fig. 1), These cells did not release DNA. 

Though Ephrati-Elizur found that DNA was released but not DNase, and 

Lorenz's group found the converse, these results are not necessarily inconsistent. 

Lorenz et. al.'s observations started later—they did not observe the early exponential 

phase. Thus the combined results show that early exponential phase cells release DNA 

in a rich media and mid exponential phase cells secrete DNase in two other medias. 

b.The sporulation pathway 

As noted above (Part IV.D) cells of the early phase of the sporulation pathway, 

before they are committed to sporulation, secrete DNA degrading enzymes. There is no 

evidence that these cells take up or release DNA. 
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Two DNA-related processes occur during late-phase sporularion. First, during 

the latest sporulation stage, the mother cell lysis; its DNA is probably released. Second, 

my results suggest that a low proportion of late-stage sporulating cells are competent for 

DNA uptake (Section 3, Pan FV; Table 7; Section 4, Part IV). 

c. Germination and outgrowth 

During outgrowth, but not germination, some cells may be competent, and most 

cells do release DNA (Borenstein and Ephrati-Elizur, 1969). The inconclusive evidence 

on whether or not some outgrowing cells are competent was discussed in Section 4 

(Part V). The evidence on DNA release is conclusive; three details of the process merit 

mention (Orrego et al. 1978). First, this release of DNA may be passive: it may be due 

to "leaky" cells resulting from unbalanced growth. However, the DNA is probably 

released by living cells; an inhibitor of DNA synthesis slows the rate of release. 

Finally, this release may represent a specialized mating process: the released DNA can 

be transferred rapidly to competent cells via a nonconjugal process that is mediated by 

contact. 

d. Competence 

Along the competence pathway, precompetent cells secrete DNase (Lorenz et 

al., 1991, Fig. 1), and competent cells actively release DNA (Takahashi, 1962; Ephrati-

Elizur, 1968; Sinha and Iyer, 1971) as well as take it up. Competent cells do not secrete 

DNase (Ephrati-Elizur, 1968; Lorenz et. al., 1991, Fig. 1). 
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e. Summary 

The following table summarizes the results: 

Table 15: Occurrence of DNA uptake, release and DNase release 

DNA uptake DNA release DNase release 

Early Exponential^ 7 yes (autolysis) no 

Mid Exponential no no yes 

Early Spomlation no no yes 

Late Sporulation a few? yes (dying cells) no 

Germination no 7 7 

Outgrowth from S. maybe yes (live cells) 7 

Precompetence^ no no yes 

Competence yes yes (active) no 

Notes: 

1. Early exponential cultures probably contain outgrowing spores, thus the release of 

DNA may be from outgrowing spores. 

2. The phase of precompetence was not noted. 

3. Interpretation of the timing of DNA release and DNA degradation 

The table above shows that DNA uptake and DNA release occur during one or 

more culture phases: competence, outgrowth, late sporulation, and early exponential. In 

addition, the phases where DNA uptake does not occur also lack DNA release 
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(midexponential, early sporulation, germination, and precompetence). These results 

suggest a correlation between DNA uptake and release, supporting the hypotheses that 

DNA uptake is for sex. If the cells releasing the DNA are dying cells, then the DNA-as-

food hypothesis could also explain this correlation. However, DNA is released by 

living cells at two different stages, and cells that can take up DNA also occur at these 

stages. During one of these two stages, there is evidence that these donors actively 

expend energy to secrete DNA. These concurrences of competence and DNA release 

from living cells are inconsistent with the DNA-as-food hypothesis, which cannot 

explain why starving cells should secrete DNA (Pan IV.F). 

Table 15 also shows that DNase is released (only?) when there are no cells 

taking up or releasing DNA. This pattern of DNase release is consistent with the 

generalization that DNase release precedes competence. This pattern of DNase release is 

consistent with all three of the hypotheses for the function of DNA degradation (i.e. 

feeding, preventing infection, preventing uptake of useless noninfectious DNA), except 

for one thing. The release of DNase by midexponential cells seems unnecessary if DNA 

degradation is for feeding; the rapidly growing midexponential cells should have no 

need for a specialized feeding process. Thus DNA degradation during the 

midexponential phase is probably to prevent the uptake of dangerous or unwanted 

DNA. 

It was argued before (Part IV.D) that the context of the secretion of DNases 

during sporulation suggests that its purpose was for feeding on DNA. This data does 

not challenge that conclusion. 
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G. DNA Repair 

1. Introduction 

If transformation is a repair process, then the timing of transformation should 

mesh with the pattern of occurrence of other repair processes. 

B. subtilis has many repair systems. It was already mentioned that B. subtilis, 

unlike most competent bacteria, can engage in error-prone bypass synthesis (Yasbin, 

1985). Some other repair systems active in B. subtilis are dealkylation of alkylated 

bases (aJc.a. the adaptive response), excision repair, and postreplication 

recombinational repair (Yasbin, 1985). In addition, B. subtilis produces damage-

preventing enzymes such as catalase (Bol and Yasbin, 1991). However 5. subtilis, like 

other naturally competent bacteria, lacks photoreactivation repair of thymine dimers 

(Yasbin, 1985). 

2. The occurrence of DNA repair processes in B. subtilis 

In both stationary and exponential phases, DNA damage induces a suite of repair 

responses known as the S.O.S. system (Yasbin et. al., 1992; Wojciechowski et. al., 

1989). Included among these induced systems is postreplication recombinational repair. 

Repair processes are more active in stationary phase, particularly during 

competence. In stationary phase cultures, the adaptive response is stronger (Guha and 

Guschlbauer, 1992) and the cell becomes more resistance to oxidative damage (Dowds 

et. al, 1987). These phenomena could all be due to competent cells in stationary phase 

cultures. The development of competence induces a suite of damage repair responses 

known as the S.O.S. system, even if the competent cell is not damaged (Yasbin et al.. 
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1992). This induction of S.O.S. contributes to a higher survival of competent cells than 

noncompetent cells when exposed to u.v. (WojciechowskL et. al., 1989). 

Competence is not the only stationary phase response where resistance to DNA 

damage increases; spores also develop increased resistance (Russell, 1982, Chapter 5). 

This resistance may be due to conformational changes of spore DNA, and to the 

presence of DP A. 

During germination, a special "spore" repair process takes place which repairs 

unusual DNA damages characteristic of spores (Yashin et. al., 1993). 

3. Interpretation of the timing of DNA repair 

The overall pattern of repair supports the repair hypothesis. Evidence for this 

hypothesis is that DNA repair systems are induced in competent cells. It may appear 

that B. subalis could also respond to DNA damage by becoming a spore. However 

both of the spore-related responses serve to minimize the occurrences of new damages 

rather than to repair the damages that already exist First, the spore-state resistances 

prevent new damages rather than repair old ones. Second, the spore repair system 

repairs the types of damages characteristically formed during the spore stage rather than 

the types of damages formed before becoming a spore. 

H. Summary: The B. subtilis Life History 

My experimental results fit into a larger picture of the life history of B. subtilis, 

where a cell chooses between at least four different life history strategies: growth, 

motility, sporulation, and competence (Fig. 8). During the growth phase, a cell mainly 

feeds, grows, and divides, though it can also respond to damages by inducing repair. 
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When starvation begins, the cell embarks upon a developmental pathway that leads to 

the three other responses. The starving cell must eventually commit to one of these 

three responses, but may revert to vegetative growth if it obtains enough food before 

certain stages. 

Cells use nutritional cues to decide between two main paths, the sporulation-

degradative enzyme and the competence-motility pathways. Sporulating cells secrete 

many enzymes which may help them find food and avoid sporulation; spomlation seems 

to be the last resort of starving cells. Cells on the other main pathway choose between 

motility and competence early on. Those that choose the motility pathway sprout 

flagella and develop chemotactic abilities, which helps them find food. The final option, 

competence, is the response most difficult to interpret. Its purpose is the subject of the 

next, concluding, subsection (Part V). 

V. Evaluating the Hypotheses for Transformation in B. subtilis 

I have described seven hypotheses for transformation that may explain why B. 

subtilis becomes competent. The following is a summary of their strengths and 

weaknesses; also see Table 14. 

B. subtilis is a heterogonic organisms with an unusual life history. Some of the 

ecological hypotheses (the best man hypothesis and the tangled bank hypothesis) 

correcdy predicted the most common heterogonic life history: that sexual offspring are 

more dormant and disperse farther than asexual offspring. However these two 

hypotheses have a tougher time explaining the atypical life history of B. subtilis. 

Conversely, the remaining two ecological hypotheses, the sib-competition and red 

queen hypotheses, fare better at explaining the B. subtilis life history. 

i 
i 
i 
I 
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The best man hypothesis predicts that B. subtilis spores, being predominately 

asexual offspring, should be less likely to encounter different environments than 

competent offspring. This could be true; if, for example, B. subtilis spores rely on 

similar restrictive cues to germinate, so that they would all germinate in similar 

environments, and if competence would develop in more diverse circumstances. 

However B. subtilis spores germinate in places as different as arid soils, plant surfaces 

and petri dishes, and the cues for competence may be more constraining than those for 

germination. The bottom line, though, is that the data available are insufficient to 

support or refute these predictions. 

The tangled bank hypothesis predicts that the asexual spores should be less 

likely to experience competition than competent cells. One cue for competition should 

be an increasing difficulty in obtaining nutrients, i.e. starvation. In the discussion of 

nutritional cues for stationary phase response (Pan IV.C.2) I concluded that severe 

starvation induces sporulation rather than competence. Thus, contrary to the prediction 

of this hypothesis, competition seems to induce the asexual rather than the sexual 

response. 

The sib-competition hypothesis correcUy predicts that B. subtilis spores should 

be predominately asexual and the less displaced nonspores (competent cells) should be 

sexual. The reasoning underlying this prediction is that sibling spores should be 

unlikely to compete with one another because they are all displaced, and thus they 

should not need sex, but that the less displaced cells should encounter their sibling 

competitors more often, and thus would have a greater need for sex. 

Like the sibling competition hypothesis, the red queen hypothesis correctly 

predicts that spores are made sexually less often than other cells. Here the reasoning is 
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that spores, being well displaced cells, should not need sex to esc^ from their parents 

biotic environment, unlike other, less displaceable cells. 

Though they differ in their predictions for whether or not spores should be 

sexual, all of these ecological hypotheses assume that transformation exists to create 

variation. Yet there are three reasons transformation is inefficient at creating variation. 

First, the fraction of the recombinant genome derived from the male parent is very small 

(around 1%). Second, mismatch repair destroys donor information and thus decreases 

the amount of variation produced. Third, B. subtilis is not choosy about the DNA it 

takes up, which probably leads to inbreeding: B. subrilis does not avoid mating with 

close relatives, and the cells surrounding the competent cell are most likely close 

relatives. 

There are rebuttals to all of these objections. First, though recombinants contain 

mostiy female genes, they are still different from their parents. Second, mismatch repair 

during transformation is probably an accident; the main reason mismatch repair exists is 

probably to correct replication errors. Third, B. subtilis populations are very variable, 

thus even matings between close neighbors can produce variation. 

The mutational hypotheses offer no strong reasons for why competence should 

develop only under certain conditions. However, they do assume, like the ecological 

hypotheses, that the advantage of transformation is because it creates variation. Thus 

these hypotheses are subject to the aforementioned objections that transformation is 

inefficient at creating variation. 

The repair hypothesis does not account for the relationship between competence 

and sporulation. However it does make sense of many other Ufe history phenomena. 

First, it explains why B. subtilis should need transformation during stationary phase: 

because that is when its ploidy is lowest Second, it explains why the development of 
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competence induces repair systems: because competence is for repair. Finally, it 

explains the induction of transformation in competent cells as a process analogous to the 

S.O.S. system. In exponential phase cells, damages induce the S.O.S. repair systems, 

including postreplication recombinational repair, the system used by these cells to repair 

double stranded damages. In stationary phase competent cells, damage induces 

transformation, the system used by these cells for repair of double-stranded damages. 

Some phenomena seem inconsistent with the repair hypothesis, though they can 

be rationalized. First, B. subtilis takes up any DNA molecule without any seeming 

bias, even molecules from other species that would be useless for repair. However this 

may be an artifact of the unnaturally high concentrations of DNA molecules used in 

these lab experiments. In addition, when B. subtilis develops competence, it is 

probably in the presence of other 5. subtilis cells, which are the most likely sources of 

DNA. Second, even if most donors are B. subtilis, the odds that the donor molecules 

bound are homologous to the recipient regions damaged are low, since the donor 

contribution is small with respect to the recipient genome. However, competent cells 

may preferentially take up (and integrate) DNA homologous to pre-existing damages. 

Last, the information on the donor DNA usually replaces one strand of recipient DNA, 

creating donor-recipient heteroduplex DNA regions. If donor DNA is taken up to repair 

double-stranded damages, the donor sequence should replace both recipient strands, 

creating donor homoduplex regions. However, the repair of double-stranded damages 

may only create small regions of homoduplex DNA, which, if they exist, should be 

detected by more sensitive methods. 

The DNA-as-food hypothesis offers reasonable interpretations for some B. 

subtilis characteristics. It accounts for the nutritional conditions that promote either 

sporulation or competence; competence seenas to be preferred when the cell needs 
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nitrogen, which would be provided by the ingestion of DNA. It also accounts for why 

cells take up any type of DNA: any DNA molecule can serve as food. 

However there are many more phenomena that appear inconsistent with DNA-

As-Food. First, if competence is for feeding on DNA, the products of the extracellular 

degradation of the unintegrated donor strand should be taken up, but there is evidence 

that they arc not. Perhaps the uptake of these degradation products is inefficient 

Second, even if competence is for feeding on DNA, it is probably not the only such 

system; spomlating cells seem to feed on DNA via extracellular degradation. This 

seems to be a better feeding strategy: it does not create the risk of sexual infection, 

unlike competence. This risk of infection has been shown to exist; competent B. 

subtilis cells will become infected when they are exposed to phage DNA (Spizizen et 

al., 1966). Third, if cells in competent cultures need DNA, why would other cells living 

in the same conditions secrete DNA? The usual answer is that the DNA comes from 

dying cells, however experiments indicate that the donation is an active process of living 

cells. 

Fourth, why is the DNA protected from degradation after it enters the cell? One 

response is that the evidence is wrong: the putative protectors of the DNA, 

transformosomes, may be artifacts of electron microscopy (Redfield, personal 

communication). This response is inadequate; something, if not transformosomes, 

protects DNA from degradation during the lag or eclipse phase preceding integration 

(Levine and Strauss, 1965). 

Finally, and most importantly, if competence is for feeding on DNA, why does 

integration occur? Perhaps integration occurs as a benefit secondary to the primary 

benefit of feeding on DNA. However most of the DNA that enters competent B. 

subtilis cells is integrated (Dubnau, 1982). Additionally, even if just a small fraction of 
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the DNA is integrated, then it does not follow that genetic integration is not the primary 

purpose of competence. If this were the case, then one could argue diat recombination 

is not the primary purpose of sex in animals, since most of the sperm in an ejaculate do 

not fertilize the egg. (Similar reasoning applies to plants). Even if DNA is used as 

food, it does not follow that competence is primarily for feeding; in a certain DrosopMla 

species, the female derives nutrients from the ejaculate, (Henar Alonso-Pimentel, 

personal communication), yet no one is arguing that the primary purpose of coims in 

this species is to provide sperm and the accompanying ejaculate as food. 

In conclusion, the repair hypothesis offers the best interpretation of the B. 

subtilis life history. The DNA-as-food hypothesis is refuted by many phenomena. The 

ecological and mutational hypotheses do not offer much explanatory p>ower, and they 

possess a common weakness: transformation is not good at generating variation. 

All of these hypotheses may be tested by investigating their weak points. To test 

the repair hypothesis, one needs to determine whether or not DNA uptake is targeted to 

damages, and whether or not any homoduplex DNA is created during integration. To 

test the ecological and mutation hypotheses, one should assess the impaa of mismatch 

repair on variation, and the amount of inbreeding in naturally occurring competent 

populations. To rehabilitate the DNA-as-food hypothesis, one needs to explain or 

discredit the evidence against it 
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SECTIONS: CHAPTER 2 FIGURES AND TABLES 

Figure la 

Appearance of spores; Expt 3 
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Figure I: The appearance of spores in sporulation media 

Fig. la: Each point on the graph represents a cell population density, in units of colony 
forming units per ml. The th^ ty^s of cells are totals, resuspended (R) spores, and 
non-rcsuspended (NR) spores. Time is time in sporulation media. The data are from a 
typical experiment Vertical lines represent standard deviations based on replicate 
platings, when there is no vertical line, the standard deviation is too small to represent. 
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Figure lb 

Appearance of spores; Summary of 3 Expts. 
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Fig lb. These data arc firom averages of three experiments. The types of cells are as 
before. Vertical lines represent standard deviations of 3 replicates for the points at time 
0,1,6, 10 and 24, and of 2 replicates for the points at 18 and 36 hours. TTie points at 
3, 8, 12.5, 15.5 and 55 hours were not replicated, and so lack error bars, other points 
lack error bars because the standard deviation was too small to represent The standard 
deviations arc asymmetric because the y axis is logarithmic. * in^cates where the lower 
limit of the resuspended spores was zero, but the lower limit of the nonresuspended 
spores was not zero. ** indicates where the lower limit of both resuspended and 
nonresuspended spores was zero. 

i 
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Figure 2b 
Transformants In sporulation media: summary 
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Figure 2. Transformants in sporulation media 

The densities of total cells, cells transformed at time 0, and revertants were followed 
over time in the sporulation media cultures. The revertants were the met+ cells detected 
in the no-DNA subculture. 2a and 2b represent a typical experiment and a summary of 
aU experiments, respectively. Units, replication and error bars are as before. 
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Figure 3a 

Transformed spores: Expt. 3 
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Figure 3. Transformed spores and revertant spores in sporulation media 

The densities of different cell types are plotted here. Totals are only plotted in the top 
graph. Transformed spores are cells that were transformed at time 0 and subsequently 
became heat resistant. R and NR means that the spore densities were determined with 
and without the resuspension protocol, respectively. Experimental conditions, 
replication and error bars are as before. In Fig. 3 b, error bars for resuspended 
transformed spores are left out for clarity; they are shown in Fig. 4b. The dashed error 
bars are for the nonresuspended transforaied spores. 
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Figure 4a 
Fate of transformants: 
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Figure 4b 
Fate of transformants: summary 
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Figure 4. Summary of the different fates of transformed cells in 
sporulation media 

The total cell, resuspended (R) spore, transformed cell, and resuspended (R) 
transformed spore densities arc plotted together here. The data sources, replication, and 
error bars are as before. Some lower limits that extend to zero, foimd in Figs. 1 and 2, 
are left off here. The dotted lines are the error bars for transformed spores. 
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Figure 5a 
Heat mortality curve: 

Cells sampled at time 0, plated without resuspension 
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Figure 5, Survival of cells from competent cultures after heating at 
SO^C 

Samples from competent cultures (time 0) or from competent cultures resuspended for 
one hour in sporulation media (time 1), were heated for the indicated amount of time, 
and then plated to detennine mortality. Figure 5a summarizes the data from five cultures 
sampled at time 0, the heated samples from these cultures were cooled but not 
resuspended before plating. Figure 5b (next page) summarizes the data from three 
cultures sampled at time 1; the heated samples fiom these cultures were also not 
resuspended. Figure 5c (next page) summarizes the data from two cultures sampled at 
time 0 and one culture sampled at time 1; the heated samples from these cultures were 
resuspended after cooling and before plating. The vertical lines represent the standard 
deviations of replicated measurments; all of the points that lack vertical standard 
deviation lines represent data taken from only one culture. The cell densities of the 
unheated 0 minute samples which were around 10®, were not plotted so that the scale 
could be expanded. 
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Figure 5b 
Heat mortality curve: 
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Figure 5c 

Heat mortality curve: 
Cells sampled at times 0 or 1, plated with resuspenslon 
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"igure 5. Survival of cells from competent cultures after heating at 
8(F C (Continued from previous page) 
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Figure 6a 
Heat mortality curve; 

Cells sampled at time 0, plated without resuspension 
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Figure 6. Theoretical three-line heat-mortality curves for the heat-
mortality data. 

The data shown in Figures 6a-6c are the same as for Figs. 5a-5c, though the 
presentation is different. In these figures three dashed lines on each graph niake up the 
theoretical heat-mortality curve. Hgures 6b and 6c are on the next page 
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Figure 6b 
Heat mortality curve: 

Cells sampled at time 1, plated without resuspension 
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Figure 6c 
Heat mortality curve: 

Cells sampled at times 0 or 1, plated with resuspension 
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igure 6. Theoretical three-line heat-mortality curves for the heat-
mortality data. (Continued from previous page) 
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Figure 7 
Transformation of samples from a stxirulatino culture 
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Figure 7, Transformation of samples from a spomlating culture 

Samples taken fijom a spomlating culture were incubated with transforming DNA for 30 
minutes, followed by DNAase for 10 minutes. They were then plated to determine the 
cell densities of total cells, heat-resistant cells and transformants. The cell densities 
plotted arc in colony forming units per ml. Unlike the previous experiments, the 
transforming DNA was not added to the whole culture, but was added to a sample when 
the sample was taken. 



Figure 8. Developmental pathways of B. subtHis 
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Table 1. Lowering the initial frequency of spores 

Innoculums of YB886 Ceils were prepared in different ways and then used to innoculate tester cultures. Unhealed 
innocula were prepared by resuspending YB886 cells sampled from an overnight LB plate into sterile Growth Media 1. Heated 
innocula also were prepared by resuspending YB886 cells in sterile GMl, but they were subsequently heated at 80®C for 10 
minutes. The tester cultures were grown to competence, and then assayed for the frequency of spores. Total cells and spores 
(third and fourth column). These numbers were used to calculate the frequency of spores (column 5). For the last column, the 
ratios of the spore frequency in cultueres started from heated innocula vs. culutures started from unhealed innocula were 
determined. 

The frozen innocula were frozen in glycerol inunediately after they were prepared. They were thawed just before they 
were used to innoculate their tester culture. 

Cul
ture 

Innoculum Total cell density 
(Cells/ml) 

Spore density 
(Cells/ml) 

Spore Frequency 
(%) 

Spore frequency; 
heated/unheated 

#l Not heated, fresh 8.0 X 108 3.97 X 10^ 0.50 
#1 Heated, fresh 7.1 X 108 <5 X 104* < 0.(i07 <0.014 
#1 Not heated, frozen 1.9 X 108 2,3 X 106 1.2 
#1 Heated, frozen 2. 1 X 108 4.2 X 104 0.020 0.016 
#2 Not heated, fresh 9.25 X lO"? 7.75 X 104 0.083 
#5 Heated, fresh 1.03x108 3.68 X 104 0,036 0.43 

*This plating may have been performed incorrectly 



Table 2: Comparing methods for estimating the densities of met+ heat resistant cells. 

Met- YB886 cells were grown to competence and transformed with met+ DNA. Next samples were taken, heated, and 
then plated to determine densities of met-f spores. The met+ spore densities (in cells/ml) were estimated by four methods: the 
plating of an undiluted heat-treated sample (US), the plating of a dilution of the heat-treated sample(DS), the plating of an 
undiluted resuspension (UR)of the heat-treated sample, and the plating of a diluted resuspension (DR) of the heat-treated 
sample. 
The first four rows contain the estimates, and the second four rows contain the ratios of different types of estimates. 

Expt. # 11-18 II-78-1 II-78-2 II-86-0 II-86-1 Med 
ian 

US estimate 5.9 xl03 1.17 X 103 1.50 X 103 2.9 X 102 8.5 x 101 NA 
DS estimate 3.25 x 103 1. X 103 9.75 X 102 5 .  x l O l  5. X 10» NA 
UR estimate 1.94 X 103 5.57 X 102 6.87 X 102 1.1 X 102 4. X 101 NA 
DR estimate 1.7 x 103 5.25 X 102 8.0 X 102 2x 102 5. X 101 NA 
US/DS 1 . 8  1.1 1.5 5.8 1 . 7  1 . 7  
UR/DR 1 . 1  1 . 1  0.86 0.55 0.80 .86 
US/UR 3.1 2.1 2.2 2.6 2 . 1  2.2 
DS/DR 1.9 1.9 1.2 0,25 1 . 0  1 . 2  



Table 3a: Recovery of spores after equal-volume resuspension 

These data were gathered fiom the same cultures used for the figures. (Other data also supports these trends.) The sample 
times 
represent the time (in hours) that elaposed from the start of the incubation in sporuladon media. Cell densities are in c.f.u.'s 
/ml. 

Sample Total Spore Raw Data Total Spore 
Recoverv 

Transformed Spore Raw 
Data 

Transformed 
Spore Recov. 

Sam
ple 
Time 

Cul-turc 
» 

Touil Spores 
Not 
Resuspended 

Total Spores 
Resuspended 

Totals; 
# Resus./ 
# Not Res 

Transformed 
Spores Not 
Resuspended 

Transformed 
Spores 
Resuspended 

Transformed 
# Resus./ 
# Not Res 

0 1 3.69 X 10< 2.24 X 10" 0.607 
0 2 2.00 X 10'* 2.09 X 10" 1.05 5.0 X 10' 4.73 X 10' 0.95 
1 I 2.65 X 10'» 2.34 X 10" 0.883 
1 2 7.26 X 10< 5.93 X 10" 0.817 2.5 X 102 1.01 X 102 0.41 
1 2C 5.20 X 10^ 2.60 X 10" 0.500 
6 1 1.63 X 10'» 9.35 X 103 0.574 
6 2 7.43 X lO-* 3.65 X 10" 0.500 
0 - 6  M e d i a n  0 . 6 0 7  0 . 6 8  

10 1 2.77 X 10^ 2.59 X lO' 0.935 
10 2 4.76 X 10" 6.97 X 10" 1.41 
]8 2 1.32 X 10^ 1.25 X 10" 0.947 1.0 X 102 7.0 X 10' 0.70 
24 I 1.66 X 108 1.29 X lO* 0.777 
24 2 1.82 X 10» 2.00 X 10" 1.10 1.53 X 102 1.02 X 102 0.667 
36 2 9.20 X 10® 7.40 X 10* 0.804 8.0 X 10' 9.25 X 10' 1.16 
1 0 - 3 6  M e d i a n  0 . 9 4 1  0 . 7 0  

O v e r 
a l l  M e d i a n  0 . 8 1 7  0 . 7 0  



Table 3b; Recovery of spores after concentrating-volume resuspension 

The data, table format, units and comments are the same as for Table 3a. 

Sample Total Spore Raw Data Total Spore 
Recovery 

Transformed 
Data 

Spore Raw Transformed 
Spore Recov. 

Sam
ple 
Time 

Cul-ture 
# 

Total Spores 
Not 
Resuspended 

Total Spores 
Resuspended 

Totals'. 
# Resus./ 
# Not Res 

Transformed 
Spores Not 
Resuspended 

Transformed 
Spores 
Resuspended 

Transformed 
# Resus./ 
# Not Res 

0 3 6.35 X 10* 1.24 X lO-^ 0.195 
0 3C 2.05 X 105 7.9 X 10^ 0.038 
1 3C 1.00 X 105 8.6 X 10^ 0.086 
3 3 5.43 X I05 1.24 X 10'' 0.0228 
6 3 1.12 X 105 3.75 X 10"^ 0.335 
0 - 6  M e d i a n  0 . 0 8 6  
10 3C 1.67 X 107 3.43 X 107 2.05 
24 2 1.82 X 108 1.55 X 108 0 . 8 5 2  1.53 X 102 7.35 X 10' 0 . 4 8 0  
24 3 2.63 X 10« 2.48 X 108 0 . 9 4 3  4.04 X 103 2.89 X 103 0 . 7 1 5  
24 3C 1.99 X 108 2.83 X 108 1 . 4 2  
36 3 3.04 X 108 8.46 X 108 2 . 7 8  4.14 X 10^ 4.15 X 10^ 1 . 0 0  
55 3 3.12 X 108 4.19 X 108 1 . 3 4  
1 0 - 5 5  M e d i a n  1 . 3 8  0 . 7 1 5  
O v e r 
a l l  M e d i a n  0 . 8 5 2  0 . 7 1 5  
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Table 4a. Statistical analysis of spore recovery data: 
summary of descriptive statistics 

Samples resuspended in an equal volume Samples resuspended in a concentrating 
volume 

Samole Time Totals Tiansfcvmed Totals Ttansfomied 
61 68 9 

10-55 94 70 138 72 
All samples 82 70 85 72 

Table 4b. Statistical analysis of spore recovery data: 
surmnary of statistical tests 

The Mann-Whitney U- test was conducted to compare the median total spore recoveries 
of pre-existing spores (samples 0 through 6) to the median total spore recoveries of 
newly formed spores (samples 10 through 55). n, and n2 represent the sample size of 
the pre-existing spore data, and the newly formed spore dati respectively. The p value 
represents the probability that the medians came from the same sampling distribution. 

Comparison ni n2 U statistic p value 
Spore recoveries of concentrating volume 
resuspensions: Early vs. Late samples 

5 6 30 <.01 

Spore recoveries of equal volume 
resuspensions: Early vs. Late samples 

6 7 34 >.05 
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Table 5. Estimates of the frequencies of competent cells. 

Competent cultures of met- trp- YB886 cells were exposed to met+ trp+ DNA to 
produce single and double transformants. The data shown here were used to estimate 
the ftequency of competent cells as described in the text All cell counts are in colony 
forming units per ml. 

Com petence in the total cell population | 
Expt Total cells Met* 

trans
formants 

Trp+ 
trans
formants 

Double 
trans
formants 

Met+ trans-
formant 
frequency 

Competent 1 
cell 1 

frequency 1 
DT-1 8.1 X 10^ 1.74 X 105 42 X 10^ 2.97 X 103 2.15 X 10-3 3.0 % 
DT-2 1.18 X 108 3.34 X IQS 9.45 X 10^ 4.3 X 103 2.83 X 10-3 6.3 % 
DT-3 1.08 X 108 6.2 X 10^ 1.08 X 105 1.10 X 10^ 5.74 X 10-3 5.6 % 
3 o

 
OQ

 

1.27 X 106 3.46 X 105 1.13 X 10* 9.69 X 10-3 29.7 % 
Avg. 1.10 X 108 6.00 X 10^ 1.48 X 105 7.39 X 103 5.10 X 10-3 11 % 
Com petence in the heat-resistant cell population 
Expt Total heat-

resistant 
cells 

Met+ heat-
resistant 
Trans
formants 

Trp+ heat-
resistant 
Trans
formants 

Heat-
resistant 
double 
trans
formants 

Met+ trans-
formant 
frequency 
among heat-
resistant 
ceils 

1 Competent 
cell fre

quency 
among heat-
res-istant 
cells 

3 1.24 X 10"^ 3.93 X 101 1.75 X 101 3.6 X 100 3.17 X 10-3 1.54% 
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Table 6a. The decrease in transformed cell densities—raw data 

Met+ transfonned cells were lesuspended in sponilation media and the resulting culture 
was sampled at the indicated times. The estimates of the transfonned cell densities are 
in colony forming units per ml. 

Expt HourO Hour 1 Hour 3 Hour 6 Hour 10 
DM-1 75 
DT-1 45.7 67.5 9.0 
DT-2 334 371 72.1 
DT-3 620 204 253 240 139 
0 464 181 130 144 
1 190 159 9.5 13.5 
2 308 264 7.43 5.27 
3 1270 445 715 188 11.2 
Median 321 234 253 101 12.4 

Table 6b. The decrease in transformed cell densities—statistical tests 

Mann Whitney U test statistics were calculated to determine if the decreases in the 
median value between the various sample times were statistically significanL 

Comparison ni ni U statistic P value 
0 hour vs. 10 hour 8 6 44 = 0.01 
1 hour vs. 10 hour 6 6 34 II o

 
b
 

3 hour vs. 10 hour 3 6 18 < 0.05 
0 hour vs. 6 hour 8 6 40 = 0.05 
1 hour vs. 6 hour 6 6 28 >0.05 
3 hour vs. 6 hour 3 6 16 >0.05 
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Table 7a. The density of met+ spores at times 0 and 1 in DNA-treated 
subcultures vs. no-DNA subcultures—raw data 

Competent cultures were divided in two; one half received transforming met+ DNA, and 
the other half did not receive transforming DNA. After a half an hour incubation, 
DNAase was added to all cultures, then the time 0 samples were taken. The remainder 
of the cultures were resuspended in sporuladon media for 1 hour, then sampled. The 
entries in the table arc the estimates of the met^- spore densities in units of spores per ml; 
blanks indicate that no data is available. The column headings describe whether or not 
the subculture received transforming DNA and when the sample was taken. The pooled 
data entries are the average of the time 0 and time 1 data. 

Experiment trans-
foraiing 
DNA 
time 0 

trans
forming 
DNA 
time 1 

trans
forming 
DNA 
pooled 

no trans
forming 
DNA 
time 0 

no trans
forming 
DNA 
time 1 

no trans
forming 
DNA 
pooled 

n-30 475 475 1.0 1.0 
n-36 51 2 27 
1 41 3 22 <0.5 <0.5 
2 47 107 77 
in-90 70 70 0.4 0.4 
3 39 27 33 < 0.5 < 0.5 
Median 49 IS 52 0.5 < 0.5 < 0.5 

Table 7b. The density of met+ spores at times 0 and 1 in DNA-treated 
subcultures vs. no-DNA subcultures—statistical tests 

The Mann Whimey U test statistics were calculated to determine if the differences in the 
median values of the cultures with and without DNA were statistically significant. 

Comparison ni n2 U statistic P value 
transforming DNA time 0 vs. 
no transforming DNA time 0 

6 3 18 <0.05 

transforming DNA pooled data vs. 
no transforming DNA pooled data 

6 4 24 =0.01 
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Table 8. The density of met+ spores at time 10 in DNA-treated 
subcultures vs. no-DNA subcultures—raw data 

DNA-treated and no-DNA subcultures were sampled 10 hours after resuspension in 
sporulation media. The entries in the table are the estimates of the met+ spore densities 
in units of spores per ml; blanks indicate that no data is available. 

Experiment trans
forming 
DNA 
time 10 

no trans
forming 
DNA 
time 10 

1-172 15 
n-30 11 
n-36 13.5 5.5 
1 3 
2 1.2 6.0 
Average 8.74 5.75 

Table 9. Spore-formation rates of transformed cells and non-
transformed cells 

At the designated time the sporulating culture was sampled and the densities of total 
cells, total spores, transformed cells and transformed spores were determined. Spore 
densities were determined both with and without the resuspension protocol. The 
densities of nonspores (and nonspore transformed cells) were estimated by subtracting 
the densities of spores (or transformed cells) from the total cell (or the toti transformed 
cell) densities. Two numbers appear in each of the last two columns. The first numbers 
represent the percentages calculated using resuspended spores; the percentages in 
parentheses were estimated using non-resuspended spore densities. The difference 
between the median percentages is statistically significant using either a Mann-Whitney 
U test (U = 47, p < 0.01) or a sign-rank test (p < 0.05). 

Time 
(Hours) 

Experiment % non-spores among 
total cells 

% non-spores 
among transformants 

18 2 51 (32) 98.4 (97.7) 
18 3 0 86.3 
24 1 32 (22) 96.8 (97.7) 
24 2 28 (37) 97.4 (96.2) 
36 2 54 (5) 97.7 (98.0) 
36 3 0 (37) 76 
55 3 0 (10) 40 (40) 
Median 28 (27) 96.8 (96.2) 

J 
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Table 10. The effectiveness of DNase at degrading DNA. 

Competent cells were exposed to the different types of DNA solutions described in the 
first column. Unless otherwise specified the DNA was met+ B. subtilis DNA. The 
number of colonies formed on plates lacking methionine is shown in the second through 
the fifth columns. The 10,000 fold dilution was acheived by plating 0.1 ml of a sample 
that had already been dilutedlOOO fold. The 5 fold concentration was acheived by 
plating 0.5 ml of a sample that was 10 times as concentrated as the original culture. 

Type of solution 
added to 
competent culture 

Colonies 
on plate 
A 
(diluted 
10,000X 
) 

Colonies 
on plate 
B 
(diluted 
10,000X 
) 

Colonies 
on plate 
A (conc
entrated 
5X) 

Colorues 
on plate 
B(conc
entrated 
5X) 

Estimate of 
met+ceU 
density 
(ceUs/ml) 

untreated DNA 191 219 2,050,000 
E.coli DNA 12 14 2.6 
no DNA 15 15 3.0 
DNAasedDNA 9 16 2.5 
DNAasedDNA 8 12 2.0 
DNAasedDNA 9 23 3.2 1 
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Table 11. Effects of DNase treatments after the heating step on the 
formation of transformed cells. 

Competent trp- cells were exposed to trp- DNA or trp+ DNA for 1/2 hour, DNAased for 
10 minutes, then sampled for the various cell types. Some spore samples were treated 
with DNAase after the heating step, others were not The ri^t half of the table shows 
the plate counts used to calculate the cell densities. They are included to show that the 
estimates are based on significant colony counts. One plate (*) that was supposed to 
be spread with 0.5 mis of the sample, was instead spread with a little less than 0.5 mis. 

Cell Type CeU 
density, 
trp- DNA 
subculture 

Ceu 
density, 
trp+ DNA 
subculture 

Total Cells 
21,500,000 29,500,000 

Total Spores 
30,800 19,100 

plate A 
count, 
trp-
DNA 
subcult. 

plate B 
count, 
trp-
DNA 
subcult. 

plate A 
count, 
QTH-
DNA 
subcult. 

plate B 
count, 
trp+ 
DNA 
subcult. 

Total Trp+ 
Cells 1 407,000 

plate A 
count, 
trp-
DNA 
subcult. 

plate B 
count, 
trp-
DNA 
subcult. 

plate A 
count, 
QTH-
DNA 
subcult. 

plate B 
count, 
trp+ 
DNA 
subcult. 

Trp+ Spores; 
not DNAase 
treated 0.4 

70 2 0 432 >283* 

Trp+ Spores; 
DNAase 
treated 0.2 

47 1 0 244 232 
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Table 12. The frequency of txansformed and nontransformed heat-
sensitive cells that develop heat-resistance after time 10. 

Competent oiltuies were transformed with mer+ DNA, then resuspended in sporulation 
media. Samples were taken at the indicated time (in hours) and the densities of different 
cell types were determined (in colony forming units/ml). TTie heat-sensitive cell 
densities were determined by subtracting the densities of heat-resistant cells of that ceU 
type from the densities of total cells of that cell type. The new heat-resistant cell 
densities at time X were determined by subtracting the heat-resistant cell densities at time 
10 of that cell type from the heat-resistant cell densities at time X of that cell type. The 
data at times 10 and 24 are finom three replicates, at times 18 and 36 are from two 
replicates, and at time 15 are from one expaiment 

Totals Transformed 
Heat-sensitive cells at time 10 3.36 X 10« 1.00 X 10^ 

New heat-resistant cells at time 15 7.82 X 107 1.48 X 103 

New heat-resistant cells at time 18 3.21 X 108 7.90 X 102 

New heat-resistant cells at time 24 1.80 X 108 1.09 X 103 

New heat-resistant cells at time 36 4.57 X 108 1.12 X 103 

Percentage of time 10 heat sensitive 
cells becoming heat-resistant at time 
15 

23% 15% 

Percentage of time 10 heat sensitive 
cells becoming heat-resistant at time 
18 

96% 8% 

Percentage of time 10 heat sensitive 
cells becoming heat-resistant at time 
24 

54% 11% 

Percentage of time 10 heat sensitive 
cells becoming heat-resistant at time 
36 

100% 11% 
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Table 13 Arid-soil heterotrophic bacteria 

The most common bacterial taxa found in samples £com the Saharan desert and North 
American deserts (Skujins, 1984), from these and other deserts (Johnson and Cameron, 
1973), and from the steppes of the U.S.S.R. (Mishustin, 1975), are listed below. The 
sources documenting the competence of the species listed in column 2 are in Tables 16-
19. 

II Genus 

Acinetobacter 

Naturally conq)etent 
species 
A. calcoaceticus 

SpoK/ 
Resting stage 

Source (Resting 1 
stage d^) 1 

Arthrobacter cells with high 
food reserves 

Gray, 1976 

Bacillus B. amyloliquefaciens 
B. cereus 
B. licheniformis 
B. megaterium 
B. stearothermophilus 
B. subtilis 

endospores Dworkin, 1985 

Corynebacter 
Micrococcus M. luteus 
Mycobateria M. phlei 

M. smegmatis 
many sp. grow 
slowly 

Wayne and 
Kubica, 1984 

Myxobacteria 
genera 

myxospores Dworkin, 1985 

Nocardia cells with high 
food reserves 

Gray, 1976 

Proteus 
Pseudomonas P. aeruginosa 

P.fluorescens 
P. stutzeri 
P. alcaligenes 
P. mendocina 
P. pseudoalcaligenes 

Streptomyces S. lavendulae 
S. purpureus 

aerial hyphal 
spores 

Dworkin, 1985 

J 
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Table 14. Summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the different 
hypotheses for competence, (page 1) 

This table contains the life-history phenomena that can be interpreted to support 

or contradict the different hypotheses for competence listed in the last three colimins. 

Well-established life-history phenonx)ena that can be unambiguously interpreted are 

capitalized; these rows represent the strongest arguments. 

Life history stage Phenomenon 
(classification 
based on headings 
used in Chapter 2, 
Section 7, Part IV) 

Does this phenomen
on support the 
iVDOthesis or not? 

Life history stage Phenomenon 
(classification 
based on headings 
used in Chapter 2, 
Section 7, Part IV) 

Varia
tion 
and/or 
Muta
tion 

DNA 
Repair 

DNA-
as-
Food 

Initiation of compe
tence/ sporulation 

SponjIation is favored over competence 
when nutrients are very scarce 

Perhps 
No 

Initiation of compe
tence/ sporulation 

When cultures are starved for nitrogen, 
cells probably initiate competence 
development instead of sporulation 

Yes 

Initiation of compe
tence/ sporulation 

Competence development requires nitrogen No 

Initiation of compe
tence/ sporulation 

Competence not induced by DNA damage No 

INITIATION OF 
COMPETENCE/ 
SPORULATION 

COMPETENCE DEVaOPMENT OCCURS 
DURING STATIONARY PHASE. 
WHEN CELL PLOIDY IS LOW 

YES 

State of competence Long duration of competence Perhps 
Yes 

STATE OF 
COMHtlfcNCE 

COMPETEfCE INDUCES S.O.S REPAIR 
ENZYMES 

YES 

STATE OF 
COMHblbiNCE 

DNA DAMAGE INDUCES REPAIR IN 
COMPETENT CELLS 

YES 

STATE OF 
COMPEresiCE 

COMPETENT CULTURES CONTAIN CELLS 
THAT ACTIVELY RELEASE Df^JA 

K) 

State of connpetence Competent cells may be more vulnerable to 
cell death than noncompetent cells 

^erhps 
Yes 
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Table 14, continued 

Life history stage Phenomerwn Does this phenomen
on support the 
lypothesis or not? 

Life history stage Phenomerwn 

Varia
tion 
and/or 
y^uta-
tion 

DNA 
Repair 

DNA-
as-
food 

PRXeSSOF 
TRANSFORMATKDN 

TRANSFORMATION INDUCED BY DNA 
DAMAGE 

YES 

Process of 
transformation 

DNA from other species taken up No No Yes 

Process of 
transformation 

DNA from close relatives, even clones, is 
taken up and integrated 

No 
( V a r )  

( M u t )  

Yes Yes 

Process of 
transformation 

Transformation is reversible No Perhps 
Yes 

Process of 
transformation 

Some of the donor DNA is degraded and 
released into the medium 

ND 

PROCESS OF 
TFIANSFORMATION 

TRANSFORMASOMES PROTECT DNA FROM 
DEGRADATION 

ND 

Process of 
transformation 

Most of the DNA that enters the cell is 
integrated 

No 

PFOCESSOF 
TRANSFORMATION 

DNA INTEGRATION PREDOMINATELY 
INVOLVES SINGLE STRAND REPLACEMENT 

fO 

Process of 
transformation 

Mismatch repair destroys donor 
information 

No 

Process of 
transformation 

The percentage of the recombinant genome 
derived from donors is small 

Perhps 
No 

Yes Perhps 
Yes 

Ecology of Mating B. subtUis populations are extremely 
variable 

Yes 

Cell-DNA 
interactions 

DNA release occurs at same time as DNA 
uptake at 3 times in B. subtilis life 
history 

Yes Yes No 

CELL-DNA 
INTERACTIONS 

CELLS IN EARLY STAGES OF SPORULATION 
PATHWAY RELEASE DNASE 

PER
HAPS 
ro 

CELL-DNA 
INTERACTIONS 

PRECOMPETENT CELLS RELEASE DNASE N3 

DNA Repair B. subtilis has error-prone repair system No 
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CHAPTER 3: THE EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY 

OF NATURAL GENETIC TRANSFORMATION 

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

Comparisons between asexual and sexual taxa have often been used to deduce 

what selects for sexuality and/or asexuality (Williams, 1975; Maynard Smith, 1978; 

Bell, 1982). Comparative methods can also be used to address a related problem, the 

problem of the origin of sex. In this chapter, I use comparative approaches involving 

phylogenetic reconstruction to investigate both problems. 

Here I am not investigating the eucaryotic sexual process, but instead am 

focusing on natural genetic competence. I investigated both when it originated and what 

is its selective advantage. To study to origin of competence, I have created plausible 

reconstmctions of the evolutionary history of natural competence. To study what might 

select for competence, I have used a phylogenetic-based-method to test for possible 

correlations between the presence (or absence) of competence and certain habitats. 

For both studies, the first step was to survey the literature on natural genetic 

transformation (Section 4, Part I). I then analyzed this data to infer the evolutionary 

history of natural competence. The results (Section 2) indicate that the universal 

ancestor of life, the oldest organism in the tree of life, was naturally competent. In 

Section 2,1 discuss in detail the methodology, robusmess and implications of this 

inference. 

I used the same approach to determine how many times competence arose and 

whether losses of competence occurred recendy or much earlier. (Section 4, Part I, and 

Section 5, Part I). The question of the timing of losses is motivated by the theory that 
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asexuaUty is disadvantageous in the long term (Maynard Smith, 1978, pp. 37-71) 

Because of this disadvantage, asexual lineages should eventually go extinct, so all extant 

asexual lineages should be of recent origin. 

Next I examined possible environmental correlates of natural competence 

(Section 4, Pan H, and Section 5, Part U). Using a phylogenetic method (Section 3), I 

investigate whether competence is significantly correlated with the ability to live in a 

vertebrate's respiratory tract I also investigate whether noncompetence is significantly 

correlated with certain habitats. I have found that these correlations arc significant only 

when certain evolutionary models are used, A hypothesis for why competence might 

occur more readily in the respiratory tract than in the gastrointestinal tract is described-

The literature survey (Section 4, Part I) documents that natural competence is 

ubiquitous. In addition, this survey serves as the most systematic information to date 

about the occurrence of noncompetence, and about certain systems intermediate between 

natural competence and noncompetence (Section 5, Part I). In conducting this survey, I 

also recorded when competence is expressed in different species, and how 

environmental factors regulate competence (Section 5, Part HI). My interpretation of 

these data challenges two traditional notions: first, that competence is usually a 

stationary phase phenomenon, and second, that calcium-mediated competence is an 

artificial phenomenon. 
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SECTION 2: (PRESENT STUDY) EVIDENCE THAT THE 

UNIVERSAL ANCESTOR OF LIFE WAS 

COMPETENT 

In the attached manuscript (Appendix 3), I describe my reconstruction of the 

early evolutionary history of natural genetic competence. My analysis indicates that the 

universal ancestor of life was probably naturally competent, that is, sexual. 

This conclusion, along with the methods and results, are presented in nxjre 

detail in the appendix; one needs not read further here if one consults it 

I performed this analysis by entering data on competence in extant taxa into the 

computer program MacClade (Maddison and Maddison, 1992), along with an 

evolutionary tree of these taxa. The competence data, obtained from the literature, 

concerns the presence or absence of natural competence. The evolutionary tree, based 

on rRNA sequences, is also from the literature (Maidak et al., 1996). I then used 

MacClade to reconstruct evolutionary histories of competence and evaluate these 

historical hypotheses. 

The result that the universal ancestor was competent was robust to a number of 

factors. This conclusion was obtained when different hypotheses about the homology 

of different bacterial sexual systems were tested, as well as when different early 

branching patterns of the tree of life were tested, with a few exceptions. An important 

variable is the relative difficulty of losses of competence vs. gains of competence. Other 

variables were also investigated 
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SECTIONS: METHODS 

I. Reconstructing the Evolution of Natural Genetic Competence 

The method used to leconstruct of the evolutionary history of competence has 

already been described (Section 2). To reiterate in brief: Data on competence 

phenotypes of extant taxa and a phylogeneric tree of those taxa were entered into 

MacClade (Maddison and Maddison, 1992). MacClade then reconstructed the most 

parsimonious evolutionary histories of the phenotype for the given phytogeny. 

In this chapter, taxa are classified as competent and noncompetent using various 

schenoes. For ail of these schemes, strains arc first divided into four mutually exclusive 

categories, based on their ability to intemalize DNA (described in Section 2): 1) 

naturally competent, 

2) competent only in special circumstances, 3) probably naturally competent, and 4) 

naturally noncompetent The category of strains competent in special circumstances 

consists of two types of strains, first, strains competent when exposed to calcium, and 

second, strains competent when infected by certain phages. 

Some strains have a phenotype requiring a new category: proficiency for 

contact-mediated gene transfer (described in Section 2). This categoiy is not mutually 

exclusive with any of the first four categories, but only two such combinations arise: 

species proficient and naturally competent, and species proficient and naturally 

noncompetent. 

Though the first four categories are mutually exclusive for a particular strain, 

species can contain some strains of one type and other strains of another type. These 
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species aie called polymorphic species. The most common polymoiphisms are 1) 

competence and noncoiiq)etence and 2) probable competence and noncompetence. 

In summary, species fall into one of eight categories: 

1) naturally competent 

2) probably naturally competent 

3) polymorphic (some strains competent, others noncompetent) 

4) probably poljmaorphic (some strains probably competent, others noncompetent) 

5) naturally competent and proficient 

6) competent in special circumstances 

7) naturally noncompetent 

8) naturally noncompetent and proficient 

For the different classification schemes, the different categories of species are 

combined in different ways to reflect different hypotheses about homology (see Section 

2 for further detail). For the "minimum assumptions" scheme, each category was 

assumed to represent a separate state of the same homologous system. For the "realistic 

assumptions" scheme, the competent taxa, probably competent taxa, taxa polymorphic 

for competence and noncompetence, and taxa polymorphic for probable competence and 

noncompetence are lumped together in one category called naturally competent taxa. In 

the remaining schemes, taxa are grouped together in different ways to form two final 

categories, one roughly corresponding with competence, and the other roughly 

corresponding to noncompetence. 

Some of the taxa that are included in the phylogeny could not be scored for their 

competence phenotypes. Except for some representative species, unscored taxa were 

excluded from the analysis. Conversely, some scored taxa are not present in the 

phylogenies I use. Some of these taxa are included in the analysis as substitutes for 

! 

i 
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close "unscored" relatives whose phylogenetic positions are known. Each such 

substitution is indicated by an asterisk following the substitute species name (Figs. 9-

13). 

Two different schemes are used for weighting transitions between phenotypes: 

an equal weighting scheme, and a scheme where losses of competence (and/or 

proficiency) are weighted half as much as gains. The strengths and weaknesses of these 

schemes are described in Section 2. 

n. The Concentrated Changes Test for Analyzing Possible Correlations 

between Competence Phenotypes and Habitats 

There are many methods that test for correlated characteristics among species. 

Like only a few other methods, the concentrated-changes test accounts for phylogenetic 

relationships when testing for correlations (Maddison and Maddison, 1992, pp. 306-

316). I have used this method to investigate whether certain habitats might favor either 

noncompetence or competence. 

This test requires that the independent variable (in this case, habitat) and the 

dependent variable (the competence phenotype) both have just two states. For the 

habitat variable, the possible states are 1) present and able to grow in that habitat, and 2) 

either absent fixjm that habitat or unable to grow in that habitat. Regarding competence, 

species are coded either as 1) competent or 2) noncompetent using the different 

classification schemes. 

The way the concentrated-changes test works, illustrated by the following 

example, is described in detail in the MacClade manual (Maddison and Maddison, 

1992, pp. 306-316). To test the hypothesis that competence is associated with a 
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particular habitat, MacClade first reconstructs the most parsimonious evolutionary 

histories of ix)th the competence variable and the habitat variable. The reconstructed 

histories are then inspected and compared to determine the numbers of gains (x) and 

losses (y) of competence, and the number of gains (a) and losses (b) of competence that 

occur on branches "positive" for the habitat. Next, MacClade randomly generates other 

possible ways competence could have evolved such that there were x gains and y losses 

on the phylogenetic tree. For each of these random reconstructions (i), MacClade 

determines the number of gains a(i) and losses b(i) of competence that occur on habitat-

positive branches. Finally, the actual number of gains and losses on habitat positive 

branches (a and b) are compared with the random distribution of those gains and losses 

(the a(i)'s and b(i)'s) in order to estimate the probability of finding the actual number of 

losses (or fewer losses) and the actual number of gains, (or more gains), associated 

with that habitat 

To do these calculations, certain parameters must be specified. I set them as 

follows: I always used the simulation option rather than the exact-calculation option. I 

always used the either-ancestral option, a sample size of 1(X), and either the 

MAXSTATE or MINSTATE reconstruction, and a compensation of 3. In most cases I 

ran four simulations, using all possible combinations of the variables 

MINSTATE/MAXSTATE and initial state OAnitial state 1. Thus in most cases my total 

sample size was 400. In a few cases, (i.e. where there were 0 gains and over 15 losses) 

the simulations ran too slowly for MINSTATE, so I only performed the MAXSTATE 

calculations. 

4 
_JL 
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SECTION 4; RESULTS 

L The Phylogenetic Distribution of Competence and Noncompetence 

The micnxjrganisms I was able to classify as 1) naturally competent, 2) naturally 

polymorphic, 3) competent in the presence of calcium or phage, or 4) naturally 

noncorapetent are listed in Table 16. The data shows that both competence and 

noncompetence are widespread phylogenetically. Competent species are found in all of 

the clades listed, which represent almost all major phylogenetic groups of procaryotes. 

The less numerous noncompetent species are found in all of the large clades listed, as 

well as some of the small ones. 

The data of Table 16 were used to reconstruct the evolutionary history of natural 

genetic competence. For ease of illustration, the phylogenetic tree was divided into 

fifths (Figs. 9-13). The different classification and weighting schemes (Section 3, Part 

I) resulted in differences in the reconstructions, most of which were minor. Therefore I 

have included only a few representative reconstructions, some based on the "realistic 

assumptions" classification scheme (Figs. 9, lOa, and 1 la) and others based on the 

"minimumassumptions" classification scheme (Hgs. 10b, lib, 12 and 13) 

These reconstructions indicate in which ancestors competence has been gained 

or lost. The most important results imply that the universal ancestor was naturally 

competent (See Section 2). Thus competence first originated sometime before the most 

recent common ancestor of life appeared. My analyses also imply that the competence 

was maintained in most procaryotic lineages. In other words, almost all of the ancestors 

of the major procaryotic clades, and the ancestors of the groups within in these clades. 
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were competent Noncompetence does not appear often in these trees, and usually only 

on the tips (Figs. 9 through 13). 

The pattern appears to be that competence is primitive and noncompetence has 

arisen recently many times. This pattern is best illustrated by the cyanobacteria and their 

relatives (on the right of Fig. 9), and the proteobacteria (Figs. 12 and 13). These 

figures were produced using equally weighted transitions and either the "minimum 

assumptions" or the "realistic assumptions" classification schemes. These schemes are 

relatively conservative in what they classify as competent. Nevertheless most of the 

ancestors in these figures are still assigned the "natural competence" state. For the other 

classification schemes, the deep)est ancestors within these groups are always assigned 

the "naturally competent" state for all of the various most-parsimonious reconstructions. 

Two groups within the gamma proteobacteria (Fig. 13) may be rich in species 

that are naturally noncompetent: the Enterobacteriaceae, on the right of the phytogeny, 

and the Pseudomonaceae, in the middle. Enterobacteriaceae consists mostiy of gut-

dwelling bacteria, such as £. coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Salmonella typhimuriwn, 

but also includes the plant pathogens of the genus Erwinia (Starr et al., 1981b). The 

Pseudomonaceae are primarily soil-dwellers and plant pathogens (Starr et al., 198 la). 

Many Enterobacteriaceae and some critical Pseudomonaceae develop competence only 

when exposed to calcium. Thus these groups represent long-lived noncompetent 

lineages only if calcium-mediated competence is nonnatural. 

The reconstructed history of competence in the gram-positive bacteria varies 

more with the classification and weighting schemes. When unequal weighting is used, 

the most parsimonious reconstructions assign the state of natural competence to most of 

the ancestors shown in the gram-positive trees (Figs. 10a and 1 la). Additionally, when 

unequal weighting is used, no gains of natural competence occur in the gram positive 
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bacteria, and indeed anywhere among procaryotes, with one possible exception. The 

exception is in the High GC gram-positive bacteria, where the most parsimonious 

reconstructions imply that competence was regained in the Mycobacterial lineage (Hg. 

10a). 

When equal weighting applies, noncompetence appears throughout the gram-

positive trees (Hgs. 10b and 1 lb). The results also depend on the classification 

scheme. For most classification schemes, most ancestors are assigned the equivocal 

state (for competence/noncompetence). However for the classification schemes that 

define competence conservatively, the most parsimonious state for most ancestors is 

noncompetence (Figs. 10b and 1 lb). If these latter reconstructions are correct, 

competence has re-originated as many as twelve times in the gram-positive bacteria. 

Some of the species classified as "naturally competent" are eucaryotes (Table 16-

Fungi). These competent eucaryotes are relatively derived microorganisms; eucaryotes 

that are probably more primitive are probably noncompetent (Table 16- Protists). If 

these phenotypic assignments are valid, then competence re-originated once in the 

eucaryotes, following its loss in early eucaryotes, in an ancestor of the ascosporous 

fimgi. Additionally, the occurrence of noncompetence in some ascosporous fimgi 

suggests that there have been recent losses of competence in these lineages. 

n. Possible Correlates of Competence and Noncompetence 

Data on the habitats of the species in the competence database are shown in 

Table 23. Three habitats appear to be associated with noncompetence, and one with 

competence. All four of these associations were investigated using the concentrated 

changes test. 

Ji 
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The results of the concentrated-changes tests are shown in Table 24. A 

correlation is considered "significant" if it arose in 5% or less of 400 random replicates 

(See Section 2, Part II). Four associations were tested: aerobic salt water habitats and 

noncompetence, salt water habitats and noncompetence, gastrointestinal habitats and 

noncompetence, and respiratory tract habitats and competence. For each association, 

there is at least one combination of modeling condinons such that that association is 

significant (Table 24). (However there is no combination of modeling parameters such 

that all associations are significant.) The critical modeling parameter is the way species 

competent under special circumstances are classified—when these species are classified 

as noncompetent, the association may be significant, however when they are classified 

as competent, none of the associations arc significant None of these correlations are 

significant at the 1% level. 
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SECTIONS: DISCUSSION 

L The Distribution of Natural Competence and Noncompetence 

The data of Table 16 show that natural competence is widespread among 

procaryotes. This is true however broadly or narrowly natural competence is defined. 

Not only are many species competent, but their numbers are much greater than the 

species demonstrably noncompetent. These results contradict the generalization that 

bacteria are usually "asexual", which is probably based on the example of E. coli. Yet 

even this exemplar of natural noncompetence probably expresses competence in nature 

(Baur et al., 1996). 

A. Distinguishing between Competence and Noncompetence 

A warning described before (Section 2) also applies here: the preponderance of 

competence may reflect a publication bias. Noncompetence is probably 

underrepresented in the database, because scientists are less likely to report negative 

results and pursue negative leads. On the other hand, some competent species may be 

mistakenly classified as noncompetent, either because the conditions inducing their 

competence have not yet been discovered, or because the experiments for detecting 

transformants have not been sensitive enough. 

Many procaryotic species, like E. coli, develop competence in conditions 

traditionally regarded as artificial. However conditions labeled artificial may 

occasionally occur in nature. For example, many species, like E. coli, can take up DNA 

from cold calcium-rich solutions (Table 16, Column 4). However cold calcium-rich 

4 
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solutions can be found in nature as well as the lab (Baur et al., 1996). Similarly, phage-

mediated competence probably also occurs in nature. 

In light of these arguments, a dichotomous classification of competent 

conditions as either artificial or natural is oversimple; instead, different experimental 

conditions may reflect different degrees of naturalness. The most natural systems ate 

those that aie controlled by the recipient cell more so than the environment, and that aie 

relatively efficient. I refer to these systems as self-regulated natural competence 

systems. Next come systems that are under environmental control, and that involve 

conditions that are not uncommon, such as the calcium-mediated competence of 

Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron and the phage-mediated competence of Rhodobaaer 

sphaeroides (Table 21). I refer to these systems as environmentally-regulated natural 

competence systems. A third category consists of species that become competent in 

rarely encountered environmental conditions, such as many Streptomyces species (e.g. 

Okanishi et al., 1966). These Streptomyces species can take up DNA when their ceil 

walls have been degraded; since naturally occurring antibiotics can degrade cell walls, 

and since these species encounter antibiotics in their natural environments, they may 

become competent serendipitously in nature. Another type of serendipitous competence 

involves electricity. Many bacteria species become competent when electric currents 

poke holes in their cell walls and membranes (e.g. Wirth et al., 1989). Since electric 

currents can occur in procaryotic habitats, procaryotes in these habitats may experience 

short-term, serendipitous competence. 

The final category is for species that cannot become competent in natural 

conditions. Since proving the absence of a facultative phenotype is difficult, 

consignment of species to this category will usually be tentative. 
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B. The Evolutionary History of Natural Competence and 

Noncompetence 

The phylogenetic results (Section 4, Part I) suggest that the ancestor of life was 

competent, and so were the ancestors of most or all of the major procaiyotic groups. 

These results were obtained regardless of whether competence was defined inclusively 

or exclusively. In particular, in every reconstruction considered here, the ancestors of 

the cyanobacteria, the Proteobacteria, and the major divisions of the Proteobacteria are 

competent 

Most of these historical reconstructions suggest that noncompetence arose 

recently in many different procaryotic groups. For example, when competence is 

defined narrowly, the most parsimonious evolutionary history contains 27 losses of 

competence and only one gain (Data not shown). Furthermore, 20 of these 27 losses 

occur in terminal branches, i.e. as recently as possible. Evidence that most losses of 

competence occurred recently also comes in the form of species polymorphic for 

competence. If the ancestors of these species were competent, then the noncompetent 

strains represent recent losses of competence. Polymorphism may be ±e rule for 

competent species. In cases where more than three isolates have been tested for 

competence, usually there is at least one competent strain and one noncompetent strain. 

Conversely, for most of the species categorized as competent (rather than polymorphic), 

only one or two strains have been tested for competence. Thus, when more strains are 

tested, these species may turn out to be polymorphic. 

Competence has probably arisen at least two times. The first was very very long 

ago—in some ancestor of the universal ancestor of life. A second origin probably 

occurred in a primitive fiingi species, after competence in eucaryotes was lost If there 
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were other origins, i.e. if competence was lost in a lineage and then regained, it most 

likely happened within the gram-positive bacteria. 

If the data suggesting noncompetence are to be trusted, and if "artificial" 

competence is unnatural, then there are four groups where naturally noncompetent 

species are concentrated: the eucaryotes, the gram-positive bacteria, the 

Enterobacteriaceae, and the Pseudomonaceae. That eucaiyotes are mosdy noncompetent 

makes sense for two reasons. First, most eucaryotes are multicellular and have 

segregated germ line cells. Second, the vast majority of eucaryotes have other means 

for achieving genetic exchange, namely, sex. If this reasoning applies, however, then 

one cannot explain why sexual yeasts such as S. cereviseae are naturally competent 

The concentration of species classified as noncompetent within certain 

procaryotic groups may be artifacts of research trends. When a microbiologist searches 

for a genetic system for her microorganism, she usually tries what has already worked 

for a closely related species. Many gram-positive bacteria have been transformed using 

protocols involving protoplasting or spheroplasting chemicals (Yeh et al., 1985; Smith 

et al., 1986; Morelli et al., 1987; Mallonee and Speckman, 1989); for Enterobacteriaceae 

, the protocol of choice has been calcium-mediated transformation(see Table 16, column 

4). Since control experiments for artificial transformation procedures have been an 

important source of my evidence for noncompetence, these concentrations of 

noncompetence may reflect only the popularity of the particular artificial transforaiation 

procedures in these groups. On the other hand, some of the evidence for 

noncompetence in gram-positive bacteria was not obtained from such control 

experiments (Table 22). 

Though these concentrations of potentially noncompetent species may reflect 

reality, I cannot imagine why gram-positive species, or the Pseudomonaceae, should be 
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predisposed for noncompetence. However I can do so for the Enterobacteriaceae. 

These bacteria live in an environment hostile to naked DNA~the gastrointestinal tract, 

full of digestive chemicals and enzymes. Thus a sexual system based on the exchange 

of naked DNA, i.e. natural transformation, should not succeed in this environment 

n. Possible Correlates of Competence and Noncompetence 

The presence or absence of competence could reflect the influence of any of 

several factors. Neither the trophic mode, nor the presence or absence of a resting 

stage, nor the ability to tolerate oxygen appeared correlated with either competence or 

noncompetence. However three habitats did appear associated with noncompetence: the 

salt water habitat, the aerobic salt water habitat, and the gastrointestinal habitat All of 

these habitats were significantly correlated with noncompetence for particular simulation 

conditions, but none of these habitats were significantiy correlated when the realistic-

assumptions classification system was used. 

These habitats may be correlated with noncompetence because they are harmful 

to DNA. If this is true, then contact-mediated gene transfer should be more common in 

such habitats. Three species are both proficient for contact-transfer and also 

noncompetent, and one of these is found in such a DNA-unfriendly habitat: the extreme 

halophile Haloferax volcanii. 

One habitat appears to be associated with competence: the respiratory tract 

habitat When phage-mediated competence, calcium-mediated competence and contact-

mediated gene transfer are all assumed to be nonhomologous with natural competence, 

and when the data on probable competence are ignored, then competence is significantiy 

correlated with the ability to live in respiratory tracts. Again, the correlation was not 
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significant when the realistic-assumptions classiflcation scheme was used. If such a 

competence-respiratory tract correlation exists, it is consistent with the hypothesis that 

competence requires DNA-friendly conditions. The respiratory tract mucosa is such a 

DNA-ftiendly environment, as indicated by the high concentration of DNA in mucous 

(Redfield, 1993). 

HI, General Qiaracteristics of Natural Genetic Transformation 

In investigating the presence and absence of competence, I have also gathered 

comparative information about how competence works. This information is too spotty 

to justify formal phylogenetic study, but some valuable generalizations can still be 

made. 

Natural genetic transformation requires a DNA donor. Donation may occur 

either passively, without the expenditure of energy, or actively (Table 25). The 

predominate known mode of passive donation is the release of DNA via the suicidal 

process of cell-lysis (Table 25, bottom half). The predominate known mode of active 

donation involves cell contact (Table 25, top half). Though most reported instances of 

gene-transfer by cell-contact involve conjugative plasmids, these reports include 

evidence that conjugative plasmids were not involved. 

Just because genetic transformation eaxj occur without cell contact does not mean 

tiiat usually does occur without contact The occurrence of active, cell-contact mediated 

gene transfer in some of the most-studied competent species (i.e. B. subtilis, N. 

gonorrhoeae, H. influenzae) implies that many, periiaps even most competent species 

have this ability. Thus gene transfer in competent species may usually occur via cell 

contact rather than at-a-distance. 
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Competent species may express competence either during all growth phases or 

only during certain growth phases (Table 26). In all but one of the best-studied 

competent species, competence is associated with the stationary phase (Stewart and 

Carlson, 1986). However, this is not the general pattern. Table 26 shows that many 

species express competence in early and mid exponential phase. In fact, there are more 

species that express their highest levels of competence during the exponential phase than 

those that express their highest levels in other phases. 

There are no obvious correlations between competence-phase and phylogenetic 

position (confer Table 26). For example, the many species that constimtively express 

competence are found in many different phylogenetic groups. And all of the stages-of-

competence categories that contain more than three species include representatives ftom 

two or more different phylogenetic groups. Conversely, species found in one group 

usually do not express only one type of phase regulation. For example, the ten 

competent high-GC gram-positive species found in Table 26 are distributed among 

seven of the nineteen possible stages-of-competence categories. 

Competence is regulated not only by growth phase but also by environmental 

factors. Calcium and/or other divalent cations are required for competence in many 

species (i.e. the C^cium-competent species of Table 16) and enhance competence in 

other species (Table 27) 

However, divalent cations are not universally beneficial for competence: certain divalent 

cations inhibit competence in four species listed in Table 27. 

Like divalent cations, phage infection can affect competence. In the species at 

the bottom of Table 22, competence requires phage infection; however in Streptococcus 

sanguis, competence is inhibited by phage infection. 
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Similar patterns emerge for other environmental factors: the factors enhance 

competence in some species and inhibit competence in others. In addition, the 

conditions for competence may differ even in closely related species. In short, the 

regulation of competence is evolutionarilly plastic. Thus the failure of a species to 

exhibit competence in conditions that worked for a close relative may be because that 

species has different requirements for competence, rather than because that species is 

noncompetent 

There is yet another feature of competence that makes the establishment of 

noncompetence difficult Though in some species all cells in a competent culture 

develop competence (e.g. Thermus thermophilus (Hidaka et al., 1994), Haemophilus 

influenzae (Stewart and Carlson, 1986), and Streptococcus pneumoniae (Birge, 

1988)), in other species only a minority of cells develop competence. Forfi. subtilis, 

the maximum frequency of competence is around 10% (Dubnau, 1991), and 

Mycobacterium smegmatis (Norgard and Imaeda, 1978) and E. coli (Baur et al., 1996) 

have exhibited much lower frequencies of naturally competent cells. Therefore some 

competent species may have escaped detection because assays are not sensitive enough 

to detect low frequencies of competent cells. 

rv. Natural Competence & Phylogenetic Reconstruction 

As discussed before (Section 2) competent species of the past and present may 

have engaged in lateral transfer. I will add two points here. First, the potential for 

lateral transfer by natural genetic transformation is not confined to primitive procaryotes, 

but occurs in all major procaryotic clades. Second, lateral transfer may have lead to 

i 
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multiple origins of certain variants in conserved gene sequences that would be otherwise 

unlikely to arise more than once. 

It is it unlikely that these variants originated multiple times because the odds 

against simultaneous substitution mutations are high. Highly conserved gene sequences 

are conserved because most single substitutions in the sequence are extremely 

deleterious. However, some mutants with two substitutions in these sequences have 

normal fitness. Take for example the ribosomal genes contain sequences that code for 

hairpin loops. A single substitution in the stem of the loop would destabilize it, and 

thus be deleterious, but certain double substitutions preserve the Watson-Crick base 

pairing in the stem, and therefore should not be deleterious. Since each single mutation 

is deleterious, a doubly-substituted mutant could only arise if the mutations occur in the 

same individual, which is extremely unlikely. Thus it is usually presumed that if 

double-substitutions have occurred in the past, that each double substitution only has 

occurred once on the universal phylogeny. 

The possibility of lateral transfer changes these calculations, because it provides 

a more plausible scenario for multiple origins of unlikely variants. Once a doubly-

substituted lineage exists, lateral transfer could spread the mutated gene(s) to other 

branches of the phylogeny. This could have happened even if the two substitutions 

were in different genes, because these genes could have been cotransformed into a 

competent recipient. Cotransformation of unlinked markers often occurs at rates higher 

than the rates of single mutations (e.g. Kammen et al., 1966). For such lateral transfer 

to have occurred, two barriers must have been surmounted. First, the DNA of the 

double-mutant species must encounter a competent recipient; i.e. they must coexist in 

the same microhabitat Second, the competent recipient must have been able to bind, 

take up and integrate the DNA from a different species. Neither of these barriers are 
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insunnountable. Regarding the second hairier, it is known that certain extant competent 

species, i.e. those with nonspecific DNA binding, can bind, take up and integrate DNA 

fix>m extremely unrelated donors, provided that the sequence similarity of the donor and 

recipient gene is high. 

Nonspecific DNA binding has been demonstrated for Deinococcus radiodurans 

(Moseley and Setlow, 1968), Synechococcus species (Essich et al., 1990), 

Streptococcus pneumordae (Stewart and Carlson, 1986), Acholeplasma laidlawii 

(Folsome, 1968), and Bacillus subtilis (Dubnau, 1991). It is particularly notable that 

Deinococcus radiodurans is on this list, for the different molecular phylogenies position 

the Deinococcus lineage (as represented by Thermus thermophiluslaquaticus) in 

different places on the universal tree. (It is not yet known whether DNA binding in 

Thermus is nonspecific or not) 

V. Implications for the Selective Advantage of Natural Genetic 

Transformation 

The comparative data provides two lines of evidence that the purpose of 

competence is sex rather than feeding. First, among all of the competent species for 

which evidence is available, only one, Acholeplasma laidlawii, takes up homologous 

DNA without integrating it, and even in this species, the evidence is not conclusive 

(Folsome, 1968). Second, at least five competent species actively donate DNA (Table 

25). If competence is for feeding, why would some cells in the same conditions expend 

energy excreting DNA? 

The evolutionary history of competence resembles the evolutionary history of 

meiotic sex in two important ways. First, competence, like sex, appears to be 
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widespread. Second, noncompetent lineages, like asexual eucaryotic lineages, are 

probably of recent origin. Long-lived noncompetent lineages may be rare because they 

are more vulnerable to extinction due to their asexuality. 

Competence appears to be advantageous in the short term as well as the long 

term. The evidence for this is the existence of polymorphic species. If noncompetent 

and competent strains of the same species coexist in the san^ habitat, then only a short-

term advantage (equivalent to the costs of competence) could keep competent strains 

from going extinct due to competition. This reasoning is an extension of William's 

balance argument (Smith, 1978, pp. 57-65) Thus the theories of the selective advantage 

of competence that do not work in the short-term cannot by themselves explain the 

existence of competence. 

I suggested above that the occurrence of competence is associated with the 

ability of DNA to survive in the habitat. If this is correct, the distribution of competence 

is determined by its costs. This is unusual; explanations of the occurrence of sexual 

processes usually focus on benefits rather than costs. 

Competence is not generally associated with any particular growth phase. This 

observation is inconsistent with the hypothesis that competence is a DNA-repair 

response to low ploidy (Chapter 2, Section 6, Part II.B.3). That hypothesis predicts 

that competence should usually occur in stationary phase, when effective ploidy is 

lowest My database also provides other evidence against this regulation-by-ploidy 

hypothesis. Competent species such as Deinococcus radiodurans (Moseley, 1983) and 

certain cyanobacteria (Haselkom, 1991) are effectively polyploid all of the time. 

Another explanation for why B. subtilis develops competence in stationary 

phase fares badly when applied to the overall pattern. I have argued (Chapter 2, Section 

7, Part ni) that one of the costs of competence, the cost of missed opportunities, might 
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determine the phase of competence. However, in general, the costs of missed 

opportunities should be lowest in stationary phase, when there are fewer opportunities 

for growth and feeding. 

Two hypotheses can explain why the stage of competence varies. First, 

competence may only develop when donor DNA is probably available (Chapter 2, 

Section 7, Part HI). Second, the phase of competence may not matter much. 



SECTION 6: CHAPTER 3 FIGURES AND TABLES 
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Figure 9. Histor>- of competence and 
proflciency in the Archea, primitive 
Bacteria, and cyanobacterea: 
Reconstruction made using the 
realistic assumptions classification 
scheme and equal weighting 
of transitions 
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Figure 10a. History of competence and 
proficiency in the high GC gram-
positive bacteria: 
Reconstruction made using the 
realistic assuptions classification 
scheme and unequal weighting 
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Figure 10b. History of competence and 
proficiency in tlie high GC gram-
positive bacteria: 
Reconstruction made using the 
minimum assumptions classification 
scheme and equal weighting 
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Figure I la. History of competence and 
proficiency in the low GC gram-
positive bacteria: 
Reconstruction made using the 
realistic assumptions classification 
scheme and unequal weighting 
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Figure lib. History of competence and 
proficiency in the low GC gram-
positive bacteria: 
Reconstruction made using the 
minimum assuptions classification 
scheme and equal weighting 
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Figure 12. History of competence and 
proficiencj' in the Proteo bacteria aside from 
the gamma Proteobacteria: 
Reconstruction made using the 
minimum assumptions classification 
scheme and equal weighting 
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Figure 13. Historj- of competence and 
proficiency in the gamma Proteobacteria: 
Reconstruction made using the 
minimum assumptions classification 
scheme and equal weighting 
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Table 16. Classification of Bacteria, Archaea, and selected Eucarya as naturally 
competent or noncompetent. 

Species are classified by their procaryotic sexual system (columns) and their phylogenetic group (rows) as described in the text. 

Notes on the symbols: 

Asterisks indicate that the assignment of the species to that sexual system category is tentative. 
The reasons differ, according to the number of asterisks, as follows; 
* The evidence for competence lacks rigor, either because a reviewer said so, or because the report was preliminary. 
** The evidence for competence is disputed by another report 
*** Achoeloplasma laidlawii is competent, but it may not be sexual, because it probably lacks the ability to recombine the DNA 

it internalizes. 
**** All of the evidence for noncompetence is tentative, because many conditions were not tested. 

# -These species are proficient for contact-mediated gene transfer from plasmid-free, phage-free donors. If they are listed as 
competent, they can also internalize DNA; if they are listed as noncompetent, they cannot. However the proficient species of the 
NONCOMP, category may be considered competent if proficiency is homologous to competence, and even if it is not, these species 
should be considered sexual. 

VO 
4^ 



Table 16. Classification of Bacteria, Archaea, and selected Eucarya 
as naturally competent or noncompetent. 

CLASSIRCATION SEXUAL SPP. ASEXUAL SPP. 
DOMAIN/GROUP NAT. COMP. 

Spp. competent 

for natural 

genetic transformation 

COMP.&NONCOMP. 
Spp. includes strains 

naturally competent & 

nat. noncompetent 

CA OR PHAGE COMP. 
Spp. competent for 

Calcium- or Phage-

mediated transformati( 

NONCOMP. 
Spp. noncompetent 

in "natural" 

experimental conditions 

SOURCES OF DATA & 
REFS. FOUND IN: TABLES 2 & 3 TABLES 4 & 5 TABLE 6 TABLE 7 
ARCHAEA 

Euryarchaea Metfianobacterium 

thermoautotrophic 

Metfianococcus 

maripaludls 

voltae 

im 

Halobacterium 

salinarium**** 

Haloferax 

volcaniW 

Crenarchaea Sulfolobus 

acldocaldarlus# 

BACTERIA 
Primitive spp. Deinococcus 

radiodurans 

Thermus 

acquaticus 

caldophllus flavus 

thermophilus 



Table 16, continued 

[X}MAIN/GROUP INAT. COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA OR PHAGE COMP. INONCOMP. 
BACTERIA 

Bacteroldes & rels. Chlorobium 

vibrioforme 

Chlorobium 

limicola 

Bacteroides 

thetaiotaomicron (< 3a) 

Cyanobacteria Nostoc 

muscorum 

Synechococcus (Marine 

PCC 7002 & PCC 7 

Synechococcus (Synec 

PCC 6301 & PCC 7 

Synechocystis (Hi GC c 

PCC 6702 & PCC 6 

cluster C) 

'3109 

hococcus cluster) 

'942 & PCC 7943 

:luster) 

803 

Synechocystis (Lo GC 

PCC 6308 (Ca) 

cluster) 

Hi GC Gram+ 

Microccocus 

luteus 

Amycolatopsis 

methanolica**** 

Corynebacterium 

glutamicum**" 

Micrococcus 

pyogenes (aureus)" 
* * 



Table 16, continued 

DOMAIN/GROUP {NAT. COMP. COMP.&NONCOMP. CA OR PHAGE COMP. {NONCOMP. 
BACTERIA 

Hi GO Gram+, Mycobacterium Mycobacterium Mycobacterium 

continued avium* phlei** bovis**** 

sp. ATCC 9033* smegmatis** intraceilulare**** 

tuberculosis** l^ansii**** 

sp. ATCC 9626**** 

Rhodococcus 

erythropolis**** 

Streptomyces Streptomyces 

aurofaciens* anulatus**** 

griseus* fradiae**** 

lavendulae* kanamyceticus**** 

purpureus* rimosum**** 

viridifaciens* tenebrarius**** 

other spp.* other spp.**** 

Lo GC Gram+ Acholelasma Brevibacterium 

laidlawii*** lactofermentum**** 

Bacillus Bacillus Bacillus 

amyloliquefaciens megaterium* brevis**** 

cereus** subtilise polymyxa**** 

licheniformis sphaericus**** 

stearothermophilu s 



Table 16, continued 

DOMA(N/GROUP |NAT. COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA OR PHAGE COMP. INONCOMP. 
BACTERIA 

Staphylococcus 

epidermis* 

Staphylococcus 

aureus (Phage) 

Lactobacillus 

acidophilus"** 

reuteri**** 

Streptococcus 

pneumoniae 

sanguis 

strain 3437 

Thermoactinomyces 

vulgaris 

Streptococcus 

mutans 

Mycoplasma 

hominis (Ca) 

salivarlum (Ca) 

Streptococcus 

spp.**** 

Mycoplasma 

pulmonis**** 

Sproplasma 
citri# 

Other Gram+ Selenomonas 

rumlnantium* 

Proteobacteria a Agrobacteium 

tumefaciens 

radiobacter* 

rubi* 

Bradyrhizobium 

luplni* sp. 

(VIgna)* 

Bradyrhizobium 

japonlcum* 



Table 16, continued 

DOMAIN/GROUP |NAT. COMP. COMP.&NONCOMP. CA OR PHAGE COMP. 1 NONCOMP. 
BACTERIA 

Proteobacteria a, Methylobacterium Rhodobacter | 

continued organophilum sphaeroldes (Phage 

Rhizobium 

leguminosarum* 

meliloti" 

Proteobacteria p Kingella Eikenella Alcaligenes 

kingae corrodens lecalls**** 

Neisseria Neisseria 

eloganta cinera**** 

flava 

flavascens 

gonorrhoeae# 

lactamica 

meningitidis 

sicca Pseudomonas 

subflava soianacearum 

Thiobacilius Thiobacilius 

thioparus neapolitanus**** 
strain Y strain A2**** 



Table 16, continued 

DOMAIN/GROUP |NAT.COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA OR PHAGE COMP. iNONCOMP. 
BACTERIA 

Proteobacteria y Azotobacter Acinetobacter Erwinia Citrobacter 

chroococcum calcoaceticus caratovora subs. freundil"" 
vinelandii caratovora (Ca) 

caratovora subsp. 

atroseptica (Ca) 

Cardiobacterium chrysanthemi (Ca) 

hominis 

Francisella Escherichia 

tularensis subsp. coli, (Ca & Phage) 

novicida 

Haemophilus 

aegyptius 

Influenzae^ 
parainfluenzae 

parasuis 

Kingella Klebsiella 

indologenes pneumoniae (Ca) 

cert, marine isolates marine isolates"" 

Methylococcus 

capsuiatus 



Table 16, continued 

DOMAIN/GROUP INAT.COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA OR PHAGE COMP. |NONCOMP. 
BACTERIA 

Proteobacteria -y, 

continued 

Moraxella (Branhamella 

atlantae 

catarrhalis 

cunicul) & ovis 

Moraxella (Moraxella) 

bovis 

lacunata 

nonliquefaciens 

osloensis 

Pseudomonas 

mangiferaeindicae 

mendocina 

Vibrio 

campbelli? 

Yersinia enterocolitica 

) 

Moraxella (Moraxella) 

urethralis 

Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa** 

alcaligenes 

fluorescens** 

pseudoalcaligenes 

stutzeri# 

Psychrobac. immobllis 

Pseudomonas 

putida (Ca) 

Vibrio 

cholerae (Ca) 

Salmonella typhimuriun 

Moraxella (Branhamella) 

caviae**** 

Moraxella (Moraxella) 

phenylpyrouvica**** 

Pseudomonas 

savastoni**** 

spp.**** 

syringae**** 

(Ca) 

Proteobacteria 8/e Campylobacter 

coli 

Campylobacter 

jejuni 

Helicobacter 

pylori 



Table 16, continued 

DOMAIN/GROUP | NAT. COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA OR PHAGE COMP. {NONCOMP. 
EUCARYA 

Protlsts Giardia lambia"** 

Leishmania major*"* 

Plasmidlum falciparum** 
* • 

Fungi Candida Candida 

llpolytica & utills 5 spp.**** 

Hansenula Hansenula 

jadinii & mrai^ii californica**** 

capsulata**** 

Neurospora sp.* 

Saccharomyces Saccharomyces 

4 spp., including cerevisiae 5 spp.**** 
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Table 17. Data on competent species 
(and the sources of the data) 

Group/Species Other names Stra ns Reference 
Archaebacteria 

Methanobacterium 

thermoautotrophicum 

M. therm-

autotrophicum 

I Worrell et al., 1988 

Methanococcus maripaludis I Sandbeck and Leigh, 1991 Methanococcus maripaludis 

I Tumbula et. al. 1994 

Methanococcus voltae I Bertani and Baresi, 1987 

I Patel et. al., 1994 

Bacteriodes and Relatives 
Chlorobium vibrioforme I KlaBrulff et al., 1994 

Cyanobacteria 
Nostoc muscorum I Trehan and Sinha, 1982 

I Singh et al. , 1987 

Synechococcus (Marine 

cluster C) 

Agmenellum 

quadriplicatum 

i-n Stevens and Porter, 1988 

I Essich et al. , 1990 

Synechococcus 
(Synechococcus cluster) 

Anacystis 

nidulans 

I 

I 

Chauvat et al., 1983 

Golden and Sherman, 1^984 

II Herdman, 1973 

n Orkwiszewski and Kaney, 

1 9 7 4  

Synechocystis (Hi GC 

cluster) 

Eucapsis i-n Grigorieva and Shestakov, 

1 9 8 2  

III Stevens and Porter, lisss 

Deeply branching Eubac. 
Deinococcus radiodurans Micrococcus r. I Moseley and Setlow, 1968 

I Mattimore et al., 1995 

Thermus acquaticus I Koyama et al., 1986 

Thermus caldophilus (prob. T. 

aquaticus) 

I Koyama et al., 1986 

Thermus flavus I Koyama et al., 1986 

Thermus thermophilus I Koyama et al., 1986 Thermus thermophilus 

I Hidaka et. al., 1994 

Gram -i-: Actinos, etc. 
Microccocus luteus M. lysodeikticus I Kloos, 1969 
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Table 17, continued 

Group/S pedes Other names Str. Reference 
Gram •«-:Bacilli, etc. 

Bacillus amyloliquefaciens (substr. of B. 

subtilis?) 

I Coukoulis and Campbell, 

1 9 7 1  

Bacillus licheniformis I Dubnau and Pollock, 1965 

n Duncan et al., 1989 

Bacillus stearothermophilus I Streips and Young, 1969 

Streptococcus pneumoniae Pneumococcus, 

Oiplococcus 

I Tomasz and Hotchkiss, 

1 9 6 4  

I Morrison, Mannarelli and 

Vijayakumar, 1982* 

Streptococcus sanguis i-n Lawson and Gooder, 1970 Streptococcus sanguis 

i-n Parsons et al., 1973 

Streptococcus strain 3437 I Lawson and Gooder, 1970 

Thermoactinomyces 
vulgaris 

T. candidus I Hopwood and Wright, 1972 

Proteobacteria alpha 
Agrobacteium tumefaciens I-IV Klein and Klein, 1953 

Proteobacteria alpha 
Agrobacteium tumefaciens 

V Milani and Heberlein, 1972 

Methylobacterium 
organophilum 

(genera 

incertaie sedis) 

I O'Connor, Wopat and 
Hanson, 1977 

Proteobacteria beta 
Kingella kingae Moraxella k.; M. 

kingii 

I Bavre and Freholm, 1972 

Neisseria eloganta I-DC B0vre, Fugelsang and 

Henriksen, 1972 

I Bovre et al., 1977 

Neisseria flava I 

li 

Gatlin and Cunningham, 

1 9 6 1  

B0vre and Holten, 1970 

Neisseria flavascens I Catlin, B. W. and L. S. 

Cunningham, 1961 

Neisseria gonon-hoeae Gonococcus AU? Biswas et al., 1977 

I Hoke and Vedros, 1982 

Neisseria lactamica I Hoke and Vedros, 1982 
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Table 17, continued 

Group/Species Other names Str. Reference 

Proteobacteria beta 
Neisseria meningitidis Meningococcus i-n Catlin, 1960 

Proteobacteria beta 
Neisseria meningitidis 

I Hoke and Vedros, 1982 

Neisseria sicca I-n Catlin and Cunningham. 

1 9 6 1  

Neisseria subfiava N. perflava I Catlin and Cunningham, 

1 9 6 1  

I Hoke and Vedros, 1982 

Thiobacillus sp. strain Y I Yankofsky et al., 1983 

Thiobaciilus thioparus i-ii Yankofsky et al., 1983 

Proteobacteria gamma 
Azotobacter chroococcum I-n Sen, Pal and Sen, 1969 

Azotobacter vineiandii I Page and Sadoff, 1976 

I Glick, Brooks and Pastemak, 

1 9 8 5  

Cardiobacterium hominis I Tonjum, Hagen and Bcvre, 

1 9 8 5  

Franciselia tularensis 

subsp. novicida 

Pasteurella 

novicida 

I Tyeryar and Lawton, 1970 

Haemophilus aegyptius (same as H. 

influenzae?) 

I 

nT" 

Leidy, Jaffee and Alexander, 

1 9 6 2  

Goodgal and Gromkova, 

1 9 7 3  

Haemophilus influenzae I Leidy, Jaffee and Alexander, 

1 9 6 2  

I Wise et al., 1973 

Haemophilus 

parainfluenzae 

I 

n? 

Leidy, Jaffee and Alexander, 

1 9 6 2  

Goodgal, S. H. and R, 

Gromkova, 1973 

Haemophilus parasuis H. suis I Leidy, Hahn and Alexander, 

1 9 5 6  

Kingella indologenes I Bovre and Hagen, 1981* 

marine isolates I Jeffrey, Paul and Stewart, 

1 9 9 0  

Methylococcus capsulatus I Williams & Bainbridge, 71 
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Table 17, continued 

Group/Species Other names Str. Reference 
Proteobacteria gamma 

Moraxella (Branhamella) 

atiantae 

Neisseria a. I B0vre and Hagen, 1981 

Moraxella (Branhamella) 

catarrhalis 

Neisseria c. I-IV Catlin, 1964 Moraxella (Branhamella) 

catarrhalis 

Neisseria c. 

V-
VI 

Hoke and Vedros, 1982 

Moraxella (Branhamella) 

cuniculi 

Neisseria c. I B0vre and Hagen, 1981 

Moraxella (Branhamella) 
ovis 

Neisseria o.? n B0vre and Holten, 1970 

Moraxella (Moraxella) bovis I-? B0vre and Fraholm, 1972 

Moraxella (Moraxella) 

lacunata 

M. liquefaciens I Bovre and Hagen, 1981* 

Moraxella (Moraxella) 

nonliquefaciens 

i-n Catlin, 1964 Moraxella (Moraxella) 

nonliquefaciens 

I? B0vre and Fraholm, 1972 

Moraxella (Moraxella) 

osloensis 

I Bovre and Holten, 1970 Moraxella (Moraxella) 

osloensis II Gennari et al., 1989 

Pseudomonas 

mangiferaeindicae 

I Khan and Sen, 1967 

Pseudomonas mendocina I-IU Carlson et al., 1983 

Vibrio sp. D-19 Vibrio 

campbelli? 

I Jeffrey, Paul and Stewart, 

1 9 9 0  

Yersinia enterocolitica I Callahan and Koruma, 1979 

Proteobacteria delta 
Campylobacter coli I-VI Wang and Taylor, 1990 

1 
I 
I 
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Table 17, continued 

Group/Species Other names Str. Reference 
Fungi 

Candida lipolytica I Khan and Sen. 1974b 

Candida utilis I Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Hansenula jadinii I Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Hansenula mrakii I Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Saccharomyces aceti I Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae i-n Khan and Sen. 1974b 

Saccharomyces mellis I Khan and Sen. 1974b 

Saccharomyces oleacus I Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Table 17. Data on competent species (and the sources of the data) 

The first two columns contain the competent species's current names along with 

alternative names for the species. The middle column indicates which strains (and 

how many strains) were shown to be competent. Rather than cite the official names 

of strains, I arbitrariUy refer to strains by Roman numerals, so that the first 

competent strain is called strain "I", the second, "II", and so on. The sources Usted 

here are often not the first report on competence in these species, but instead are 

those containing the most complete information. When two sources are listed, the 

second source confirms the first. An * indicates that the source is a review article. 
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Table 18. Data on species that are probably competent 
(and the sources of the data) 

Classification Other name Why un Ref Reference 
Group/Species certain? type 
Gram +: Actinos, etc. 

Reviewer for comp Tsukamura, Hasimoto 
Mycobacterium avium and Nada, 1960 

doubt-as The 
below review Grange, 1975 
Reviewer for comp Sellers and Tokunaga, 

Mycobacterium sp . ATCC 9033 1966 Mycobacterium sp 
doubt-as The 
below review Grange, 1975 

Streptomyces spp . Reviewer for comp Bradley, 1966 Streptomyces spp 
doubts for comp Biswas and Sen, 1971 
comp. for comp Roelants et al., 1976 
has been for comp Konvalinkova, Roelants 
proven and Mergeay, 1977 

The Chater and Hopwood, 
review 1984 

Gram -.Bacilli, etc. 
Achoieiasma Mycoplasma 1.; Very low for comp Folsome, 1968 
laidlawii Sapromyces 1. tf levels-

perhaps Confirms Liss and Maniloff, 1972 
lacks rec comp 

Bacilius cereus Conflict for comp Felkner and Wyss, 1964 

ing Confirms Anderson and Fraser, 
reports comp 1968 

No comp Aronson and Beckman, 
in same 1987 
strain 

Staphylococcus epidermis Comp. in for comp Mitra (Bandyopadhyay) 
related et al., 1985 
sp. 

phage Ph. req. Novick, 1990 

Gram -i--.Other 
Selenomonas ruminantium Abstract for comp Orpin et al., 1986 
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Classification 
Group/Species 

Other name Why un
certain? 

Ref 
type 

Reference 

Proteobacteria alpha 
Agrobacterium 
radiobacter 

(same as A. 
tumefaciens?) 

Not rep
licated 

with 
other sp. 

for comp Klein and Klein, 1953 
Proteobacteria alpha 

Agrobacterium 
radiobacter 

(same as A. 
tumefaciens?) 

Not rep
licated 

with 
other sp. 

No comp 
in other 
strain 

Milani and Heberlein, 
1972 

Agrobacterium 
rub! 

(not same as 
A. 

Not rep
licated 
with 
other sp. 

for comp Klein and Klein, 1953 Agrobacterium 
rub! 

(not same as 
A. 

Not rep
licated 
with 
other sp. 

No comp 
in other 
strain 

Milani and Heberlein, 
1972 

Bradyrhizobium 
lupin! 

Rhizobium 1. Not rep
licated 

with 
other sp. 

for comp Balassa, 1963 Bradyrhizobium 
lupin! 

Rhizobium 1. Not rep
licated 

with 
other sp. 

Proced
ure failed 

Courtois, Courtois and 
Guillaume, 1988 

Bradyrhizobium 
sp. (Vigna) 

Rhizobium 
cowpea 

Not rep
licated 
with 
other sp. 

for comp Raina and N/lodi, 1971 Bradyrhizobium 
sp. (Vigna) 

Rhizobium 
cowpea 

Not rep
licated 
with 
other sp. 

Proced
ure failed 

Courtois, Courtois and 
Guillaume, 1988 

Rhizobium 
leguminosarum 

R, trifoiii; R. 
phaseoli 

Not rep
licated 

with 
other sp. 

for comp 

Confirms 
comp 

Klein and Klein, 1953 

Ellis. Kalz and 
Doncaster, 1962 

Rhizobium 
leguminosarum 

R, trifoiii; R. 
phaseoli 

Not rep
licated 

with 
other sp. 

Confirms 
comp 

Drozanska and 
Lorkiewicz, 1978 

Rhizobium 
leguminosarum 

R, trifoiii; R. 
phaseoli 

Not rep
licated 

with 
other sp. 

Proced
ure failed 

Courtois, Courtois and 
Guillaume, 1988 

Rhizobium meiiioti Conflict
ing 
reports 

for comp Balassa, 1963 Conflict
ing 
reports 

No comp, 
perhaps 
diff str. 

Courtois, Courtois and 
Guillaume, 1988 

Fungus 
Neurospora sp. Source is 

review 
for comp Mishra and Tatum. 

1973 

Table 18. Data on species that are probably competent 
(and the sources of the data) 
These species are probably competent, but there is some reason for doubt, listed in the 
column "Why uncertain?". In the reference types column, "for com" means that this 
report provides evidence for competence; the other entries should be self-explanatory. 
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CLASSIFICATION DATA HfchhHfcNCE 

Group/ Species Other names 

# C
om

. 
st

rn
s. 

# N
C

 
st

rn
s. 

Bacterlodes and Relatives 
Chlorobium limicola 1 1 Ormerod, 1987 

Gram •frBacllll, etc. 
Bacillus subtilis B. notti 25 3? Cohan, Roberts and King, '91 

Gram •frBacllll, etc. 
Bacillus subtilis B. notti 

1 Spizizen, p. c., 1995 

Gram •frBacllll, etc. 
Bacillus subtilis B. notti 

• Lorenz, Gerjets, and 
Wackernagel, 1991 

Streptococcus mutans 3 1 2 Kuramatsu and Long, 1982 
Proteobacteria beta 

Eikenella corrodens Bacteroides c. >3 1 Tanium, Haqen & Bovre, '85 
Proteobacteria gamma 

Acinetobacter 
calcoaceticus 

Achromobacter 
anitratum, Bac
teroides a., Her-
ella vaginocula, 
Mima Iwoffi 

2 1 Juni, 1972 
Proteobacteria gamma 

Acinetobacter 
calcoaceticus 

Achromobacter 
anitratum, Bac
teroides a., Her-
ella vaginocula, 
Mima Iwoffi 

• Lorenz, Gerjets and 
Wackernagel, 1991 

Moraxella (Moraxella) urethraiis 20 1 1 Juni, 1977 Moraxella (Moraxella) urethraiis 
• Henriksen, 1976 

Pseudomonas aicaligenes 1 1 Carlson et al., 1983 
Pseudomonas pseudoalcaligenes 1 1 Carlson et al., 1983 
Pseudomonas stutzeri 1 1 7 Carlson et al., 1983 Pseudomonas stutzeri 

• Lorenz and Wackernagel, '91 
Psychrobacter Immobil-
is 

Achromobacter 6 3 Juni and Heym, 1980 Psychrobacter Immobil-
is 

Achromobacter 
• Gennari et al., 1989 

Proteobacteria delta 
Campylobacter jejuni 3 3 Wang and Taylor, 1990 

Proteobacteria delta 
Campylobacter jejuni 

* • Wassenar et al., 1993 
Helicobacter pylori Campylobacter p. 6 2 Tsuda et. al., 1993 Helicobacter pylori Campylobacter p. 

* * Haas et. al., 1993 

Table 19. Data on species polymorphic for competence (with sources) 

The first columns identify the species as before. In the Data columns, the number 
of competent and noncompetent strains for this species are indicated. An asterisk in 
either of the Data columns indicates that this reference confirms the previous 
reference. 
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Table 20. Data on species that are probably polymorphic 
for competence (and the sources of the data) 

Group/Species Other Reason Strains Reference 
names for that are: 

un Com Non 
certainty com 

Gram Actinos, el c. 
Mycobacterium phlei Conflicting I Gelbart and Juhasz. 1973 

data for 1st I Sellers & Tokunaga, 1966 
strain n Bloch, Walter and 

Yamamura, 1959 

Mycobacterium smegmatis Possible I Sellers & Tokunaga, 1966 
conflict: I Tokunaga & Nakamura, '68 
Negative I Norgard and Imaeda, 1978 
data 
may be for n? Bloch, Walter and 
same strain Yamamura, 1959 

m? Bradley, 1970 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis Conflicting I Tokunaga and Nakamura, 

data for 1st 1967a 
strain I Tokunaga and Nakamura, 

1967b 
I Bloch, Walter and 

Yamamura, 1959 
n? Bradley, 1970 

Gram +:Bacilli, etc. 
Bacillus megaterium Method appa I Fukuda and Tsuzuki, 1961 

ently non-
replicable I? II Brown and Carlton, 1980 

Proteobacteria alpha 
Brady- Rhizo- Methods i-n Balassa, 1963 
rhlzobium blum j. 
japonicum 

blum j. 
demon I II Mareckov^, 1969 japonicum 
strating I Raina and Modi, 1972 
comp. nonreplicable by: Courtois, Courtois and 

Guillaume, 1988 

) 
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Group/Species Other Reason Strains Reference 
names for that are: 

un Com Non 
certainty com 

Proteobacteria gamma 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa Confiicting i-in Khan and Sen, 1967 

data for 1st I Marmur, 1961 
strain casts I Carlson et al., 1983 
doubt on I Sano and Kageyawa, 1977 
rest I Booker and Loutit, 1974 

Pseudomonas fluorescens Methods I Lambina and Mikhailova, 
'64 

non- u Khan and Sen, 1967 
replicabie n Khan and Sen, 1974a 
by last ref: • j-vm Carlson et ai., 1983 

Booker and Loutit, 1974 

Table 20. Data on species that are probably polymorphic 
for competence (and the sources of the data) 

These species are probably polymorphic, but there is some reason for doubting that 
the competent strains are competent. The designation of strains is the same as for 
Table 17. 
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REFERENCES ON CALCaJKMNDUCEO COMPETENCE 
Group/Species Other Name Temp 

Shift 
Used? 

Reference 

Bacteroides and relatives 
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicrom N Burt and Wood, 1977 

Cyanot}acteria 
Synechocystis (Lo jGloecapsa 
GO cluster) lalpicola 

N Devilly and Houghton, 1977 

Gram •••:Bacnii, etc. 
Mycoplasma hominis Y? Fumess and Cerone, 1979 
Mycoplasma salivanum Y? Cerone-McLemon and Fumess, 

1980 

Proteobacteria gamma 
Erwinia caratovora jPectobacterium 
subsp. caratovora Iproposed for 
Erwinia caratovora jthis genus 
subsp. atroseptica i 
Erwinia 
chrysanthemi 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Hinton, Perombelon and Salmond, 
1985 
Hinton, Perombelon and Salmond, 
1985 

Reverchon and Robert-Baudouy, 
1985 

Escherichia coli N Baur et. al., 1996 
Klebsiella pneumoniae Y Camprubf et al., 1989 

Salmonella typhimurium 
Vibrio cholerae 

N 
Y 
"y 

Mylroie, Friello and Chakrabarty, 
1978 
Bursztyn et al.. 1975 
Marcus et al., 1990 

REFERENCES ON PHAGE-INDUCEO COMPETENCE 
Group/Species Reference 
Gram •i-:Bacilli, etc. 

Staphylococcus aureus Rudin et al., 1974 
Proteobacteria alpha 

Rhodobacter 
spaeroides 

Rhodopseudomonas s. 
Tucker and Pemberton, 1980 

Proteobacteria gamma 
Escherichia coli Kaiser and Hogness, 1960 

Table 21. Data on species that are competent when exposed to calcium 
or certain phages (and the sources of the data) 

Most columns are as before. Some experiments demonstrating calcium-induced 
competence include a rapid temperature shift from cold to hot, others do not~ 
this is indicated in the "Temp, shift used?" column. 
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Table 22. Data on noncompetent species 
(and the sources of the data) 

Group/species Other names Evidence Reference 
Archaebacteria 

Halobacterium saiinarunrjH. halobium Art. control Cline and Doolittle, 
1987 

Gram -t-: Actinomycetes, e 
Amycolatopsis methano 

tc. 
ica Art. control Vrijbloed et al., 1995 

Corynebacterium 
glutamicum 

C. Itlium Art. control Yeh et al., 1985 

Micrococcus pyogenes 
(aureus) 

Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Marmur, 1961 

Mycobacterium bovis Conditions work
ed elsewhere 

Bradley, 1970 

Mycobacterium intracelluiare Conditions work
ed elsewhere 

Bradley, 1970 

Mycobacterium kansii Conditions work
ed elsewhere 

Bradley, 1970 

Mycobacterium sp. ATCC 9626 Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Sellers and Tokunaga, 
1966 

Riiodococcus erythropol Nocardia e. Review comment 
-Conditions 
worked 
elsewhere 

Adams and Brownell, 
1976 

Streptomyces anulatus S. griseus Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Roelants et al., 1976 

Streptomyces fradiae Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Roelants et al., 1976 

Streptomyces i^anamyceticus Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Roelants et al., 1976 

Streptomyces rimosum Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Roelants et al., 1976 

Streptomyces tenebrarius Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Roelants et al., 1976 

Streptomyces spp., other strains Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Biswas and Sen, 1971 

Gram •i-:Bacilii, etc. 
Bacillus brevis Art. control Takahashi et al., 1983 
Bacillus polymyxa Art. control Mallonee and 

Speckman, 1989 
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Table 22, continued 

Group/species Other names Evidence Reference 
Gram -t-iBacilli, etc., contin 

Bacillus sphaericus 
jed 

Review 
comment: 
Conditions 

McDonald and Buri<e, 
1984 

Brevibacterium 
lactofermentum 

Art. control Smith et al. ,1986 

Lactobacillus acidophilus Art. control Morelli et al., 1987 
Lactobacillus reuteri variety of L. 

fermentum 
Art. control Morelll et al., 1987 

Mycoplasma pulmonis Art. control Mahairas and Minion, 
1989 

Streptococcusspp. Reviewer 
assertion 

Caparon and Scott, 
1991 

Proteobacteria beta 
Alcaligenes fecalis Tested along w/ 

com spp. 
Marmur, 1961 

Neisseria cinera Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Bavre, 1967 

Pseudomonas solanacearum Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Khan and Sen, 1967 

Thiobacillus sp. strain A2 Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Yankofsky et al., 1983 

Thiobacillus neapolitanus Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Yankofsky et al., 1983 

Proteobacteria gamma 
Citrobacter freundii Escherichia 

f. 
Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Marmur, 1961 

marine isolates Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Jeffrey, Paul and 
Stewart, 1990 

Moraxella (Branhamella) 
caviae 

Neisseria c. Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Bevre, 1967 

Moraxella (Moraxella) 
phenylpyrouvica 

Reviewer 
assertion 

Henriksen, 1976 

Pseudomonas savastoni Reviewer 
assertion 

Ingraham and Carison, 
1985 

Pseudomonas spp. unspecified Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Khan and Sen, 1967 

Pseudomonas syringae, 3 strains Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Carlson et al., 1983 

i 
! 
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Group/species Other names Evidence Reference 
Eukarya: Fungi 

Candida spp. (5) Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Hansenula spp. (2) Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Saccharomyces spp. (5) Tested along w/ 
com spp. 

Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Eukarya: Protfsts 
Giardia lambia Art. control Adam, 1997 
Lesihmania major Art. control Beverley, S. M., 1997 
Plasmodium falciparum Art. control Wu et al., 1995 

Table 22. Data on noncompetent species 
(and the sources of the data) 

Most columns are as before. Regarding the third column, the evidence for 

noncompetence falls into one of the following categories: "Art. control" means that, 

as a control for an experiment demostrating artificial competence, an experiment was 

performed without the artificial treatment that resulted in no transformants. "Tested 

along w/ com spp." means that these species were tested along with other, closely 

related competent species, and that these species were shown to be noncompetent 

using the same protocol that demostrated competence in the other species. 

"Conditions worked elsewhere" means that the species failed to show competence 

when tested in conditions that worked for another species. Other entries should be 

self explanatory. 



Table 23. Habitats of species in the database 
(Table on following pages) 

NOTES: 

ALL ASTERICES INDICATE THAT THE ASSIGNMENT IS TENTATIVE, FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS 

* The evidence for competence is tentative 
** The evidence for competence is disputed by another report 
**• Achoeloplasma iaidlawii may lacic the ability to recombine the DNA it internalizes 
**** Staphylococcus aureus is only competent when it is infected with a certain lysogenic phage 
***** The evidence for noncompetence is tentative, because many conditions were not tested. 

# These species are proficient for contact-mediated gene transfer from plasmid-free, phage free donors: Haloferax 
volcanii and Sulfolobus acidocaldarius are proficient but noncompetent, the rest are both proficient and competent 

t These habitat assignments are speculative 
tt Alcaligenes fecalis was not reported to be found on plant surfaces, but is found in feces and soil 



Table 23. Habitats of species in the database 

HABITAT SEXUAL SPP. ASEXUAL SPP. 

HABITAT NAT. COMP. 
Spp. competent 
for natural 
genetic transformation 

COMP.&NONCOMP. 
Spp. includes strains 
naturally competent and 
nat. noncompetent 

CA/PHAGECOMP. 
Spp. competent for Cal
cium- or phage-mediatec 
genetic transformation 

NONCOMP. 
Spp. noncompetent 
in "natural" 
experimental conditions 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment 

Nostoc muscorum (1) 
Acinetobacter 
caicoaceticus (2) 

Synechocystis (Lo 
GC cluster) (3) 

Bacillus 
sphaericus"** (3) 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment Synechococcus 

(Marine clusterC) (1) 
Pseudomonas 
alcallgenes (^2)-|- Escherichia coii (2) 

Alcaligenes 
fecalis**" (2) 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment 

Synech. (Synecho
coccus cluster) (1) 

Pseudomonas 
fluorescens" (3) 

Klebsiella 
pneumoniae (3) 

Citrobacter 
freundii**** (2) 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment 

Synechocystis (Hi 
GC cluster) (1) 

Pseudomonas 
stutzeri (3) 

Pseudomonas 
putida (2) 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment 

Deinooccus 
radiodurans (2)1 

Mycobacterium 
smegmatis" (3) Vibrio cholerae (3) 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment 

Achoieplasma 
laldlawli*" (3) 

Salmonella 
typhimurium (3) 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment 

Methylobacterium 
organophilum (2) 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment 

Franclsella 
tularensis subsp. 
novicida (2) 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment 

Methyiococcus 
capsulatus (2) 

Freshwater & 
Freshwater 
sediment 

Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa" (3) 



Table 23, continued 

HABITAT NAT. COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA/PHAGE COMP. NONCOMP. 
Freshwater & FW 
sed. continued 

Pseudomonas 
mendocina ^2) 

Freshwater & FW 
sed. continued 

Yersinia 
enterocoiitica |3)t 

Anoxic Freshwater 
& Freshwater 

sediment 

Methanobacterium 
thermautotrophicum (1) 

Chlorobium 
limicoia (1) 

Thiobacillus sp. 
strain A2"" (1) 

Anoxic Freshwater 
& Freshwater 

sediment Methylobacterium 
organophilum (2) 

Anoxic Freshwater 
& Freshwater 

sediment 

Rhodobacter 
sphaeroides (1) 

Anoxic Freshwater 
& Freshwater 

sediment 

Thiobacillus sp. 
strain Y (1) 

Anoxic Freshwater 
& Freshwater 

sediment 

Thio. thioparus (2) 
Salt water & salt 
water sediment Bacillus cereus** (2) 

Psychrobacter 
immobills (1) Vibrio cholerae (3)| 

Haloferax volcanll 

i P) 

Salt water & salt 
water sediment 

Bacillus stearo-
thermophiius (3) 

Pseudomonas 
stutzeri (3) 

l-lalobacterlum 
salinarum**" (1) 

Salt water & salt 
water sediment 

Vibrio sp. 
.t5.amp.be!li?). .(.1).... 

Bacillus 
sphaericus"" (3) 

Salt water & salt 
water sediment 

marine 
isolates**** (1) 

Anoxic salt water 
& salt water 
sediment 

Methanococcus 
maripaludis (1) 

Thiobacillus nea-
politanus**** (1) 

Anoxic salt water 
& salt water 
sediment Methanococcus 

voltae (1) 

Anoxic salt water 
& salt water 
sediment 

Chlorobium 
vlbrioforme (1) 



Table 23, continued 

HABITAT NAT. COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA/PHAGE COMP. NONCOMP. 

Hot Freshwater 
Thermus 
acquaticus (1) 

Synechocystis (Lo 
GO cluster} (3) 

Sulfolobus 
acldocaldarius# (1J Hot Freshwater 

Thermus spp. (3 
othersj......... .(.1,).... 
Bacillus stearo-
thermophilus (3) 

Soil 
Deinooccus 
radiodurans 

Bacillus 
megaterium [1) 

Synechocystis (Lo 
GO cluster) (3) 

Rhodococcus ery-
thropolis**" (1j Soil 

Acholeplasma 
laldlawii*" (3) Bacillus subtllls# (2) 

Klebsiella 
pneumoniae (3) 

Brevlbact. lacto-
fermentum**" (1) 

Soil 

Bacillus 
amyloiiquefaciens (1) 

Bradyrhizobium 
japonicum* (2) 

Salmonella 
typhimurium (3) 

Bacillus 
polymyxa**" (1J 

Soil 

B. cereus" (2) 
Pseudomonas 
alcaligenes (2)-)- B. sphaericus"" (3) 

Soil 

B. licheniformis (2) P. pseudoalcalig. (2Jj B. brevis*"** (2) 

Soil 

B. stearo-
thermophilus (3) 

Pseudomonas 
stutzeri (3) 

Clostridium aceto-
butilicum**** (1J 

Soil 

Agrobacteium 
tumefaciens (2) 

Mycobacterium 
smegmatis" (3) 

Pseudomonas sol-
anacearum**" (2) 

Soil 

A. radiobacter* (1) 
A. rubi* (2) 

Acinetobacter 
calcoaceticus (2) 

Soil 

Bradyrhizobium 
lupinl* (2) 
B, sp, (Vigna)* (2) 



Table 23, continued 

HABITAT NAT. COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA/PHAGE COMP. NONCOMP. 

Soil, continued 
Rhizoblum 
leguminosarum* (2) 
R. melii'oti" j 2") 
Thlobaclllus 
thioparus ( 2 )  
Azotobacter 
chroococcum ( 1 )  
A. vinelandii (1 )  
Methylococcus 
capsulatus ( 2 )  
Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa** 
P. mendoclna 

( 3 )  
( 2 )  

Yersinia 
enterocolitlca mi 

Soil & Decaying 
plant matter 

Streptomyces spp. 
.(Six„sppj:. (1).. 
Pseudomonas 
fluorescens (3) 

Pseudomonas 
pytida 

Streptomyces spp. 
(Six.sRR£::: m 

E. chrysanthemi (2)t 
Feces, Soil, plant 
surfaces 

Corynebacterlum 
glutamicum (1) 
Thermoactino-
myces vulgaris (1), also compost 

Alcaligenes 
fecalls**** 



Table 23, continued 

HABITAT NAT. COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA/ PHAGE COMP. NONCOMP. 

Plant surfaces 
Badllus 
llcheniformis (2) 

Mycobacterium 

p.Me.!::. iiL Bacillus brevis**** (2) Plant surfaces 

Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa** (3) 
P7 
mangiferaeindicae (2) 

Bacillus (2) 
Pseudomonas 
savastoni**** (2) 
Pseudomonas 
syringae**** (2) 

Plant tissues 
Pseudomonas 
mangiferaeindicae (2) 

Pseudomonas 
fiuorescens** (3) Erwinia caratovora (2) 

Pseudomonas sol-
anacearum**** (2) Plant tissues 

Splroplasma citrl (1 \ P. pseudoalcaiigenes { 2 )  E. chrvsanthemi (2) P. svrlnqae**** (2) 
Plant 
hypertrophies 

Agrobacteium 
tumefaclens** (2) 

Bradyrhizobium 
japonlcum' (2) 

Pseudomonas 
savastoni**** (2) 

Plant 
hypertrophies 

A. rubi* (2) 
Bradyrhizobium 
lupini* (2) 

.(2.1... 
Rhizobium 
ieguminosarum* (2 )  
R/meliioFF (2)"" 

Gastrointestinal 
tract 

Selenomonas 
rumlnantlum* (1) 

Eii^enella 
corrodens (2) 

Bacteroides 
theta io taomicrom (1)  

Lactobacillus 
acidophilus**** (3) 

Gastrointestinal 
tract 

Campylobacter 
.coll .(1.1... 

Campylobacter 

i.eiu!?.| .C.I.L.. 
Salmonella 
typhlmurium (3) 

Lactobacillus 
reuterl**** (3) 

Gastrointestinal 
tract 

Yersinia 
enterocolitica (3) Helicobacter pylori (1) 

Klebsiella 
pneumoniae (3) 

Citrobacter 
freundll**** ( 2 }  

Gastrointestinal 
tract 

Vibrio cholerae (3) 
Escherichia coli (2) 



Table 23, continued 

HABITAT NAT. COMP. COMP. & NONCOMP. CA/PHAGE COMP. NONCOMP. 
Oral cavity/ Tooth 
surface 

Acholeplasma 
laidlawii"* .(31 
Streptococcus 
sanguis (1 )  
Cardiobacterium 
hominis (2 )  
Moraxella (Bran-
hamella) cuniculi (1 )  
Staphylococcus 
aureus"" (2)  
Streptococcus 
pneumoniae (1 )  
Moraxella (B.) 
catarrhalis (1 )  
KIngella kingae 

ninnnntn 
.....(..1.).... 

M \ 

N. fiava .....(..1.).... 
N. lactamica (1 )  
N. meningitidis JIL.  
N. sicca (1 )  
N. subfiava (1 )  
Cardiobacterium 
hominis (2 )  
IHaemophiius 
paraintluenzae (1 )  
H. Influenzae # (1 )  
H. parasuis (1 )  

Streptococcus 
mutans 

Eikenella 
corrodens 

ill 

m.. 

Mycoplasma 
saliyarium (1) 

Lactobacillus 
reuteri**" 

Lactobacillus 
.(31 

1.3.1. 
Moraxella (B.) 
cavlae**** (2 )  

Mycoplasma 
pulmonis*"* (1)  
Neisseria 
cinera**** (1 )  
Moraxella (B.) 
caviae*"" (2)  

Nasal cavity/ 
respiratory tract 



HABITAT NAT. COMP. COMP.&NONCOMP. CA/PHAGE COMP. NONCOMP. 
Conjunctiva & 
Nasopharynx 

Moraxella (Bran-
hamella) ovis (IJ 
Ivtoraxella 
(Moraxella) bovis (1) 
M. (M.) lacunata {1) 

Animal tissue 
Mycobacterium 
avium* (1) 

Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis*' (1) 

Mycobacterium 
bovis**** (1} Animal tissue 

Francisella 
tularensis subsp. 
novicida (2) 

M, intra-
ceiluiare"** (1) 

Animal tissue 

M. kansii**** (1) 

Animal skin 
Microccocus 
lu teus  (1 )  
Staphylococcus 
aureus*"* (2) 
S. epldemiis* (1) 

Urogenital tract 
Neisseria 
gonorrhoeae # (1) 

Mycobacterium 
smegmatis (3) 

Mycoplasma 
hominis (1) 

Lactobacillus 
reuteri**** (3) Urogenital tract 

Moraxella (Mor
axella) urethralis (1) L. acidophilus**** (3) 

Urogenital tract 

Moraxella (M.) 
phenylpyrouvica 

(1 )  
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How different types of spp. 
were classified 

Method for resolving 
equivocal branches 

Comp
etent 
spp. 

Spp. 
Prob
ably 
comp
e ten t  

Spp. 
cap
able of 
Caor  
phage-
medi-
ated 
comp
etence 

Profi
cient 
Spp 

Spp. 
Prob
ably 
Non-
comp
e ten t  

Resolution biased to 
make competence 
ancestral 

Resolution biased to 
make 
noncompetence 
ancestral 

Comp. Comp. Comp. Comp. Non
comp. None None 

Comp. Comp. Comp. Non
comp. 

Non
comp. None No Data 

Comp. Non
comp. 

Non
comp. 

Non
comp. 

Non
comp. 

1) Oxic Salt Water & 
Noncompetence 

1) Salt Water & 
Noncompetence 
2) Gastrointest. tract 
& Noncompetence 

Comp. Nei
ther  

Non
comp. 

Non
comp. 

Non
comp. 

1) Salt Water & 
Noncompetence 
2) Oxic Salt Water & 
Noncompetence 
3) Respiratory tract 
& Competence 

No Data 

Table 24, Results of phylogenetic analysis of possible correlates of 
noncompetence and of competence 

Results of concentrated-changes tests for correlation between certain habitats and 
competence or noncompetence are presented. Different rows represent different 
ways of classifying species as competent and noncompetent. The first five columns 
indicate whether certain categories of species were classified as competent (Comp.) 
or noncompetent (Noncomp.). The entries in the lower right hand boxes indicate 
which correlations were "significant" at the 5% level, as described in the text. 
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Species {Evidence 1 Reference 
Active donors : 

1 
Haloferax iGene transfer with live donors but not iMevarech and 
volcanii Iwith purified ONA; transfer bidirectional iWerczberger, 1985 

Sulfolobus IGene transfer with live donors but not IGrogan, 1996 
actdccaldarius Iwith purified ONA; transfer bidirectional t 

Bacillus iDNA transfer inhibited when DNA lOrrego, Amaud and 
subtilis 1 synthesis inhibited in donors; Contact iHalvorson, 1978 

i required for gene transfer : 

Spiroplasma IGene transfer requires cell contact iBanroso and Labardre , 
citri iduring specific stage:no F factors foundi1988 
Neisseria iGene transfer by contact correlated iCatlin, 1982 
gonorrhoeae Iwith competence, not conjugation 
Haemophilus IGene transfer by contact correlated lAlbritton, Setlow and 
influenzae Iwith competence, not conjugation iSlaney, 1982 

Haemophilus IContact enhances gene transfer jLeidy, Jaffee and 
parainfluenzae I [Alexander, 1962 
Pseudomonas |DNA transfer inhibited when DNA iStewart, Carlson and 
stutzeri Isynthesis inhibited in donors; transfer llngraham, 1983 

jbidirectionall transfer much more 
iefficient when intact donors used 1 

Passive donors 
Methano- 1 Cells lyse in stationary phase IBertani and Baresi, 
coccus voltae 11987 
Bacillus cereusjCells lyse easily [Anderson and Fraser, 

: 11968 
Bacillus |DNA release increases in death phase ILorenz, Gerjets, and 
subtilis [cultures IWackernagel, 1991 
Streptococcus iCompetent cells susceptible to iMorrison, Mannarelli and 
pneumoniae 1 autolysis iVijayakumar, 1982 

Streptococcus |DNA released is proportional to |Birge, 1988 
pneumoniae icompetence 
Neisseria iHigh levels of autolysis when growth iSeifert and So, 1991 
gonorrhoeae Ipoor 
Neisseria 1 Extremely high levels of autolysis ICatlin, 1960 
meningitidis : 

Table 25 Active (i.e. contact-mediated) and passive DNA 
donation: A summary of the evidence 
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Table 26. The levels of competence during different culture stages. 

Liquid culture growth is divided into three stages: exponential phase, stationary 

phase, and a "boundary" stage between exponential growth and stationary phase. 

The equality/ inequality symbols indicate the level of competence in different stages. 

For example Bndry > Exp > Stat means that competence was highest in the boundary 

stage and lowest in the stationary stage. The different "Stages when competent" 

categories are grouped into three supercategories: the first group of species that are 

competent at all stages, a second group of species that are competent only during 

certain stages, and a third group of species for which some stages have not been 

investigated. 

Stages when 
competent 

Species Group Reference 

All stages: 
All stages = Chlorobium limtcola Bacteriodes. etc Ormerod, 1987 

All stages: 
All stages = 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae Proteob. p Biswas et al., 1977 

All stages: 
All stages = 

Thermus thermoph. Primitive Bac. Hidaka et. al.. 1994 

All stages: 
All stages = 

Franciseila tularensis 
subsp. noviclda 

Proteob. y Tyeryar and Lawton, 
1970  

Exp highest Synechococcus 
(Marine cluster C) PCC 
Synechococcus 
(Marine cluster C) PCC 

Cyanobac. 

Cyanobac. 

Essich et al. . 1990 

Stevens and Porter, 
1980  

Exp highest 

Synechococcus 
(Synechococcus 
cluster) PCC 6301 

Cyanobac. Orkwiszewski and 
Kaney, 1974 

Bndry highest Synechocystis (Hi GC 
cluster) PCC 6803 

Cyanobac. Grigorieva and 
Shestakov, 1982 

Bndry highest 

Streptomyces Hi GC Gram+ Roelants et al., 1976 

Bndry highest 

Acinetobacter 
calcoaceticus 

Pseudomonas stutzeri 

Hi GC Gram+ 
Proteob. Y 

Proteob. Y 

Roelants et al., 1976 
Juni and Janik. 1969 
Lorenz, Gerjets and 
Wackernagel, 1991 
Carlson et al., 1983 
Lorenz and 
Wackernagel, 1991 
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Table 26, continued 

Stages when 
competent 

Species Group Reference 

Bndry = Exp > 
Stat 

Deinococcus 
radiodurans 

Primitive Bac. Tirgari and Moseley, 
1980  

Bndry = Exp > 
Stat 

Neisseria meningitidis Proteob. P Catlin, 1960 
Bndry > Exp > 
Stat 

Microccocus iuteus Hi GC Gram+ Kloos, 1969 

Stat highest Vibrio sp. D-19 Proteob. Y Frischer, 1991 
Stat > Bndry > 
Exp 

Haemophilus 
influenzae 

Proteob. T Wise et al., 1973 

Exp only Spiroplasma citri Lx) GC Gram+ Ban'oso and Labar^re , 
1988  

Exp only 

Staphylococcus 
aureus 

Lo GC Gram+ Lindberg, Sjostrom and 
Johansson, 1972 

Exp only 

Streptococcus 
pneumoniae 

Lo GC Gram+ Tomasz and Hotchkiss, 
1964  

Exp only 

Streptococcus sanguis Lo GC Gram+ Lawson and Gooder, 

Exp only 

Pseudomonas 
solanacearum 

Proteob. P Boucher and Sequeira, 
1978  

Exp>Bndry>=0 
. Stat 
unknown 

Bradyrhizobium sp. 
(Vigna) 

Proteob. a Raina and Modi, 1971 Exp>Bndry>=0 
. Stat 
unknown 

Methylobacterium 
organophilum 

Proteob. a O'Connor, Wopat and 
Hanson, 1977 

Exp>Bndry>=0 
. Stat 
unknown 

Rhizobium 
leguminosarum 

Proteob. a Ellis, Kalz and 
Doncaster, 1962 

Bndry only Bacillus 
amyloliquefaciens 

Lo GC Gram+ Coukoulis and Campbell, 
1971 

Bndry only 

Bacillus cereus Lo GC Gram+ Felkner and Wyss, 1964 

Bndry &Stat. 
not Exp 

Bacillus subb'iis Lo GC Gram+ Dubnau, 1991 
Lorenz, Gerjets, and 
Wackernagel, 1991 

Bndry &Stat. 
not Exp 

Campylobacter coli Proteob. 5 Wang and Taylor, 1990 
Stat only Mycobacterium phlei Hi GC Gram+ Bloch, Walter and 

Yamamura, 1959 
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Table 26, continued 

Stages when 
competent 

Species Group Reference 

Status of certain stages known, other stages unknown 
Exp Synechococcus 

(Synechococcus 
cluster) PCC 7942 

Cyanobac. Grigorieva and 
Shestakov, 1982 

Mycobacterium sp. 
ATCC 9033 

Hi GC Gram+ Sellers and Tokunaga, 
1966  

Bacillus 
stearothermophilus 

Lo GC Grann+ Streips and Young, 
1969  

Streptococcus mutans Lo GC Gram+ Kuramatsu and Long, 
1982  

Bradyrhizobium lupini Proteob. a Balassa, 1963 
Rhizobium meliloti Proteob. a Balassa, 1963 
Eikeneila corrodens Proteob. P Tenjum, Hagen and 

Bevre, 1985 

Kingella kingae Proteob. P Bovre and Fr0holm, 
1972  

Neisseria eloganta Proteob. P B0vre, Fugelsang and 
Henriksen, 1972 

Thiobacillus thioparus Proteob. P Yankofsky et al., 1983 
Azotobacter vinelandii Proteob. Y Page and Sadoff, 1976 
Cardiobacterium 
hominis 

Proteob. Y Tonjum, Hagen and 
Bevre, 1985 

Moraxella 
(Branhamella) ovis 

Proteob. Y Bevre and Holten, 1970 

Moraxella (Moraxella) 
bovis 

Proteob. Y Bovre and Froholm, 
1972  

Pseudomonas Proteob. Y Carlson et al., 1983 

Psychrobacter 
immobilis 

Proteob. Y Jun i  and  Heym,  1980  

Saccharomyces aceti Fungi Khan and Sen, 1974b 
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Table 26, continued 

Stages when 
competent 

Species Group Reference 

Status of certain stages known, other stages unknown 
Exp » Bndry Mycobacterium 

smegmatis 
Hi GC Gram+ Sellers and Tokunaga, 

1966  
Exp » Bndry Mycobacterium 

smegmatis 
Hi GC Gram+ 

Norgard and Imaeda, 
1978  

Exp » Bndry 

Moraxelia (B.) 
catarrhalis 

Proteob. Y Hoke and Vedros, 
1982; Catlin and 
Cunningham, 1961 

Exp > Bndry Haemophilus 
aegyptius 

Proteob. Y Leidy. Jaffee and 
Alexander, 1962 

Bndry > Exp Acholelasma laidlawii Lo GC Gram+ Liss and Maniloff, 1972 Bndry > Exp 
Bradyrhizobium 
japonicum 

Proteob. a Raina and Modi, 1972 
Bndry > Exp 

Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 

Proteob. Y Khan and Sen, 1967 

Bndry > Exp 

Candida utilis Fungi Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Bndry > Exp 

Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae 

Fungi Khan and Sen, 1974b 

Bndry > Exp 

Saccharomyces meliis Fungi Khan and Sen, 1974b 
Bndry Haloferax volcanii Archaea Cline, Schaikwyk and 

Doolittle, 1989 
Bndry 

Suifolobus 
acidocaldarius 

Archaea Grogan, 1996 

Bndry 

Chlorobium Bacteriodes, etc Kjaerulff et al., 1994 

Bndry 

Synechococcus 
(Synechococcus 
cluster) PCC 7943 

Cyanobac. Shestakov and Khyen, 
1970  

Bndry 

Synechocystis (Hi GC 
cluster) PCC 6702 

Cyanobac. Grigorieva and 
Shestakov, 1982 

Bndry 

Streptomyces griseus Hi GC Gram+ Biswas and Sen, 1971 

Bndry 

Streptomyces spp. Hi GC Gram+ Biswas and Sen, 1971 

Bndry 

Streptomyces 
viridifaciens 

Hi GC Gram+ Biswas and Sen, 1971 

Bndry 

Neisseria lactamica Proteob. P Hoke and Vedros, 1982 

Bndry 

Pseudomonas 
fluorescens 

Proteob. Y Khan and Sen, 1974a 

Bndry 

Pseudomonas 
mangiferaeindicae 

Proteob. Y Khan and Sen, 1967 
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Table 26, continued 

Stages when 
competent 

Spedes Group Reference 

Status of certain stages known, other stages unknown 
Outgrowing 
spores 

Thermoactinomyces 
vulgaris 

Lo GC Gram-i- Hopwood and Wright, 
1972  
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Table 27. The effects of divalent cations on natural competence 

Divalent cations that enhance or inhibit competence in a species are listed in the 
"Enhancers" or "Inhibitors" column, respectively. 

Group/Species i Other Name | Cation | Reference 
Enhancers 1 Inhibitors 

Archaea 
Haioferax volcanii |Haiobacterium 

Ivolcanii 
Mg Rosenshine et. al., 1989 

Methanococcus voltae Ca Bertani and Barest, 1987 
Bacteriodes and Relatives 

Chlorobium limicolal Ca iMendez-Alvarez et al., 1994 
Cvanoliacteria 

Synechococcus Agmeneilum 
(Marine cluster C) quadri-

plicatum 

Ca Stevens and Porter, 1980 

Deeoiy branchinq Eubacteria 
Deinococcus | Micrococcus 
radiodurans jradiodurans 

Ca Tirgari and Moseley, 1980 

Thermus thermophilus Ca,Mg Koyama et al., 1986 
Gram -f: Actinomvcetes. etc. 

Microccocus iuteus IM. lyso-
jdeikticus 

Ca,Mg 
Ba,Sr 

Kloos, 1969 

Mycobacterium smegmatis Ca, 
Mg 

Norgard and Imaeda, 1978 

Gram -fiBaciiii. etc. 
Staphylococcus aureus Ca,Mg 

Ba 
Fe Rudin et al., 1974 

Staphylococcus epidermis Ca Mitra (Bandyopadhyay) et al., 
1985  

Proteobacteria alpha 
Bradyrhizobium IRhlzoblum 
japonicum Ijaponicum 

Mg Raina and Modi, 1972 

Bradyrhizobium jRhizobium 1. 
lupini 

Ca,Mg Zn.Mo Balassa, 1963 
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Table 27. The effects of divalent cations on natural competence 
(continued) 

Group/Species Other Name |Cation (Reference 
Enhancers | Inhibitors 

Proteobacteria gamma 
Azotobacter vinelandii Mg ca Page and Sadoff, 1976 
Francisella 
tularensis subsp. 
novicida 

Pasteurella 
novicida 

Ca Tyeryar and Lawton, 1970 

Haemophilus influen 
Moraxella 
(Branhamella) ovis 

zae 
Neisseria o.? Mg 

Wise at al., 1973 
B0vre and Hoiten, 1970 

Pseudomonas fluorescens Ca,Mg Khan and Sen, 1974a 
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CHAPTER 4; GRAND SUMMARY 

Natural genetic transformation probably exists for the same reason that other 

sexual processes exisL But what this reason is has not yet been established. Many 

ecologists contend that sex exists because it creates ad£^tive variation in response to 

environmental variation. Many geneticists maintain that sex exists to prevent the 

accumulation of deleterious mutations. Many molecular biologists believe that sex 

exists to repair DNA damage. And finally some argue that natural genetic 

transformation is not a sexual process at all, but is a serendipitous consequence of the 

uptake of DNA for feeding and the integration of some of that DNA for some other 

reason. 

I have gathered information that should help determine which of these 

explanations is correct. This information consists of three subjects: the life history of B. 

subtilis, the relationships between sex, dispersal and dormancy in a variety of 

organisms, and the evolutionary history of natural competence. 

My investigation of B. subtilis concerns the relationship between two of its life 

history states. B. subtilis, like many other microorganisms, produces spores, and has 

facultative sex. In other microorganisms for which information is known, facultative 

sex is associated with either spore fonnation or spore germination. I investigated 

whether this was the case for 5. subtilis. 

It was not. Unlike the other microorganisms, in B. subtilis there are tradeoffs 

between sex and spore formation. First, competent cells that become spores take longer 

to do so than noncompetent cells that become spores. Thus sex delays spore formation. 

Second, competent cells are less likely to become spores than identically situated 

noncompetent cells. In other words, most cells that have sex do not become spores, 

IL 
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and naost cells that become spores are nonsexual cells. Thus sex and spore formation 

are alternatives. Third, competence is low among prespores and spores. That heat-

resistant spores and prespores exhibit any competence at all is surprising, since these 

cells are believed to be metabolically dormant Nevertheless almost all cells that become 

spores are nonsexuaL Finally, others have shown that germinating spores do not 

become competent. Thus sex is unassociated with the germination of spores. 

These tradeoffs are not predicted by most ecological hypotheses for 

transformation. Instead they predict that, when sex is facultative, it should be 

associated with the spore state, because that state is more dormant and more dispersable. 

The pattern I observed was not only inconsistent with the theory, but also inconsistent 

with the general observation that sex is usually associated with a dormancy and disperal. 

Was B. subtilis a unique exception? I searched for similar exceptional life 

histories among other organisms. These life histories shouuld violate one or both of 

two rules: first, that sexual propagules are more dormant than asexual propagules, and 

second, that sexual propagules arc more dispersable than asexual propagules. Among 

some common plant pathogenic fungi, I found exceptions to both rules. Though 

exceptions exist, the first rule still seems appropriate for most heterogonic organisms. 

However, the second rule does not. 

Only two of the four best-known ecological hypotheses make the correct 

prediction for the predominant dormancy-dispersal-sex relationship. According to my 

analysis, the red queen hypothesis and the sib-competition hypothesis make the 

incorrect prediction that sex should usually be associated with less dormant and less 

dispersable propagules. In addition, one of the two remaining hypotheses, the best man 

hypothesis, implausibly predicts why certain fiingi arc exceptions to the general rule. 
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Thus only the tangled bank hypothesis plausibly explains both the general pattern and 

the exceptional life history patterns. 

I have fav(xed universal explanations for these life history patterns rather than 

case-by-case explanations for a reason. Because the different ecological hypotheses 

make different predictions, any sex-donnancy-dispersal relationship may be explained 

by using the particular ecological hypothesis that fits it Therefore an explanation that 

only fit particular cases should be avoided unless it is supported by compelling evidence 

aside from the life history data. 

Like the tangled bank hypotheses, the mutational hypotheses and the repair 

hypothesis can explain the sex-dormancy-dispersal data. These explanations depend on 

a certain interpretation of these hypotheses, that sex should usually be associated with 

early-produced propagules rather than late-produced propagules. This subsidiary 

prediction has not yet been investigated. 

There are significant features of the B. subtilis life history that do not involve 

the spore-competence relationship. The different hypotheses I have described can be 

applied to these other features. The details of the development of competence, the 

induction of transformation, the details of the transformation process, the timing of the 

release of DNA, and the timing of the release of DNase all seem most consistent with 

the DNA repair hypothesis and least consistent with the DNA-as-food hypothesis. 

Some hypotheses of transformation make predictions about its history. Many of 

these hypotheses predict that the need for natural competence is and was ubiquitous. 

One variation-based argument predicts that noncompetent lineages are doomed to 

extinction. And a hypothesis about the costs of competence predicts that competence 

may be associated with certain habitats. I have reconstructed the evolutionary history of 

natural competence to test these predicitons. 
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My results provide evidence for five generalizations about the phylogenetic 

distribution of competence: 

1) Competence is taxonomically widespread. 

That no major procaryotic group lacks competent species attests to the taxonomic 

ubiquity of competence. 

2) Competence is pkylogenetically primitive. 

The most recent ancestors of all of the major procaryotic groups, and of aU of 

life, were probably competent, with the possible exception of the ancestor of the gram-

positive bacteria. 

3) Competence is easy-to-lose. 

The loss of competence probably has occurred many times, as indicated both by 

the reconstructed histories of competence, and by the existence of polymorphic species. 

The most significant loss occurred in primitive eucaryotes. Among procaryotes, most 

of the losses appear to have occurred recently, with possible exceptions in the gram-

positive bacteria the Enterobacteriaceae and the Pseudomonaceae. 

4) Competence is evolutionarilly variable. 

Among procaryotes, competence varies a great deal in its phase- and 

envirorunental-regulation. These variations are phylogenetically widespread rather than 

clumped. Such variations indicate that "competence" may actually encompass several 

different types of procaryotic sexual systems, such as self-regulated natural competence, 

environmentally-regulated natural competence, and serendipitous competence. 

5) Competence is negatively correlated with certain habitats 

Competence may be rarer in certain habitats, perhaps because DNA is less stable 

in those habitats. In addition, competence appears to be favored in a habitat where DNA 

is very stable, the respiratory tracts of vertebrates. 
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These patterns are consistent with most of the aforementioned predicitons. That 

competence is widespread and primitive is consistent with the idea that the need for sex 

is ubiquitous. The evidence concerning 1) recent noncompetent lineages and 2) 

polymorphic species suggests that competence confers both 1) long-term and 2) short-

term advantages. That competence is (sometimes) negatively correlated with certain 

habitats may mean that the costs of transfoimadon determine its occurrence. However, 

that competence is not only a stationary phase phenomenon is inconsistent with the 

DNA repair (and other) hypotheses. 
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APPENDIX 1; EVIDENCE FOR HEAT RESISTANT 

NONSPORES 

Two types of experiments produced evidence that some heat-resistant cells were 

not spores: heat-survivor curves and heated-cell resuspension experiments. The heat-

survivor curves suggest that there were three heat-sensitivity classes of cells in the 

cultures: heat-resistant spores, moderately heat-resistant nonspores, and heat-sensitive 

nonspores . The heated-cell resuspension experiments suggest that the heat-resistant 

cells transformed at time 0 were nonspores rather than spores: these cells had different 

"stickiness" properties than the transformed spores formed later. 

I. Heat Survivor Data: Evidence for Two Types of Heat-Resistant 

Cells 

Heat-survivor curves reveal the number of heat-sensitivity classes within a 

culture (Gould, 1971). This is based on the following reasoning. Rrst, heat has a 

predictable effect on cell survival: if the fraction of cells surviving at heat-dose x is z, 

the fraction of cells surviving at heat-dose 2x is (Roberts and Hitchins, 1969). Thus 

the log of survival is a straight line function of the heat dose with a negative slope. The 

slope of the log-survivor curve depends on heat-sensitivity; more sensitive populations 

die off more quickly and thus have steeper negative slopes. 

If a culture consists of more than one type of cell, the different types of cells 

may have different heat-sensitivities. Thus the log-survivor curve of a mixed culture 

may be a combination of straight lines with different slopes. Therefore one may use log 

survivor data to deduce the number of sensitivity classes in a culture (Gould, 1971). 
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The number of lines (aJca. phases) needed to produce a good "fit" for the log-survivor 

data indicates the minimum number of sensitivity classes. It just a minimiim estimate 

because some sensitivity classes may escape detection; Sensitivity classes existing at 

low ftequencies in the culture may not affect the survivor data enough to influence the 

shape of the survivor curve. 

The log heat-survivor data for the cultures that contained transformable heat-

resistant cells suggest that three heat-sensitivity classes exist (Figs. 5,6). These data are 

separated into three data sets based on experimental conditions. To determine the 

minimum number of phases needed to "fit" each of the three data sets, I attempted to 

draw theoretical heat-survivor curves made of lines that did not pass outside of the 

standard deviations of any of the data points. (Some data points were based on only 

one measurement and therefore did not have standard deviations; these data were 

ignored). I was not able to "fit" the data of any of the three data sets using just two 

lines; I was able to "fit" the data of all three graphs using only three lines (Fig. 6). 

These three-phase theoretical curves suggest that at least three sensitivity-classes exist in 

these cultures. 

The slopes of these three lines represent the heat sensitivity of three classes of 

cells. The first part of the theoretical survivor curve in each graph consists of a steeply 

declining line from 0 to 2 minutes, which represents a class of cells that are very heat-

sensitive. The second part of each theoretical curve consists of a moderately declining 

line starting at 2 minutes and ending somewhere between 30 and 60 minutes. These 

second lines represent a class of cells that arc moderately heat-resistant The third part 

of each curve starts where the second part ends and is relatively flat These lines 

represent a class of very heat-resistant cells. 
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There aie two ways to explain why three classes of heat-sensitivity might exist 

(Gould, 1971). The first is that three different types of cells exist, and each type of cell 

has a different heat-sensitivity. The second is more complicated. The heat-sensitivity of 

a population of sinular cell may actually change during the heating process, so that the 

population may start out with one heat sensitivity and end up with a different heat 

sensitivity. For example spores produced in environments with few cations become 

more heat resistant when heated in solutions with many cations, so their initial heat 

resistance is low and their heat resistance after heating is higher (Alderton et al., 1964). 

Thus a transition on a graph from one heat-sensitivity class to another may reflect a 

change in the heat-resistance of one type of cell rather than the existence of two types of 

cells. 

To distinguish between these two explanations, one investigates the shape of the 

experimental heat-survivor curves where the curve's slope is changing (Gould, 1971). 

When the different slopes (i.e. different sensitivity classes) are caused by different types 

of cells, the transition from one slope to another should be abrupt When the different 

slopes are caused by a change in the heat-sensitivity of one type of cell, the slope of the 

curve should change gradually. 

I think that the three heat-sensitivity classes in my curves probably represent 

three different types of cells. The transition fix)m the nearly vertical line representing the 

first heat sensitivity class to the second line is abrupt and obvious, therefore the major 

question concerns the remainder of the curve. But it is difficult to tell whether the 

transition from the second line to the third line is abrupt or gradual. Other grounds for 

suspecting three classes are that the conditions in which these experiments took place do 

not resemble to conditions in which spores exhibited an changing heat resistance. 
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Like the slope, the y-inteicept of each of the thiee lines has an important 

meaning. Each y intercept value yields the cell density of that type of cell in the 

unhealed, "0 minute" culture; the y intercept is the log of that cell density. The y 

intercepts of the first, second and third lines are ^proximately 8,5 and 3, respectively; 

thus the cell densities are approximately lO^.lO^, and 10^, respectively. Since the first, 

second and third lines probably represent heat-sensidve, moderately heat-resistant and 

very heat-resistant cells, respectively, the unheated cultures probably consist of around 

10® heat-sensitive cells/ml, 10® moderately heat-resistant cells/ml, and 10^ very heat-

resistant cells/ml. 

The heat-resistant cells that were transformed were cells that survived 10 or 20 

minutes of heating; these cells were probably moderately heat-resistant cells. The 

theoretical curves of Figure 6 can be used to deduce the quantity of each of the three cell 

types that would survive 10 or 20 minutes of heat treatment. At either of these times, all 

of the heat-sensitive cells should have been killed. Many of the moderately heat-

resistant cells would also have been killed, but around 10^ cells/ml would have 

survived. Almost all of the very heat-resistant cells would have survived, so their 

density would be 10^ cells/ml. Thus most (over 90%) of the cells that survived the 10 

or 20 minute heat-treatment would have been moderately heat-resistant cells. 

II. The Recovery of Resuspended Heated-Cells: 

Evidence for Two Types ff Heat-Resistant Cells 

The triphasic heat-survivor curves suggest that my cultures contained two 

different classes of heat-resistant cells. Another experimental result also suggests that 

there are two different types of heat-resistant cells. The application of the different 
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sampling procedures for heat-resistant cells suggest that the heat-iesistant cells existing 

when the incubation in sporulation media started were qualitatively different £com the 

heat-resistant cells that were formed in the sporulation media. 

These experiments and their results, briefly described here, were also described 

(for a different reason) in the Methods section (Section 2). These experiments were 

performed to determine the percentage of heat-resistant cells that could be recovered 

after being pelleted in a centrifuge and resuspended in a salt solution. Samples of heat-

resistant cells from the sporulation-media cultures were taken at diflferent times and 

prepared in three different ways; (1) samples were heated, cooled but not resuspended, 

(2) samples were heated, cooled, pelleted and resuspended in an equal volume of 

Spizizen Salts, and (3) samples were heated, cooled, pelleted and resuspended in a 

smaller volume of Spizizen Salts. The percentage of heat-resistant cells recovered after 

resuspension was calculated by dividing the number of cells of the resuspended samples 

by the number of cells of the nonresuspended samples. 

There was a difference in the recovery data for samples taken early and samples 

taken later the percentage of heat resistant cells recovered after resuspension in a small 

volume was lower in the early samples. When heat-resistant cells from early samples 

(times 0-6) were pelleted and resuspended in a smaller, concentrating volume of 

Spizizen Salt solution, most of them were not recovered (median recovery = 9%, Table 

3b). Yet when heat-resistant cells from later samples (times 10-55) were resuspended 

and concentrated, most of the cells were recovered (median recovery was over 100% for 

totals, 72% for transformed. Table 3b). The difference between the median recovery of 

heat resistant cells from early and late samples is statistically significant at the pcO.Ol 

level (Table 4). 
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There is a reason that early and late heat-resistant cells might be differenq this 

difference could explain why early heat-resistant cells were more difficult to recover. 

My experiments show that no new heat-resistant cells formed in the sporulation media 

until 10 hours. The early samples were all taken before 10 hours, which was before 

new heat-resistant cells appeared; the later samples were all taken 10 hours and after, 

when most of the heat-resistant cells were newly formed. Therefore the early samples 

contained only pre-existing heat-resistant cells and the late samples contained mostly 

newly-formed heat-resistant cells; pre-existing heat-resistant cells may have properties 

that make them more difficult to recover than newly-formed heat-resistant cells. 

Though the recovery of resuspended cells in low-volume resuspensions was 

different for early and late samples, the recovery of resuspended cells in equal-volume 

resuspensions was not different for early and late samples. (Table 3a) 

I can explain why early cells would be recovered after an equal-volume 

resuspension but not after a small-volume resuspension. The early heat-resistant cells 

might have been sticking to the walls of the tube in which the resuspension takes place. 

When small volumes of liquid were used for the resuspension, these cells might have 

not been wetted enough to get them to detach fix)m the walls of the tubes; the larger 

volumes of liquid used when cells were resuspended in an equal volume would have 

been sufficient to detach the cells. 

Whatever the explanation, the point remains that these pre-existing heat-resistant 

cells exhibited a property, low recovery after small-volume resuspension, that was 

absent in other heat-resistant cells. Like the log- survivor data, this cell-recovery data 

suggests that the heat-resistant cells in the zero-time cultures were not typical spores, but 

were some other type of heat-resistant cell. 
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APPENDIX 2: HOW VARIATION-BASED HYPOTHESES 

EXPLAIN THE ADVANTAGE OF SEX 

L Linkage Disequilibrium and Sex 

Mathematical analyses of variation-based evolutionary hypotheses of sex have 

shown what is required for sex to be advantageous: genetic variation at two loci, and 

(negative) linkage disequilibrium between these loci (Kondrashov, 1993, Felsenstein, 

1988). In this appendix, I describe how the theories we are concerned with fulfill these 

requirements. 

Linkage disequilibrium, symbolized by D, is a measurement of the distribution 

of two-locus genotypes (Lewontin and Kojima, 1960) The simplest meaningful case is 

when only two alleles are possible at each locus. Let A and a represent the alleles 

possible at the first locus and B and b represent the alleles possible at the second. Then 

four two-locus genotypes are possible: AB, aB, Ab and ab. Let 

p(x) = the frequency of x. Then D is defined as follows: 

D = (p (AB))*(p (ab)) - (p (Ab))*(p (aB)) 

When a population is in linkage equilibrium, it has zero D, and the fi^uencies 

of the two-locus genotypes are equal to the frequencies predicted by random association 

of the genes at each locus. In other words, D equals zero when these equations are true: 

(p(AB)) = (p(A))*(p(B)) 

(p(Ab)) = (p(A))*(p(b)) 

(p (aB)) = (p (a))*(p(B)) 

(p (ab)) = (p (a)) * (p (b)) 
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D can be negative, zero or positive. D is positive if (p (AB))*(p (ab)) > (p 

(Ab))*(p (aB)), so the sign depends on whether a certain allele gets represented by a 

capital letter or a small letters. By convention large letters are used for high fitness 

alleles, and small letters for low fitness alleles. Also by convention, two locus 

genotypes are classified by their fimesses: if they have two high 5mess genes, or two 

low fimess genes, they are called coupling genotypes; if they have one high fitness gene 

and one low fimess gene, they are called repulsion genotypes. Thus AB and ab are 

coupling genotypes, and Ab and aB are repulsion genotypes. Therefore postivie D 

means there is an excess of coupling genotypes, and negative D means that repulsion 

genotypes are in excess (Felsenstein, 1988). 

Sexual organisms have a higher fitness than asexuals, in variation-based 

models, only when linkage disequilibrium has a negative value (See Table I of Brooks, 

1988). The reason sex is advantageous is because it destroys negative linkage 

disequilibrium (Felsenstein, 1988). Negative linkage disequilibrium causes the average 

fimess of a population to be lower than if it had zero linkage disequilibrium. (Positive 

linkage disequilibrium has the opposite effect.) Sex changes the distribution of two-

locus genotypes so that the negative linkage disequilibrium approaches zero, thus 

raising the average fitness of the population. In an asexual population with negative 

linkage disequilibrium, the population ends up with a lower average fimess than the 

equivalent sexual population. 

Though this argument is couched in terms of group selection, modifier locus 

models have shown that sex confers its advantage upon individuals (Brooks, 1988). 

This is because, on the average, sexual reproduction produces higher fitness offspring, 

even though sometimes it produces low fitness offspring. 
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If sex is to be continually advantageous, (negative) linkage disequilibrium must 

be continually present But linkage disequilibrium is continually being destroyed in two 

ways (Kondrashov, 1993). First, natural selection acting at each of the two loci drives 

the more fit alleles towards fixation. If fixation occurs at either locus, than linkage 

disequilibrium disappears. Second, sex acts to diminish linkage disequilibrium, even as 

it requires linkage disequilibrium for its advantage. Thus these sex hypotheses require 

that evolutionary forces must exist which oppose the destruction of variation by 

selection and the destruction of linkage disequilibrium by sex. In other words, each 

variationist hypotheses must invoke evolutionary forces to perform two tasks: one force 

must regenerate variation at each locus, and the other force must regenerate negative 

linkage disequilibrium between the loci. 

n. How the Six Variation Hypotheses Woiic 

Various variation-based models for sex fulfill the requirements for these 

evolutionary forces in different ways. Next I describe how the four ecological 

hypotheses and the two mutational hypotheses discussed in Section 6 fulfill these 

requirements. 

A. The Best-Man Hypothesis 

In the scenario postulated by the best-man hypothesis, genetic variation is 

maintained by fluctuating selection, and negative linkage disequilibrium is generated by 

genetic drift. (These deductions are based on Bell's (1982) description of the 

hypothesis, Kondrashov's (1993) analysis, and references reviewed in Kondrashov 

(1993)). "Ructuating selection" means that the selection regime of each locus fluctuates 
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over time, so that an allele that initially has a higher fimess subsequently has a lower 

fitness. For exan^le, suppose that the allele rex initially has higher fimess than regirur, 

after the first environmental fluctuation, regina becomes the high fimess allele, then after 

the next fluctuation, rex regains its stams as higher fimess allele. Without these 

fluctuations (and without other evolutionary forces), rex, the allele with the highest 

initial fimess, would become fixed. The mechanism by which finite population sizes 

(i.e. genetic drift) generates negative linkage disequilibrium is too complicated to merit 

description here: consult Felsenstein (1988) for an explanation. 

B. The Sibling Competition Hypothesis 

In the sibling competition hypothesis, the simation is more convoluted. The 

proximal source of genetic variation is migration from heterogeneous patches, but since 

the selection regimes of these patches change each generation, the ultimate source of 

variation is fluctuating selection. These and the following deductions are based on 

Maynard Smith's (1976) and Bell's (1988) models of the sibling competition 

hypothesis. In these models, negative linkage disequilibrium is generated by two 

forces; genetic drift, as with the best-man hypothesis, and truncation selection on 

deleterious mutations. Truncation selection means that organisms that contain fewer 

deleterious mutations then a certain threshold number all have tiie same high fitness, and 

organisms that contain more than the threshold number of deleterious mutations all have 

the same low fitoess value. Truncation selection is a special form of a class of fimess 

functions, known as supermultiplicative or synergistically epistatic. 

Selection is supermultiplicative when the fimesses of alleles interact 

supermultiplicatively rather than independently to produce the fimesses of genotypes. 

The "null hypothesis" is that alleles act independently, without interaction, to produce 
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genotype fitnesses. Then the fitness of a two locus genotype is multiplicative: it equals 

the product of the fitoess effects of each of its alleles: 

Let w(x) = the fimess of x, 

then w(AB) = w(A)*w(B), 

w(Ab) = w(A)*w(b), etc. 

This assumption can be relaxed. To illustrate this, let the fimess effects of single alleles 

be as follows: 

w(A) = 1 

w(B) = 1 

w(a) = I-s 

w(b) = 1-s 

When genotype fimesses are multiplicative functions, they are as follows: 

w(AB) = w(A)*w(B) = 1 

w(Ab) = w(A)*w(b) = 1-s 

w(aB) = w(a)*w(B) = 1-s 

w(ab) = w(a)*w(B) = (1-s)^ 

1.e. w(i deleterious alleles) = (1-s)' 

Nonmultiplicative fimess functions can be represented by using the same scheme as 

above for w(AB), w(Ab) and w(aB) and representing the fimess of w(ab) as follows: 

w(ab) = (1-s)" 

When n = 2, all of the genotype fitnesses are multiplicative functions of the gene 

fimesses. When n > 2, the fimess function is called supermultiplicative, and when n < 

2, it is called submultiplicative. 

Analysis shows that supermultiplicative fimess interactions create negative D 

(and submultiplicative fimess interactions create positive D) (Felsenstein, 1965). Thus 
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supermultiplicadve fitness regimes, such as truncation selection, create the negative D 

necessary for sex. 

C. The Tangled Bank Hypothesis 

How this third hypothesis, which invokes "underoccupied niches", fulfills the 

requirements for the two evolutionary forces is difficult to deduce (Felsenstein, 1988): 

there have been no satisfactory attempts to do so. My deductions are that the proximal 

source of variation is again migration, and the ultimate source is fluctuating selection, as 

with the sibling competition hypothesis. However the source of negative linkage 

disequilibrium is open to debate: it is probably created when some niches are 

underoccupied, but what causes these niches to be underused is unclean in one version 

it is genetic drift (Bell, 1982, pp. 132-142), but it may also be supermultiplicative 

fimess functions. 

D. The Red Queen Hypodiesis 

In the red queen hypothesis of Sturtevant and Mather (1938) nonrandom 

environmental fluctuations both maintains variation and generates negative linkage 

disequilibrium (Kondrashov, 1993, Felsenstein, 1988). However, these environmental 

fluctuations can be dissected to reveal that two forces, not just one, are at work. First, 

the selection regime musr occasionally be supermultiplicative to generate negative 

linkage disequilibrium (My deduction based on Bell's model (1982, p. 158), see 

Felsenstein (1988) for a different interpretation). Second, the fluctuations in the 

selection regime act to maintain variation. 
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E. & F. The Mutational Hypotheses: Muller's Ratchet, MuUer's Hatchet 

One way of describing the advantage of sex in the presence of negative linkage 

disequilibrium is that when D is negative sex is more efficient than asexual reproduction 

at removing deleterious alleles. This description was used in Section 6 to illustrate how 

the mutational hypotheses work. However, in this case, the ultimate reason that sex is 

advantageous is still that sex reduces linkage disequilibrium (Kondrashov, 1993, 

Felsenstein, 1988). Thus these mutational hypotheses, like the ecological hypotheses 

require the concurrent action of two evolutionary forces. In these mutational 

hypotheses, the force that generates variation is continual mutation. The force that 

generates negative linkage disequilibrium distinguishes one mutational hypothesis from 

the other. In the Muller's ratchet hypothesis of Muller (1932) and Fischer (1930), this 

force is genetic drift (Felsenstein, 1974). In the "Muller's hatchet" hypothesis of 

Kondrashov (1982) and Crow (1983) this force is supermultiplicative fimess 

interactions (Kondrashov, 1993). 
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APPENDIX 3: THE ORIGINAL SIN HYPOTHESIS: 

EVIDENCE THAT THE UNIVERSAL ANCESTOR OF LIFE 

WAS SEXUAL 

ABSTRACT 

Natural genetic transformation is a sexual process that occurs in 

microorganisms. A critical step in this process is the development of the ability to bind 

and take up exogenous DNA by the recipient cell. This ability is called natural genetic 

competence. I have inferred the most parsimonious hypotheses for the early 

evolutionary history of natural genetic competence, using data on competence in 

primitive species. My analysis suggests that the universal ancestor of life was naturally 

competent, that is, able to engage in sex. The same conclusion was obtained when 

different hypotheses about the early branching patterns of the tree of life were tested. 

Other variables were also investigated for their effect on the conclusion. 

TEXT 

Sex occurs when genetic material from two parents come together in a common 

cytoplasm and rccombine to form the genome of their progeny (1). The natural 

processes that qualify as sex include four processes found in procaryotes: conjugation, 

transduction, natural genetic transformation, and a type of gene transfer system that I 

will call contaa-transfer (2). The definition of "sex" may be further restricted to exclude 

processes that are not under the control of the parents themselves, but instead are 

controlled by parasites. Then conjugation and transduction do not qualify as sex (3). 
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This study focuses on the two procaryotic processes that still do qualify as sex, 

natural genedc transformation, and natural contact-transfer. Natural genetic 

transformation involves the intenaalizarion of exogenous DNA by competent recipient 

cells. The process that I call contact-transfer merits a separate category because it differs 

from all other types of procaryotic gene transfer. Unlike transformation, contact-

transfer requires contact between the recipient and a living donor cell. Unlike 

conjugation, contact-transfer can occur without the mediation of conjugative plasmids. 

And unlike transduction, contact-transfer does not involve phages. 

Since procaryotes can have sex, the universal ancestor of life, a procaryote, may 

have been sexual. I have reconstructed the most parsimonious hypothesis for the 

ancient evolutionary histoiy of procaryotic sex, inferred from phenotypes of extant 

microbial taxa. A representative reconstruction is shown in Figure 1. The shading at 

the basal node of the phylogenetic tree, where the two main branches (Archaea/Eucarya 

and Bacteria) converge, indicates the phenotype of the universal ancestor. Of all 

hypotheses about this phenotype, the original sin hypothesis, the hypothesis that the 

universal ancestor was competent, is the most parsimonious. 

One factor of this analysis is biased against the original sin conclusion. Some of 

the extant taxa that I classified as naturally noncompetent may actually be naturally 

competent (4). Such misclassificaaon may be a widespread problem; even E. coli, the 

most conspicuous example of a species considered naturally noncompetent, has now 

been shown to be naturally competent (5). 

On the other hand, another factor is biased for the original sin conclusion. 

Noncompetent species are probably underrepresented in my sample, because 

noncompetence is underinvestigated and underreponed. To minimize this bias, I have 
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pursued all leads concerning experiments that may have demonstrated noncompetence in 

primitive species. 

Other factors also affect this analysis. To assess how much support exists for a 

given conclusion about the phenotype of the universal ancestor, I have formulated an 

index. Positive values of this "robustness index" indicate support for the original sin 

hypothesis, with higher values representing stronger support; negative values indicate 

support for the "universal ancestor was noncompetent" hypothesis. 

This index is a function of hypothetical additions to the database. Take, for 

example, a particular reconstruction, one that is the most parsimonious reconstruction 

given the particular parameters, and that posits a competent universal ancestor. Suppose 

that one adds to the database a hypothetical taxon, one that is noncompetent and that 

attaches at the base of the phylogeny, and then one analyzes this expanded database as 

described here. If enough of such taxa are added, then the most parsimonious 

hypothesis about the universal ancestor's phenotype will change. Thus the robustness 

index equals the minimum number of such hypothetical noncompetent deeply-branching 

taxa that one needs to add to rescind the original sin conclusion. (6). 

For most analyses, I assumed that competence was more easily lost than gained. 

In these analyses, losses were weighted half as much as gains, but for other analyses, I 

assumed equal weighting. For the conditions used for Figure 1, where unequal 

weighting applies, the robustness index equals three. But when losses and gains are 

weighted equally, the robustness index equals zero; in other words, competence and 

noncompetence are equally parsimonious assignments for the universal ancestor's 

phenotype. 

Unequal weighting biases the analysis in favor of the original sin hypothesis. 

However, unequal weighting is justified because losses of competence occur easily. 
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Two types of evidence show this; first, viable noncompetent mutants are easy to 

produce in the lab from competent strains; second, competent species often include 

naturally occurring noncompetent strains (7). 

The situation of the original sin hypothesis is comparable to that of the 

hypothesis that the universal ancestor was thermophilic (8). For a similarly constructed 

index, the robusmess of the ancestral thermophily hypothesis also equals three (9). 

Both of these hypotheses fail to achieve maximum robusmess because of the phenotype 

of the earliest-branching eucaryotes, which are neither competent nor thermophilic. 

(Primitive eucaryotes may lack competence because they achieve genetic exchange by 

another process, meiotic sex.) One might argue that the eucaryotic data should be 

weighted less, because primitive eucaryotes retain fewer of their primitive characteristics 

than primitive procaryotes. When the eucaryotic data is downweighted, both the 

ancestral thermophily hypothesis and the original sin hypothesis become more robust 

It should be noted that the temperature tolerance database is more complete than the 

competence database; therefore the support for the ancestral thermophily hypothesis is 

stronger. 

There are naany species that have not yet been scored for the presence or absence 

of competence. Only some of these species have the potential to influence the 

phenotypic assignment of the universal ancestor. Discoveries of competence in lineages 

presently scored as noncompetent (such as the Eucarya) can increase support for the 

original sin hypothesis; the converse is true for discoveries of noncompetence in 

competent lineages. Within the competent lineages, species that are farther finom the root 

than certain critical lineages arc less influential. For the Archaea branch of the universal 

phylogeny, the critical lineages are Methanobacterium thermautotrophicum and the 

coxa^x&niMethanococcus species. For the Bacteria branch, the critical lineage is the 
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Deinococcus/Thermits group. If gll species that are farther from the root than the 

critical species turned out to be noncompetent, the robusmess index would decrease 

only by one (for both unequal and equal weighting). In short, all of the halophilic 

Archaea, all of the derived Bacteria (see Fig. 1), and most of the methanogenic Archaea 

are less influential species. 

By analogy with the term "competent", I will call strains capable of contact-

transfer "proficient". I initially classified strains proficient for contact-transfer in a 

separate category from competence (Fig. 1). However, proficiency may also be 

classified in two other ways: as a special type of competence, or as a special type of 

noncompetence. In the first case, the robusmess index remains three; however if 

proficiency is a type of noncompetence, the robustness index decreases to two. Under 

equal weighting, when proficiency is classified as a type of competence or as a type of 

competence, respectively, the universal ancestor is assigned the equivocal state 

(robusmess = 0), or the noncompetence state (robustness = -1), respectively. 

The choice of the classification system depends on the identification of 

homology. If the proficiency systems and competence systems descended from a 

common ancestral system, then they are homologous, and proficiency should be 

classified as a type of competence. If these systems evolved independently, then they 

are nonhomologous, and their evolution should be considered independentiy. If this 

latter case applies, then the proficient species Sulfolobus acidocaldarius and Haloferax 

volcanii should be classified as noncompetent, since neither of these species can 

internalize DNA from solution (10). This issue of homology, and thus the correct 

classification, cannot presendy be resolved (11). 

The reconstruction of the history of competence is a ftmction of the phylogenetic 

hypothesis used for the reconstruction. The topology of the deepest branches of the tree 
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of life has been controversial. However, these controversies have little affect upon the 

analysis of the universal ancestors phenotype (Table 1). 

The root: The root of the universal tree has most often been placed such that 

Archaea and Eucarya are sister groups, as shown in Fig. 1(12). However an analysis 

of the family of glutamine dehydrogenase genes suggest that the root should be placed 

so that Bacteria and Archaea are sisters (13). If this latter analysis is correct, the support 

for the original sin hypothesis diminishes, when unequal weighting; applies whereas 

when equal weighting applies, the conclusions remain unchanged. The other possible 

placement of the root, such that Bacteria and Eucarya are sisters, does not affect the 

robustness of the conclusions. 

Archaea: James Lake has proposed that the Archaea are not monophyletic, and that 

and that the sulfur-dependent thermophiles form a sister group of the Eucarya. (14). 

Most phylogenetic analyses reject Lake's "Eocyte" hypothesis and support archaeal 

monophyly (15) Support for the original sin hypothesis is stronger when Lake's 

phylogeny, rooted as in reference 14, is used—in all cases the robustness index 

increases by one. Other differences in the branching pattern within the Euryarchaeota 

do not affect the robustness of the original sin hypothesis. 

Eucarya: Analysis of the most conserved of all molecules (16) suggests that the 

eucaryotic nucleus had hybrid origins, part of it deriving firom an archaeal ancestor, and 

the rest from a gram-positive ancestor. When I used this less-orthodox tree, where the 

gram-positive Bacteria and Eucarya are close relatives, the original sin hypothesis 

achieved the maximum possible robustness, under default conditions. However, in the 

cases of equal weighting, the conclusions remained as before. No other variations in 

the eucaryotic tree alter the robustness of the conclusions. 
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Bacteria: The positioning of thermophilus at the base of the Bacteria 

limb receives moderate bootstrap support from different analyses of riElNA Hata (15). 

However other analyses have positioned Thermus thermophilus as a deeply branching 

aichaeal lineage (17) or as a sister group of cyanobacteria (18). Assuming that the 

position of this species represents that of the entire Thermus/Deinococcus group, the 

different placements of this lineage do not affect the support (or lack of support, in the 

cases of equal weighting) for the original-sin hypothesis. More generally, when 

unequal weighting applies, the robustness of the original sin hypothesis is not affected 

at all by the branching order of the major Bacterial groups. 

In addition to predicting ancestral phenotypes, parsimony analyses also predict 

the phenotypes of "unscored" extant taxa. For example, my analysis predicts that the 

primitive Bacteria A<7w/ex pyrophilus and Thermotoga maritima are naturally competent 

(Fig. 1). Perhaps these predictions could be tested by using transformation genes from 

well-studied competent organisms to probe other species. 

The data show that many deeply-branching procaryotes are competent. Since 

this is so, lateral transfer may have occurred between these species, or between their 

ancestors. If this happened, the phylogenetic histories of different parts of the genome 

may differ. Lateral transfer has been proposed to explain differences among 

phytogenies based on different genes, such as the different positions of Thermus (17) 

and the low G+C gram positive bacteria (19). (It is worth noting that Thermus 

thermophilus expresses high levels of competence constitutively (20)) In some 

competent species, the frequency of interspecific genetic exchange has been shown to 

depend on the sequence similarity between the donor and recipient genes (21). By 

definition, highly conserved genes have high levels of sequence similarity, suggesting 

that they may indeed be transferred laterally. 
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In summary, the evidence suggests that the universal ancestor was able to 

engage in a sexual process, natural genetic transformation. Six variables affect the 

strength of this conclusion: the representativeness of the sample, the reliability of the 

scoring, the weighting of phenotypic changes, the influence of new data, the homology 

of different systems, and the phylogenetic hypotheses used. The most important of 

these variables are the choice of weighting systems and the assessment of homology 

(Table 1). If gains of competence occur as easily as losses do, and if transformation 

and contact-transfer are nonhomologous, then the most parsimonious hypothesis is that 

the universal ancestor was noncompetent. Evidence against equal weighting and for 

homology supports the original sin hypothesis. The easy production of noncompetent 

mutants and the occurrence of polymorphic species provides evidence against equal 

weighting; the existence of homologous transformation enzymes shared by Archaea and 

Bacteria would be evidence for homology. 

Determining which phylogeny of presently-known taxa is correct is relatively 

less important for inferring the universal ancestor's sexual phenotype (Table 1). For all 

phylogenetic hypotheses investigated here, the most parsimonious hypothesis under 

default conditions is always that the universal ancestor was competent And for all but 

one of these phylogenetic hypotheses, when the equal weighting and nonhomology 

assumptions apply, the most parsimonious hypothesis is that the universal ancestor was 

noncompetent The same critique applies to analysis of whether the universal ancestor 

was thermophilic—establishing the appropriate weighting scheme and whether different 

species use the same (i.e. homologous) or different systems to maintain thermophily 

should be the most important variables in determining the validity of the ancestral-

thermophily inference. 
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The inference that the universal ancestor was competent should lenoain the same 

even if very many species are discovered to be noncompetent, as long as these species 

arc less primitive. These less primitive species include all of the gram-positive Bacteria, 

the Proteobacteria, the halophilic Archaea and the Eucarya. However discoveries of 

noncompetence among the Crenarchaeota, the newly named group Korarchaeota (15) or 

very primitive Bacteria could weaken or reverse the original-sin conclusion. 

Conversely, discoveries of competence among these species, or in primitive Eucarya, 

would strengthen this conclusion. 

The inference that the universal ancestor was competent is as robust as the 

better-known inference that the universal ancestor was thermophilic. Just as the original 

sin conclusion would change if new noncompetent primitive species arc discovered, so 

would the ancestral thermophily conclusion change if the newly discovered species arc 

not thermophilic. Both conclusions remain tentative as long as primitive species await 

discovery. 
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FIGURE LEGEND 

Fig. 1. The early evolution of genetic competence. The most parsimonious hypothesis 

for the phenotype of the universal ancestor was determined using the computer program 

MacQade (22). MacQade analyzes data on phenotypes of extant taxa to reconstruct the 

most parsimonious evolutionary history of that phenotype for a given phylogeny. Some 

taxa influence MacQade's deductions more than others: the assignment of a phenotype 

to an ancestor depends mostly upon that ancestor's most "basal" descendants, i.e. those 

descendants that branch off closest to the base. Therefore I limited my data set to the 

species that are most basal in a variety of phylogenies. 

The basis for this figure was a phylogeny produced by maximum likelihood 

analysis of small subunit rRNA sequences (23), with the modification that three 

Deinococcus species were added to this phylogeny in the positions indicated by a 

neighbor-joining analysis (24). 

I assigned one of four possible phenotypes—competent, noncompetent, 

polymorphic, and contact-transfer proficient-to extant taxa for which published data 

were available. Competent taxa are those that, in nonartificial culture conditions, can 

internalize sterile donor DNA (25); noncompetent taxa are those that cannot 

Polymorphic taxa include one (or more) naturally-occurring competent taxon and one 

(or more) naturally-occurring noncompetent taxon. Contact-transfer proficient taxa are 

those capable of internalizing DNA fiom live donor cells without the mediation of 

plasmids or phages. 

The boxes preceding the names of some taxa indicate the phenotypes of those 

taxa. Taxa without known phenotypes are also included in the phylogeny to represent 

important groups of species, these have no boxes next to their names. The names of 
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large groups of species are capitalized. All results remained the same when I performed 

analyses that substituted relevant constituent species in place of these groups. 

A list of the abbreviations used in the figure follows. The references listed are 

the sources for determining the phenotypes of the taxa: 

Halobacterium s.(alinarium; 26), Haloferax v.(olcanii; 27), Methanobac.(terium) 

th.(ermoaiaotrophicum; 28), Methanococcus m.(aripaludis; 29), Methanococcus 

v.(oltae; 30), Sulfolobus a.(cidocaldarius; 31), Sulfolobus sh.(ibatae), Giardia 

l.(amblia; 32), OTHER PROTISTS (33), OTHER EUC.(ARYA), Aquifex 

p.(yrophilus), Thermatoga m.(aritima), Chloroflexus a.(urantiacus), Deinococcus rph., 

p., and rp. (radiophilus, proteolyticus, and radiopugnans; 34), Deinococcus 

r.(adiodurans\ 35), Thermus spp. (36), Streptomyces spp. (37), HI GC GRAM+ (38), 

Selenomonas r.(uminantiuni; 39), LO GC GRAM+ (38), Bacillus p.(olymyxa, 40) 

Clostridium p.(erfringens). Chlamydia p.(sittaci), Cyanobacteria spp. (41), Chlorobium 

spp. (42), Flexibacter e.(legans), Bacteroides t.(hetaiotaomicrom; 43), Spirochaeta 

b.(ajacaliformensis), Myxococcus x.(anthus), Helicobacter p.(ylori; 44), 

Campylobacter j.(ejuni\ 45), Campylobacter c.(oli; 45), Rhodobacter s.(phaeroides\ 

46), OTHER ALPHA (PROTEOBACTERIA; 38), BETA PROTEOBAC.(TERIA; 38), 

GAMMA PROTEOBAC.(TERIA; 38). 
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